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FORWARD
I have attempted to start this book numerous times, and have
literally been running from the assignment that God gave me seven
years ago. Today is July 4, 2009, and He has set me free to write
what is on His heart, and what the world needs to hear. My
message is not "warm and fuzzy", it is not politically correct..... but
it is the truth. I have figured out that running from God is too
hard, trying to hide is impossible, and being double minded is a
curse. The Lord gave me the word "409 "back in April of this year.
Considering the fact that I am a "clean freak" I knew what He was
saying. He was asking me to walk 100% for Him, and He wanted me
to come clean in every area of my life.* He was no longer going to
allow me to get away with anything.
The title of this book, "EVERYTHING COMES OUT IN THE WASH!!!
is prophetic. The Lord gave me that title many years ago. He said that it
meant two things. First, it meant that EVERYTHING YOU DO, GOOD OR
BAD, WILL EVENTUALLY COME OUT IN THE OPEN!!! Secondly, it meant
NOTHING THAT YOU HAVE DONE, AND YOU ARE STILL ALIVE ON
THIS EARTH, IS BAD ENOUGH THAT THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST
CAN'T CLEANSE AND FORGIVE.......WITH THE EXCEPTION OF TAKING
THE MARK OF THE BEAST (REVELATION 13:16-18) WHICH IS THE
ULTIMATE BLASPHEMY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. I will elaborate more on this at
the very end of this book!

*"For nothing is hidden that will not become evident, nor anything secret
that will not be known and come to light." Luke 8:17

"But there is nothing covered up that will not be revealed,
and hidden that will not be known." Luke 12:2
"So do not be afraid of them. There is nothing concealed
that will not be disclosed, or hidden that will not be made
known. What I tell you in the dark, speak in the daylight;
what is whispered in your ear, proclaim from the roofs."
Matthew 10:26-27

"But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us. Since we have now
been justified by his blood, how much more shall we be
saved from God's wrath through him! For if, when we were
God's enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death
of his SON , how much more having been reconciled, shall
we be saved through his life! Not only is this so, but we also
rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom
we have no received reconciliation." Romans 5:8
“Also he compels all, the small and the great, and the rich and
the poor, and the free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on
their right hand or on their forehead [signifying allegiance to
the beast], 17 and that no one will be able to buy or sell, except
the one who has the mark, either the name of the beast or the
number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let the person who has
enough insight calculate the number of the beast, for it is the
[imperfect] number of a man; [a]and his number is six hundred
and sixty-six.” Revelation 13:16-18 Amplified Bible (AMP)
This is going to be a "let it all hang out book" and my sole purpose
is that you DO NOT GO TO HELL. I will be speaking about sex, drugs,
demons, and a suicide attempt back in college that allowed me to visit
the tip of hell and come back into my body. Moreover, I will be
discussing many spiritual lessons that I have had to go THROUGH ...
not something I read in a book. It is my heart to express all this, so
you can benefit and gain wisdom and insight from my hard lessons!!!

INTRODUCTION
The fact that God would instruct me to write a book is very
humorous!!! Anyone that knows me, especially my family, knows that I
have never enjoyed reading. The truth is, other than the books that I
was required to read in high school, I hardly ever read. I used to think
that anyone who was a reader.....was a NERD!!! The only kind of books
that I have read have been about spiritual matters, and even those
have been limited. I am a very simple person, and I have no completed
college education. I spent more than half of my life stoned on
marijuana. I also need to make it very clear, that I am not a bible
scholar, and I am learning new things every day. There will be people
who read this, that are much more versed in the word than I am. I am
simply telling you my life story from the perspective of a graceful,
loving God that has walked me through hell.
The recent things that have been happening in the news have lit a
fire in my spirit to get this written. I am speaking about the sudden
deaths of several celebrities, murders, and suicides growing daily. The
mass unemployment, despair, and the spirits of fear, depression and
death becoming a daily message spewed from the media. The Lord had
told me before the stock market crash in September of 2008 that
"GROWN MEN WILL TAKE A GUN AND BLOW THEIR BRAINS OUT."
I now know what He was talking about and why. Whether people want
to hear it or not, we are truly living in the last days as we know it, and
the prophetic clock is ticking at about 11:58 pm.
My job is to bring a huge wake up call to the body of Christ, and to
all that do not know Jesus as Lord and Savior. His heart is crying for
the lost, and He wants as many people in the ARK as possible , before it
is too late!!! The Lord said to me a few months ago , "YOU DO NOT
HAVE AS MUCH TIME AS YOU THINK!!!" Those have been very
SOBERING words. I need to make it clear, that I have never heard the
voice of God audibly. However, I have learned to discern the small, still

voice that always tells me the truth, and His name is the Holy Spirit. I
have prayed that as you read this book, that God Almighty, who I know
as Jesus, or The Holy Spirit, will permeate your heart, mind and spirit,
and set you free from all demonic bondage that has kept you in
captivity. You may find yourself sneezing, coughing, laughing, crying,
yawning, passing gas, or burping...... which are all ways that demons are
expelled . If these things occur, don't freak out, go with the flow!!!
I believe in demons. They are very real, and are literally running

rampant on this earth and operating inside and through people. At one
point in my life, I was loaded with them. Only heaven knows how many.
I have a passion, and a calling, to bring deliverance to others, in the
name of Jesus. It is time that I and the body of Christ, quit "playing
church" and get real, and exercise our authority , in the name of
Jesus, over the demonic realm. Satan and his army of demons need to
be scared of us.......not the reverse, that we are scared of them!!! *

*"And I say also unto thee, that thou art Peter, and upon
this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven: AND WHATSOEVER THOU SHALT
BIND ON EARTH SHALL BE BOUND IN HEAVEN; AND
WHATSOEVER THOU SHALT LOOSE ON EARTH SHALL BE
LOOSED IN HEAVEN. Matthew 16: 18-19
"Submit yourselves, then to God. Resist the devil, and he
will flee from you. Come near to God and he will come near
to you. Wash your hands, you sinners, and purify your
hearts, you double-minded." James 4: 7-8
In simple terms, demons or spirits are simply fallen angels that
were kicked out of heaven along with satan when he rebelled against
God.* Satan , Lucifer (angel of light) has many different names. He led
the worship in heaven, but decided that he was bigger and better than
God. One third of the angelic host chose to follow satan. Hell was

created for them, not people, which indicates that God knew what he
was going to do. That is why He is God, He knows the beginning from
the end. He is the Alpha and the Omega!!!

*"And the seventy returned again with joy, saying, Lord
even the devils are subject unto us through thy name. And
he said unto them, I beheld satan as lightning fall from
heaven. Behold, I give unto you power (exousia) to tread on
serpents and scorpions, and over all the power (dunamis) of
the enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you. Luke
10: 17-19
"Then He will say to those at His left hand, Begone from Me,
you cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and
his angels!" Matthew 25:4
God does not send people to hell, we send ourselves there. God sent
Jesus to die on a cross for mankind worldwide. Jesus went to Hades for
three days, so that you would not have to go to there for eternity.
Jesus is the only man that was raised from the dead, which
distinguishes Him from other "religions" and "religious teachers."
Demons are instructed by satan to trap and ensnare you in various
bondage, and different types of sin, so that you end up like them. It is
a classic case of "misery loves company!!!" I will devote an entire
chapter explaining more about this, and backing it up with scripture.
One of the reasons that it has been so difficult for me to focus on
this book is because so much of what I need to share is very
embarrassing, shameful, bizarre, and controversial. I have a friend
back in Michigan, Paul, that always gives me the "Snoopy" analogy of my
writing....."It was a dark and stormy night!!!" That is as far as Snoopy
got on his writing endeavor, and that is how I have felt up until
recently. The flow to write was simply not coming!!! I did an interview
about going to hell on the 700 Club, a popular Christian TV ministry in
1997. God orchestrated that entire transaction, which I will elaborate
on later in the book.

Shortly thereafter, there was a brutal attack of the enemy that
transpired in my own personal life. Some of it was delayed judgment
of God, and some it was simply the devil trying to destroy and silence
me. I arrogantly told God, "You can go get yourself another lackey to
talk about hell, because I am never going to open up my mouth about
this subject again!!!" Telling God what you are going to do, is like trying
to fly a plane without any fuel....it is not going to happen!!! My motive is
all about where you spend eternity and being obedient to God. A great
analogy would be if I was walking past your house, and it was on fire,
and I did nothing to help you. I didn't call 911, I didn't even go up to
the front door, and see if there was anyway I could rescue you out of
the flames before it was too late. If I don't tell you what I know, then
your blood will be on my hands.*

*"At the end of seven days the word of the Lord came to
me. 'Son of man, I have made you a watchman for the house
of Israel; so hear the word I speak and give them warning
from me. When I say to a wicked man, You will surely die,
and you do not warn him or speak out to dissuade him from
his evil ways in order to save his life, that wicked man will
die for his sins, and I will hold you accountable for his
blood. But if you do warn the wicked man and he does not
turn from his wickedness or from his evil ways, he will die
for his sin; but you will have saved yourself."Ezekiel 3: 1619
I already have some blood on my hands, because this was to be
written several years ago. People that I was supposed to reach have
already died and gone to hell. That is a reality that I can no longer
ignore or blow off. So, with all that said.....put on your seat belt, because
you are getting ready to take a spiritual trip!!!

CHAPTER 1

"K.I.S.S."
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1:1
"Keep it Simple Stupid!!!" is the acronym that the Lord
recently gave me, and then several days later, spoke the exact words
through another person. It was an awesome and humorous confirmation,
because in my past attempts of writing this book, I thought I had to tell
every detail of what has happened. That was a huge task, that enabled
me to continue to procrastinate!!!
1:2
I think I need to point out that I actually had an ADVANTAGE
of growing up in a family that did not serve or know Jesus. I love my
family dearly, and one by one, they are coming to a knowledge and
understanding of Him. However, when I was growing up, any relationship
with God , or attending church was not our thing. The reason that I say
it was an advantage to be a "heathen" is that I never would have
experienced what I did, and I can never judge anyone else.* This makes
it much easier for me to view people through the eyes of Christ, and
have the ability to love the unlovable. When you have been forgiven
much, you love much!!! I also had the advantage of having no "religious"
teachings that would mess me up!!! I take God at his word, and He has
never let me down!!!
1:3 *"Do not judge, or you too will be judged. For in the same
way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure
you use, it will be measured to you." Matthew 7:1-2 "Therefore, I
tell you, her many sins have been forgiven-----for she loved
much. But he who has been forgiven little loves little." Luke 7:4
"The children of this world are in their generation wiser than
the children of light." Luke 16:8 "See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, redeeming the time,
because the days are evil." Ephesians 5: 15-16

1:4 I never want to be "religious!!!" Religion is a spirit, and it is one of
the meanest, cruelest, and most cunning demons. It has several cousins,
like judgment, criticism, piety, arrogance, deception, manipulation,
control, greed, legalism, and a few others!!! Frankly, some of the deepest
hurts that I have experienced, have been from the "religious bunch." I
have had to learn to separate the demons from the people. I am
permitted to hate the demons, but I am not permitted to hate the
people. Several years ago, the Lord said to me, "YOUR BIGGEST
OPPOSITION WILL BE THE RELIGIOUS BUNCH!!!" I can't even begin
to tell you how true that has been!!!
1:5 When I reflect back on my childhood, I can see the hand of God on
me... and the devil ,who knew the call of God on my life. I do recall the
few times that my parents attempted to take us to church, all hell would
break loose!!! Satan knew that if he could bring strife, contention, chaos,
and several other spirits on the scene, he would accomplish his goal of
keeping us from the word of God, and a relationship with Christ.
1:6 I am the oldest and only girl of four children. I have three awesome
brothers, two of which, I was integral in helping raise. I remember my
mom coming home from the hospital with my two younger brothers, and
it was like they were my babies. I also did a lot of babysitting for other
families, which is how I made my money as a teenager. My father, who
was a career military man, was given orders to move frequently. I
learned at an early age, to not get too comfortable, or make friends,
because it seemed like we were always picking up and moving again. I
never was a straight A student, like my other brother, but I usually
came in with a B average. I
did not like myself physically. I thought I was fat and ugly. When I look
at pictures of myself growing up, I do not think that I was a cute or an
attractive kid. Kids would tease me, and call me stupid and fat. The
truth is , I was chubby, and I loved to eat. I was using food as a narcotic

at a very early age. My mother is a gourmet cook, and good food was
always around, and it was my drug at the time. I would eat if I was
happy, and I would eat if I was sad.
1:7 I can recall at the age of sixteen , I became aware of satan and his
many demons started talking to me, and tormenting me. At the time, I
did not know what these voices were, but I knew that something
invisible was talking to me. I can describe the spirits of depression and
torment, hovering over me like a dark cloud, telling me that everything
in life was bad, and I was no good.*
1:8 *"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power.
Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand
against the devil's schemes. For our struggle is not against
flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities,
against the powers of this dark world and
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms." Ephesians 6:10-12
1:9 It was also at the age of sixteen that I was introduced to
marijuana, actually hash, by a relative. At that time, this person was my
idol, and I wanted to be just like her. One night , while my parents were
gone, she was visiting, and we ingested hash. She stuck the drug into a
capsule that we both ingested. I then ate an entire cake that my
mother had made from scratch. The relative and I were sleeping in
the same bed, and I rolled over and threw up in the bed, because I was
so stoned and so full!! Unfortunately, another bad idea and demon was
passed on from this relative, because she told me that when she was
full, she would simply throw up. I was always envious of her slim body,
and I figured if puking was good for her, than it was good for me too!!!
1:10
So now the spirit of puking, which I believe is a spirit of
control, became a huge bondage, that brought on many problems for me

and my family members. When I started the binging and purging back in
high school it was not well known as it is today. The world calls it
bulimia, I call it a spirit of control and it has other cousins as well.
Nobody in my family could understand this gross habit. I never told my
parents until recently how I got the idea. I had also started running,
and my body was now getting toned and muscular. I would sneak food,
steal from stores, and binge and purge. It was like I could have my
cake.......and eat it too!!!
1:11
It came to the point that this lifestyle, along with smoking
pot, when I could, literally ripped up our once happy, loving family. My
brother who is a year younger than I , began to hate me and the chaos
that I was creating. We were once very close, and our relationship now
had become very explosive under the same roof. My little brothers were
victims of the strife, and somehow coped with the insanity. God says
that a house divided CAN'T STAND!!! *
1:12
*"Every kingdom divided against itself will be ruined,
and every city or household divided against itself will not
stand." Matthew 12:25 "An offended brother is more unyielding
than a fortified city, and disputes are like the barred gates of
a citadel." Proverbs 18:19
1:13
My parents forced me to go to a psychiatrist, because they
simply could not understand why I was doing these things. I can
remember hating to go, and I felt like all I was doing was playing head
games with an educated shrink. He told my parents that I was very
intelligent, but screwed up!!! He had no answers for my problems,
because the problems were spiritual and demonic. In his defense, he
simply was not trained in this area. We were living in Indiana at the
time, and I can say that life had turned into a nightmare. When it was
time for me to go to college, all I wanted to do was get away from my
family, get high , and do my own thing!!! I had been labeled the "devil's
daughter" because of the chaos created by my actions.

CHAPTER 2

COLLEGE DAZE!!!

©

2:1 I had chosen a state college in Indiana to attend school. The
choice was simply economics. My father had co-signed a student loan,
and this is the school that we could afford and was also away from
home. His statement to me, about my choice of schools, was "that is a
party school!" My father’s words were right on, because it was a party
school!!! I started out in one of the standard dorms, and later moved
over to a building that had much more character and personality. I very
quickly was able to make connections in obtaining drugs. I was known
even among the pot heads as a "druggie." I began experimenting with
LSD, mushrooms, and cocaine. My daily drug of choice was high grade
marijuana.
2:2 The difference with me, is that I loved partying alone. I can't
blame "peer pressure" because I did not party with others, nor did I
drink alcohol, take pills, smoke cigarettes, or attend bars. I was the
classic loner freak that drowned myself in heavy rock and roll music,
much of it satanically inspired. I did not believe in satan or demons at
the time, and I certainly had no relationship with God or Jesus. I
classified Christians as nerds, wimps, and losers.
2:3 Somehow, the first year I was able to make decent grades. My
routine was I would get stoned after running in the morning, and
function high most of the day, including my classes. I would then go to
bed very early, set the alarm for about 2:00 am and study sober. Then
like clockwork, I would start getting high, and it would continue all day.
2:4 The vision that I had for myself, at that time , is that I, after
four years, would graduate with a degree in business/marketing. I
would then be employed by a leading pharmaceutical company , with a
big expense account, company car, huge salary and large commissions. I
would be selling drugs to doctors, and using illegal drugs as I was doing

it. I did not like pills, but I knew there was great money in that
business. Wow, that life was going to make me happy and very
rich......so I thought!!!
2:5 The summer in between my freshman and sophomore year was
spent in a job in Ely, Minnesota. I knew that I had changed so much
there was no way I could stand the time back with my family, nor could
they stand me!!! The job was advertised in the school paper, and it was
at a canoe camp. I had a really good time, and I stayedsober the entire
summer, simply because I could not get away with getting high on this
job.
2:6 I then entered my sophomore year of college. The classes were no
longer "basket weaving 101" or "the study of the Beatles!!!" I was known
for my wild dorm room which I had decorated with stolen goods. I had
also become a huge thief. The fact that I did not get busted was a
miracle. I recall my brother, who is a year younger than I am , coming to
make a visit. He walked into my room, his mouth dropped, and he said,
"this looks like an opium den!!!"
2:7 No doubt, reefer was the drug of my choice. However, the effects
of all of the drugs were also starting to take a toll on my mind. I could
no longer remember things like I could before. I had bounced many
checks, and for a short period of time, started selling weed. To say
that I was a mess, was simply an understatement. I lied so much to my
family, that I had to start writing down the lies, so that I could
remember what I had told them. I did not get involved with boys
sexually, because frankly I enjoyed the drugs over people. I was
actually very sexually naïve, and I had not dated in high school.
2:8 I can recall by late fall of this year, I started hearing voices talk
to me again. I had no idea that these were demons speaking to me. I
was not doing well in the business courses that I had selected, and I

eventually quite going, and stayed in the dorm room and did drugs.
Ironically, I still jogged every day and tried to maintain that habit. It
was usually when I was out on my run that I would hear these voices
start talking to me.
2:9 The best way I can describe it, is that it was like a big monkey on
each shoulder. One would tell me, "you are a rat!!!" The other one would
tell me, "kill yourself!!!" I now know these as spirits of death , torment,
and suicide. Their assignment was to make me kill myself. * I now know
that because all of the satanic music, all the drugs, and all the sin, I
had opened myself wide to the demonic realm. These demons were very
persistent, and they would not give up until I did what they told me to
do.
*"The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to
destroy." John 10:10
2:10
It was now time for Christmas break. I had made a fake
report card, which made it appear that I had made straight A's. I had
the real report card mailed to my dorm, and the day before I left for
home, I mailed the fake one to my parents address. I recall the
reaction from my parents that I had made straight A's.....they were
very happy and amazed. My brother who is a year younger, was the
most discerning, because he did not believe it!!! My plan was to play
the game that everything was okay, and then I would return to the
college campus and kill myself in the dorm room.
2:11
I recall telling a few people that were in the same building
that I was going to end my life. I know there was one girl, by the name
of Sue, that was praying for me. Word had traveled that I was planning
a suicide attempt. Living had become pure hell , and all I wanted to do
was die. I was already dead inside and I wanted to escape this
earth.....never considering where I would go. I need to make it crystal
clear, that a month before I actually attempted suicide, I had run out
of all sources of money. Therefore, I could no longer purchase any

drugs, nor was I selling them because of major paranoia. I only had a
few dollars left. I will never forget the day that I walked into a
hardware store, and said to the male, older clerk, "I need something
that will kill a rat!!!" I know it sent shivers up his spine, because his
reaction was all over his face. I scared him. He sold me a box of D-Con
rat poisoning, and I walked out of the store. I then went into a drug
store and stole a bottle of Sominex. The following day, I was
determined that I was going to end my life.
2:12
Death would be better than the tormented life I had been
living. The reason that I chose rat poison, was because the demons told
me I was a rat, and frankly, I couldn't disagree. I had been doing really
bad things. I took a cup , and I mixed the entire box of D-Con with
warm water, attempting to make it dissolve. It was gross and lumpy. I
then drank the entire glass full of rat poison, and then took the entire
bottle of Sominex with tap water. It would have been much easier to
do this, if I had been high, but I did it sober.
2:13
The next thing I can remember, as I was laying down on my
bed, is my body began to gyrate and shake like that of a snake. I could
not control the movement. I began screaming, as the poison was
permeating my system. I then recall my teeth clenching, I bit my
tongue, and my spirit started going down a very BLACK SPIRAL
TUNNEL, in which I heard HORRIBLE SCREAMING and MOANING.*
The next thing I knew, I was back into my body, and there were
paramedics hovering over me. Fellow students had heard me screaming,
called the authorities, and they opened up my locked door.
2:14 *"As the weeds are pulled up and burned in the fire, so it
will be at the end of the age. The Son of Man will send out his
angels, and they will weed out of his kingdom everything that
causes sin and all who do evil. They will throw them into the
fiery furnace, where there will be WEEPING and gnashing of
teeth. Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the kingdom
of their Father. He who has ears, let him hear." Matthew 13:42

2:15
I recall one of the paramedics squeezing me and screaming ,
"what did you take???" I don't remember if I could talk, but they
induced vomiting, and I began puking all over myself. I do remember
them finding the box of poison and the sleeping pills in the trash. The
next thing I recall is being taken down the stairs , on a stretcher,
screaming as other people watched in dismay as they placed me in the
ambulance.

CHAPTER 3

The MOURNING AFTER
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3:1 I woke up in the hospital , not being able to believe what had just
happened. Part of me was in disbelief that I did not die, and I screwed
up my own demise. The other part of me, knew that I had been to a very
bad place, but at the time, I did not know it was hell. Hell was only a
place that I told people to go to , or used as a cuss word. I did not
really ever think that it was real, nor had I ever been taught anything
about it.
3:2 Because of my age, and privacy laws of the university, my parents
were not called immediately. I had to sign a waiver so that they would be
informed. An ambulance bill had already been sent, so they knew
something was up. Needless to say, it was not a pretty picture for them.
The last they had seen me, they thought I was acing my courses, and
everything was all right. It was a horrible experience for everyone. I
recall my mother looking at me in the hospital bed, and not being able to
deal with what she was hearing. I was spilling my guts, telling her
everything I had been into, and I do remember saying, "I went to a very
bad place!!!"
3:3 My family members had the gruesome job of emptying out my dorm
room and having to deal with the embarrassment of this news getting
all over town where they lived. People who knew me on the campus from
my hometown told other people. Fellow students who met my parents,
clued them in on what was going on, and they were in shock. I was taken
out of school, and left with much shame. All of my hard core rock and
roll albums, and possessions were thrown away. The next step was I
was placed in a "Stress Center" located close to our hometown. Much
of my memory is foggy about all the details, but I do recall the doctor
telling me and my family that I had severe depression and had spots on
my liver. He told them that he had never seen such low levels on a test
that checked for depression. I would imagine, but I am not sure, he was

talking about serotonin or endorphin levels. He described my liver as
being damaged and having spots show up on the test from the rat
poison and all the drugs.
3:4 Even though we did not attend church at that time, my parents and
their friends had many Christians praying for me. By the time that I
was released from this center, the doctor told us , that he could not
explain it, but the spots on my liver were gone!!! Due to the fact that I
had truly dropped a bomb on them, the only thing my dad knew to do at
that time was place me in a half way house located in downtown
Indianapolis. Going back home was simply out of the question.
3:5 As is a common method today, the answer to my problems at the
half way house was drugs!!! The difference being, was that these drugs
they wanted to give me, were legal!!! I had an innate fear of pills, and to
this day still do. I now know it was because I used to witness a relative
drinking large amounts of rum, and following the drinks with Valium.
Even the appearance of a prescription drug container scared me. I
refused to take my medicine, or would pretend that I was, and would not
swallow it.
3:6 I don't recall how long I remained in the half way house, but I knew
I did not want to be there very long. I started applying for jobs
downtown, and was hired by a sales company reselling cheaper long
distance rates. The man that hired me, was charming, intelligent, and
good looking. I took a liking to him immediately. As is the story of my
life, God had His hand on me, and I started to sell with much success. I
also had gotten sexually involved with my sales manager. The company
was new and expanding, and they needed someone to open up a market in
Anderson , Indiana. I was their choice, and I moved to this town.
3:7 Shortly into my endeavor with this company, I had the freedom of
sitting in the apartment, smoking weed, watching (LeSea Broadcasting)

Christian TV, and doing my sales over the telephone. Once again, I
became obsessed with decorating my new place, and I began stealing
again. I also had made drug connections, and pot was easily obtained.
Little did I know, that my face was known at a certain mall, and the
security officers were waiting for me to make my next move. It was on a
Saturday, and I had things that I wanted for the apartment. I never
would rip anything off sober. I always had to steal when I was high.
3:8 I sat in the parking lot of the mall, smoked several joints , and
walked into the shopping area. I recall loading up my purse, and a
shopping bag with several items. I also stole from other stores. I would
then go back to the car, get high again, unload the items, and go back
into the mall. This went on for several hours. My last endeavor to steal
was a boxed fan that I wanted. I walked out, got in the car, and
attempted to leave the shopping center. However, as I was leaving , the
car stalled, and I remember waving to the car behind me, to go around.
For some reason, these guys weren't in a hurry to drive around my car!!!
The car started again, and I drove it into a nearby gas station to gas up.
As I got out of the car, two undercover policeman approached me, and
said, "YOU ARE UNDER ARREST!!!"

CHAPTER 4

BUSTED BY GOD

©

4:1
I would have to say that I feel strongly that my parents had
much to do with coining the phrase, "TOUGH LOVE!!!" I say this because
once they were informed of what had happened, my mother told the
judge in Anderson, Indiana, to "THROW THE BOOK AT ME!!!" It just so
happened that this particular judge, was also a store owner, and HATED
SHOPLIFTERS!!! He had no problem with my mothers suggestion, and
without an attorney, I was sentenced one year in the state penitentiary,
in Westville , Indiana. I had over $500 worth of stolen goods in the car,
and a bag of pot. The charges had been dropped from a felony to a
misdemeanor. Before I was actually sent to Westville, I was transported
to Indianapolis, Indiana. It was there, that I was truly arrested by the
Lord Jesus Christ, and He THREW HIS BOOK AT ME!!! My fathers
sister, who was a Christian, came to the jail, and requested that a
chaplain see me. The chaplain had the love of God all over him. He led me
in a prayer and I asked Jesus to come into my life, forgive me of my
sins, and take over!!! *
4:2
*"Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God." John 3:5 "For God so
loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that
whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life."
John 3:16 "Behold, God is my salvation; I will trust, and not be
afraid: for the LORD JEHOVAH is my strength and my song; he
also is become my salvation. Therefore my joy shall ye draw
water out of the wells of salvation." Isaiah 12:2-3
4:3 I remember crying, and feeling somewhat different. I did not have
to be convinced that I was really screwed up, and needed help. I had no
problem admitting that I was a sinner, and I needed a savior. In the
past, other people had tried to talk to me about Jesus, but something
inside (the devil) would completely tune them out, and I wanted nothing
to do with Christians. My time in prison was anything but fun.
I was helped by the women who visited the jail, through prison
fellowship, and led a few of us in bible studies. They also fervently

prayed for us. I would not trade that experience for all the money in
the world.....because that is what it took for me to come to the Lord.
God loved me so much, that He allowed me to get busted so that I had
no choice but to ask Him for help. I ended up doing only six months, and
was let out on "good behavior." The problem was , just because I asked
Jesus into my life, didn't mean that I still did not have many other
spirits operating in me. The more sin, the more sex, the more drugs,
opens you up wide to the enemy. He has legal right to enter and bring a
bunch of his friends.*
4:4
*"Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the
devil walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may
devour. Resist him, steadfast in the faith, knowing that the
same suffering are experienced by your brotherhood in the
world." Peter 5:8-9
4:5 What I am trying to say in a nice way is, you can have the spirit of
the Lord enter your house (your body, your temple) and still be loaded
with demons. If you have the Lord, you can 't be possessed, but you can
be oppressed or demonized. I have been a prime example of that, and as
you read on , you will see what I am saying. I will cover this in more
detail, later on in the book. I am going to use the analogy of the water
business, because that was a major part of my life for many years, after
I
somewhat settled down!!!
4:6 You can buy a water conditioner, that is designed to remove the
hardness, or calcium in the water, and small traces of iron as well.
However, your water contains nitrates, lead, arsenic, and many harmful
pesticides. These are invisible problems, but they still exist, and are
very dangerous. If you only purchase a water conditioner, and do not
purchase a reverse osmosis following that conditioner, you have only
solved half of the problem. It might APPEAR that your water is better,
because it no longer leaves scum, stains, and things come out much

cleaner. However, when you turn on the tap to drink it, it has many toxic
chemicals, that only a reverse osmosis will treat.
4:7 That is the analogy that I am using with salvation and deliverance.
Salvation is when you ask Jesus to come in , forgive you of all of your
sins, and be your Lord and savior. The term most Christians use is
getting "saved!" referring to being saved from hell, by the shed blood of
Jesus. The truth is Jesus died in your place, went to Hades for three
days, and rose from the dead, so that you would not have to go there.*
Deliverance, is when the demon spirits go and now the temple is clean
and has much more room for Jesus. The more room you give Him, the
more space He takes up.
4:8
*"For as Jonah was three days and three nights in the
belly of a huge fish, so the SON OF MAN (JESUS) will be three
days and three nights in the heart of the earth." Matthew
12:40
4:9 That is the problem with the modern church today. *Most of us have
accepted Christ as lord and savior, but we are in massive need of
deliverance. The biggest problem is that because of the spirits of
religion, deception, pride, arrogance, greed, control, manipulation,
Jezebel, mammon, and many others, we have been blinded to this reality.
Most of the organized church, does not even believe that demons
exist....maybe in another country, but not in America!!! The ones that do
believe it, don't want to deal with it, and are not equipped or prayed up
enough to confront this realm in the spirit. It is easier to sweep them
under the carpeting of their churches, and pretend that everything is
all right. As long as everything looks good on the outside.....ITS ALL
GOOD!!! There are a few ministries that do attack this realm, but
unfortunately, they are the minority, not the majority. I will cover
much more on this subject, later in the book, but I needed to segue into
that for you to be able to understand what else happened to me after I
"got saved!!!"

4:10*"But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last
days. People will be lover of themselves, lovers of money,
boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their parents,
ungrateful, unholy, without love, unforgiving, slanderous,
without self-control, brutal, not lovers of the good, treacherous,
rash, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lover of God---having a form of godliness but denying its power. Have nothing
to do with them."
1 Timothy 3:1-5

TRYING TO DROWN OUT THE CRIES
AND VOICES ©

CHAPTER 5

5:1 I am going to spare you and not give all the details of what happened
next. This is a synopsis. After I was released from prison, a Christian
family that knew my parents took me into their home. They lived in
Indianapolis. My employer had agreed to take me back, and those were
the terms of me being released. I had to have a job, and a place to go.
My family had been through too much, and they, for the sake of my
younger brothers, did not want me back into the house full time. For a
period of approximately a year, I lived with various people who tried to
help me. I could not follow their rules, caused them many headaches, and
I eventually ended up on the streets of Indianapolis. There was a brief
stay back with my family, but none of us could handle it, and I left.
5:2 I was let go at work, and now had the experience of being homeless.
The sales manager that I thought was so great, was sleeping with and
using many other women, which broke my heart. I started sleeping with
anybody that would get me high on pot, and give me a place to stay. I
eventually got caught again shoplifting while high on drugs, and broke my
probation. My father once again, had to get involved, and drove me back
to Anderson , Indiana.
5:3 I was placed back in jail. The judge then ordered me to be
sentenced to the state "Nut House" located in Indiana. This is where all
the druggies were sent. We sat around in group therapy and played
head games with the counselors and psychiatrists. "Druggies" are usually
great con men or con women (the spirit of con is a demon). They will sit
there and tell the nice counselor exactly what they want to hear, and
seem sincere. However, because they are bound with many demons, they
usually go back out , once released , and do the exact same things,
sometimes even worse.

5:4 Now that I had been "cured" it was time for me to leave the "nut
house!!!" I had met a fellow druggie named Steve. His plan for me was to
take me back to his hometown of South Bend, Indiana and pimp me out
as a prostitute. Deep down I did not want to do that, but I had no other
place to go. For a period of several months, I
repeated the same pattern as before. Sleep around with whoever, and
live here and there. However, now I had even bigger problems.......I was
pregnant.
5:5 It was at that time, I had been looking for a job. I remember
having a dream one night, and in the dream was the phone number of one
of the places advertised. It was very vivid, and I woke up and wrote the
number down. It was exactly the same number advertising water
purification sales. I was hired by this company in
Mishawaka, Indiana, on a straight commission basis. I had made the
decision, that I did not want to live like a slut any longer. The reality of
being pregnant was more than I could handle. I thought there was no
way I could ever be a good mother, and raising a child seemed impossible
with what I had already been through.
5:6 About a month later I made an appointment at the abortion clinic in
South Bend, Indiana. I recall the day that I was scheduled to have the
abortion, there was a man standing outside the clinic with a sign. It
gave bible scriptures as to what I was getting ready to do.....kill my
child. I knew what I was doing was very wrong. My conscience knew this.
God was using this man as a mouthpiece. No amount of reefer that day,
could numb the anguish and guilt that I felt. I don' t recall ever being
told how far along I was with the pregnancy, but I was now slightly
showing.
5:7 To make things even worse, shortly after the abortion, my breasts
started leaking milk. My body thought that I had the baby. When I

went back to the abortion clinic for a check up, I started talking to the
doctor. I told him that I knew I had killed my baby and I was weeping
incessantly. He opened up to me, and told me that he had to go home
every night and DROWN OUT THE CRIES AND THE VOICES that he
heard ...... with massive amounts of alcohol.
5:8 This scenario, was much different than the intake nurses had told
me. They said it was only a blob of tissue, and it was not a baby yet. I
would be doing the right thing, by getting rid of this "inconvenience "
that had occurred in my life. After all, I had no husband, at the time. I
wasn't even sure who the father was. I was told that all my problems
would be fixed in one day. The reality was, a life that God had made, was
sucked , piece by piece, out of my body.* I was now guilty of murder. I
did not ever realize the emotional scars, and the guilt that would linger
for years until the grace and mercy of God healed my emotions.
5:9
*"The Lord gave me a message. He said, "I knew you
before I formed you in your mother's womb. Before you were
born I set you apart and appointed you as a prophet to the
nations." Jeremiah 1:4

CHAPTER 6

LIVING WATER!!!

©

6:1
The water purification company that had employed me was
not a well known name, and I felt was too expensive. I had been
stealing from stores for many years, but felt guilty, that I was
stealing from people, by charging outrageous prices. That was a
good sign, that I was beginning to have a conscience again!!! I no
longer was shoplifting and listening to the demon of thievery, that
would tell me to rip things off, because nobody would know. It was
in this job, that I met my husband, Harold, who was my sales
manager.
6:2 I am going to be changing the names that I use, and specific
towns, to protect the families and people involved. Harold, my sales
manager, was also going through a very tough time in his life. His
second wife had just left him, after he had lost his music business.
He was living at home with his parents. He was twenty -two years
older than I am. He had gone from making a lot of money, being a
heavy drinker, and loosing everything.....including the wife that he
loved very much. She left him after the money was gone, because of
the stress, and he was trying to deal with his emotions that he had a
very hard time expressing.
6:3 Harold was attending a church in South Bend, Indiana, and invited
me to start going. He was no longer drinking alcohol. I accepted his
offer, and started attending church weekly. He was a quiet guy, very
analytical, and okay looking. The attraction to him became that of a
father. My father was now out of my life, and I realize that I was
looking for a father figure. I need to point out, that their
personalities could not have been more different!!! After several
months, I told him that I felt like I was ripping off the public with
this no name water conditioner, and felt very guilty. I did make
enough sales to pay the few bills I had, but I did not feel right about

it. He suggested that I go over to the well advertised , leading water
conditioning company in South Bend.
6:4 I walked into the better known company, and I was hired. I was
the only woman, amongst three other men. There was another sales
lady there, but she was on her way out!!! I later understood why she
couldn't handle the job any longer!!! Customers would call in and
essentially order our product. The water in that region is very hard,
and water treatment is a necessity item. It was a very easy, fun sale.
I had the joy of cleaning up the customers water, helping them save
money, and making them very happy for much less money and effort. I
now had another sales manager, Kal. When God made Kal, He broke
the mold. I had nicknamed him "legion." That is he name of the guy
in the bible that had thousands of demons, and Jesus cast the
demons into the pigs, and the man had his right mind!!! The pigs ended
up jumping over the cliff, into the water!!!*
6:5*"Then Jesus asked, 'What is your name?' 'My name is
Legion,' he replied, 'for we are many.' And he begged Jesus
again and again not to send them out of the area. A large
herd of pigs was feeding on the hillside. The demons
begged Jesus, 'Send us among the pigs; allow us to go into
them.' He gave them permission, and the evil spirits came
out and went into the pigs. The herd, about two thousand in
number, rushed down the steep bank into the lake and were
drowned." Mark 5:9-13
6:6 Kal hated Christians, and I was becoming outspoken in my new
faith. I really loved God, and I had no problem expressing my feelings
about Jesus. I was going to church with Harold, and we were
becoming friends. We never got involved sexually, but I was starting
to enjoy his company. He was easy going, and he was able to handle
the past that I told him about. He was realizing that I had the gift
to go into homes and sell on straight commission. He was proud of me

for excelling and encouraged me. He remained at the other place,
and barely got by.
6:7 The tension was starting to mount between Kal and I. He was
driving me nuts. I was going on my second and half year at this
company. I had been clean from weed for several years, and did not
get stoned. However, I caved into the temptation, and started to
occasionally smoke pot using Kal as the excuse. Eventually, I decided
that I would investigate another dealership in this water business that
was privately owned, and not a corporate store. I had heard about this
particular dealership in Michigan from another guy that had worked
there, and now was coming back to South Bend. He told me that the
owner was looking for another salesperson.
6:8 One day I got the courage to call him, and we made our initial
contact. I felt great about Jim , the owner, but his brother Larry,
gave me the creeps. I was offered the job, because they already
knew I was selling successfully in South Bend. I told Jim that I would
have to "pray about it!!!" I was smart enough to know that God was
blessing me in this business, and He was making the sales for me!!! I
got into my car, and started back to South Bend. I basically said,
"God should I take this job???" The Lord immediately replied, "NOT
YET!!!"
6:9 I did not like His answer, but I was learning to listen to Him, and
not always do my own thing. I called Jim back a few weeks later, and
told him that I did not feel I was the right thing to do at the time.
He was very understanding and the left the door open for me. I went
back and endured six more months at the dealership in South Bend. I
was smoking weed more regularly now, but was still making many
sales. Each day dealing with Kal, was getting worse!!! One day, while
on a sales call near Michigan, I heard the Lord say, "CALL JIM." He
said it three times. So, I pulled over to a pay phone, and called Jim

again. I remember saying ...."do you want a lot of sales, or what???"
He invited me to come back for a second interview, and I was hired.
6:10
I realized the reason God said no before about this job,
had to do with the brother Larry. It just so happened the exact
week I called Jim back, his brother, Larry , had sold his half of the
business to Jim, and was gone!!! Larry was the reason that I was not
to take the job, because we would have clashed big time!!! I also had
negotiated a position for Harold, because there were two counties
that needed to be covered. Jim had been doing a majority of the
selling and managing the business before we arrived. I finally
convinced Harold that this would be a good deal for both of us. He
deep down wanted to get out of his parents apartment, and he did
not like the other company. He realized I was a go getter, and
already had me pegged as a "sugar mama!!!"
6:11
I gave notice at the other dealership, and moved on. I
essentially went into Kal, and told him that I couldn't stand working
for him any longer, but I still loved him. We both had a bizarre
understanding of each other. It came out that Kal's father had been
a preacher. His father had an affair with one of the church
members, and it was exposed. Kal's feelings about Christians,
stemmed from the anger and the pain that he endured because of
this. He was the classic preachers kid (PK) who often turn out to be
very rebellious because of the things, and hypocrisy that they
experience in church. As adults, he and his brother had gotten into
witchcraft, in Europe, where he came from, and had become loaded
with demons. His brother could levitate items, and Kal could read
peoples minds and control them.*
6:12
*"So I say, live by the Spirit, and you will not
gratify the desires of the sinful nature. For the sinful nature
desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is
contrary to the sinful nature. They are in conflict with each

other, so that you do not do what you want. But if you are
led by the Spirit, you are not under law. The acts of the
sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and
debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord,
jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions,
and envy: drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as
I did before, that those who live like this will not inherit the
kingdom of God. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no
law." Galatians 5:16-23

CHAPTER 7

TRIBUTE TO DR. LESTER SUMRALL

7:1 During my four years in South Bend, Indiana, I had the luxury of
getting to experience the ministry of Dr. Lester Sumrall. He was the
visionary of LeSea Broadcasting, and was a pioneer in Christian
television. His ministry centered around casting out devils. *He also fed
millions of people spiritually and physically through Feed the Hungry. I
became fascinated with watching him and the entire subject of
deliverance. I had been watching him back in Anderson, Indiana, before
I accepted Christ. He was bold, intense, well respected, and a mighty
, mighty man of God.
7:2
*"For though we live in the world, we do not wage war
as the world does. The weapons we fight with are not the
weapons of the world.
On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish
strongholds." 2 Corinthians 10:3-4
7:3
If I ever had a hero on this earth, other than Jesus, it is
Lester Sumrall. People would come from all over, to the services , for
help. I never had the honor of meeting him personally and talking with
him privately. I was filled with the baptism of the Holy Spirit, with
the evidence of speaking in tongues, in his church.* It was shortly
thereafter, that the Lord spoke to me, and said "WHAT YOU
SAW.....WAS HELL!!!" He was referring to the BLACK SPIRAL
TUNNEL, in which I heard HORRIBLE SCREAMING AND MOANING.
"The seventy-two returned with joy and said, 'Lord, even
the demons submit to us in your name.' He replied, 'I saw satan
fall like lightning from heaven. I have given you authority to
trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power
of the enemy; nothing will harm you. However , do not rejoice
that the spirits submit to you, but rejoice that your names are
written in heaven." Luke 10:17-19
7:4
*"When the day of Pentecost came, they were all
together in one place. Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a
violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house

©

where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be tongues
of fire that separated and came to rest on each of them. All of
them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in
other tongues as the Spirit enabled them." Acts 2:1-4
7:5 Dr. Sumrall made worldwide news and was called to the Philippines,
to bring deliverance to a young girl, who was tormented by demons. The
demons were biting her, and nobody knew what to do. He prayed for her
and she was set free!!!*
7:6
*"And these signs shall follow them that believe: IN MY
NAME shall they cast out devils." Mark 16:17 "But you will
receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will
be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria,
and to the ends of the earth." Acts 1:8 "When Jesus had called
the Twelve together, he gave them
power(dunamis/dynamite!!!) and authority (exousiai) to drive
out all demons and to cure diseases, and he sent them out to
preach the kingdom of God and to heal the sick." Luke 9:1
7:7 I wanted to attend his church, but Harold wanted to stay at the one
we were going to, that served up "milk and cookies!!!" I would go to the
camp meetings that he had, and loved every minute of it!!! At the end , I
will have a website address, in which you can order his books, and check
out the ongoing ministry. I would recommend getting a hold of
everything he ever wrote. He is with the Lord now, and my prayer is that
his mantle will be passed on to this generation for SUCH A TIME AS
THIS!!!
7:8 Last month, before the flow to write came, I had the following
dream. I was sitting in a barber chair, with a white towel draped over my
shoulders. Lester Sumrall was cutting my hair. I recently have had a
new style, and he was giving me the exact same haircut. I believe it was
a prophetic dream, speaking about the transfer of the anointing , a
certain mantle being given, and a confirmation about the glory of God
coming in a mighty way. I feel the white towel represented purity.*

Reference to hair in the bible, has to do with the glory of God!!! That
dream also gave me the courage and inspiration to start writing.....no
matter how controversial or embarrassing it was going to be.
7:9 *"Let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance
of faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil
conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water."
Hebrews 10:22

7:10
A few nights ago, I had this dream. I was standing in a public
park, taking a shower in the open, in front of everyone. People were
sitting on the park benches, calmly looking at me, but making no sexual
comments or gestures. I believe this was also a prophetic dream
speaking about my own personal cleansing being displayed for the world
to see......naked, so that you could get naked and real with God!!! The
heart of God is that we all come clean with Him , and He will shower us
with His son Jesus, The Living Water, and wash us clean.* Even better
, we get the benefits of heaven and not the damnation of spending
eternity in hell. He is the ultimate lover, and He is crying out for a love
walk with you!!!
7:11 *"On the last day of the feast, the great day, Jesus stood
up and cried out, 'If anyone thirsts, let him come to me and
drink. Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said, Out of
his heart will flow rivers of living water." John 7:37-38

CHAPTER 8

THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE

WALL...YOU IDIOT!!! ©
8:1
After accepting the position in Michigan, I started my new
career in late 1986. I was now 23 years old. Harold who accompanied me
was 45. We rented a home close to the office. In many ways it was the
ideal job for both of us. I had been given an entire territory to cover,
and Harold had been given the other region that was smaller. A
majority of our business, was simply people calling in needing their water
cleaned up!!! The water in Michigan is not only hard, but it is also very
rusty, which made for an easy sale!!! I called them "lay downs!!!" In many
ways it was like going into a peach orchard, ripe with much fruit, and
simply picking the peaches off the trees.
8:2 Jim the owner of the dealership was elated at the number of sales
that were coming in regularly. I always gave God the glory, and told him
that Jesus was the reason for my success. I was very quickly becoming
attracted to Jim , who was a married man. He was tall, handsome,
charming, intelligent, rich, kind, gentle, and very down to earth. If I
could have made a list of what I wanted in a man, Jim had all the
qualities. However, I had enough common sense to know at that time,
that I should not fall in love with a man that was already married and
had two beautiful children.
8:3 Shorty into our time in Michigan, I was beginning to feel guilty
about living in the same home with Harold, and not being married. We
got along for the most part, but there was no sexual attraction. We
never held hands, we never kissed, we didn't hug, and we were not
having sex. We had a few things in common. We both were in the water
business, we seemingly both knew God, and we enjoyed eating out at
restaurants. Other than that , we were as different as night and day!!!

8:4 I recall one day saying to Harold, "You know this looks really bad,
living in the same house, and not being married. We need to get
married." He looked at me, with no emotion, and nodded his head. In
other words, I asked him to marry me, he did not ask me!!! Little did I
know, what a miserable mistake that was going to be!!!
8:5 It was also at this time, that God was slowly but surely attempting
to bring some restoration to my family. My grandfather had passed
away, and I went to the funeral. It was then that I told my parents that
Harold and I were going to get married. Both my mom and my dad told
me that I was making a very big mistake, and that I should not proceed
with the plans. I tuned them out, and said that I
thought, "It was God's will!!!" I was not asking them to pay for it,
because I was making enough money that I could afford a simple
wedding. All they had to do was attend.
8:6 Harold's mother, who we would periodically visit, back in
Mishawaka, Indiana, also told me not to marry Harold. She took me
aside, and said, "Don't marry him, he is not a provider, and I do not
want to go through this again!!!" She had already been through two
other woman as daughter in laws, and knew deep down her son was not
fit to be a husband!!! You would think that I would "get a clue" since I
was soon to become wife number three!!!
8:7 I was not smoking pot every day, but I would occasionally get stoned.
I wish I could blame my decision totally on brain damage from too much
marijuana, but I know now it was deeper than that. I felt that my past
was so bad, that no other man would ever want me. I settled for a person
that had accepted my past, and was a source of company.
8:8 I did have the keen insight before we actually got married, that I
did not want to get pregnant again. Having another abortion was simply
out of the question. I think I realized even then that I would end up

having to raise the child by myself, make a majority of the money, and
resent every minute of it. I went to my local doctor and told him I
wanted a tubal ligation. He granted that wish, and referred me to the
proper doctor that specialized in that field. Harold went with me that
day, and the doctor met him. This doctor also knew I was making a
mistake, and authorized the tubal ligation, which was outside the
normal rules.
8:9 I had made very simple plans at our old church in South Bend to get
married. Once again, I did what I wanted to do against the better
judgment of my family , and I did not have their approval or blessing on
this union. My family forced themselves to attend the wedding and
were very gracious. My father and mother already had Harold pegged as
a "hurt little boy, lazy, and looking for a meal ticket!!!" I got high before
the wedding, which lessened the stress and intensity of the day.
8:10
Most people have an incredible , sensual honeymoon.......after
all, that is the time that things are getting started and times should be
very happy and exciting. These are the memories that I have of my
honeymoon. We had rented a room that was one notch above Motel 6.
We still did not get a mint !!! We both laid there, and looked at each
other, and tried to conjure up some passionate feelings. Kissing him was
like kissing a cold fish. There was no foreplay. If I could have had a
stopwatch, I would have started counting one -one thousand, two -one
thousand, and then yelled...."Are we done yet???" The entire
experience was gross. Neither of us could even pretend that we were
sexually attracted to each other!!!
8:11
You think that I knew that handwriting was on the wall, but at
least I was smart enough to know that I did not want any children from
this man. Harold had indicated that he did not like children. Two days
after the wedding, I went and had my tubes, cut, burnt, and tied. To
this day, I do not regret that decision.

CHAPTER 9

A PLASTIC MARRIAGE!!!

©

9:1 We were now going on four years of employment with Jim. God truly
was blessing me in this business. I won paid vacations, sales contests,
and was one of the top salespeople in the country. Corporate had
termed the dealership as a "blossoming success," and everyone was
happy.....so it seemed.
9:2 The truth was, I was absolutely miserable in my marriage. My new
drug was money and success. I felt that I had so much to prove to my
family, and myself. Money was the tool, and I became the classic
workaholic. I drowned out reality with work. I would average three
sales calls a day, and easily close two out of the three. I worked six
days a week.
9:3 I had also gone back to weed, and was smoking a bag of pot every
day. That is an average of about eight joints a day, and at the time a
cost of $20.00. So much of the job was socializing, and simply listening
and talking to people. The customers already knew they wanted my
product. All I had to do was go into their homes, be funny, bubbly, and
nice, and I would get the sale. Getting stoned made the job one big
party!!! It also kept me in my own happy bubble, and I didn't have to deal
with reality.
9:4 I would usually spend up to two hours with my customers. Many of
them would open up to me as if they had known me all their lives. I
started putting people on prayer lists, and enlisting massive intercession
for all that I would meet. I would then at that time hand write the
prayer requests, make copies, and send them out to 12 different
ministries monthly.
9:5 This is when God was teaching me about intercession. In simple
terms, the more people you get praying about the same thing, the more

results you will see. The more people that tell the devil and his demonic
hordes where to go.....back to the pit of hell......the better the results!!!*
9:6 *"I tell you the truth, whatever you bind on earth will be
bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be
bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be
loosed in heaven. Again, I tell you that if two of you on earth
agree about anything you ask for, it will be done for you by my
Father in heaven. For where two or three come together in my
name, there am I with them. Matthew 18:18-20 "How should
one chase a thousand and two put ten thousand to flight,
except their ROCK had sold them, and the Lord had shut them
up?" (What are we chasing.....the wind? No, demons!!!)
Deuteronomy 32:30
“And when he had taken it there, the four living creatures and
the twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb. Each one had
a harp and they were holding golden bowls of incense, which
are the prayers of the saints. And they sang a new song: "You
are worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals because you
were slain, and with your blood you purchased men for God
from every tribe and language and people and nation. You
have made them to be a kingdom and priests to serve our God,
and they will reign on the earth." Revelation 5: 8-10
9:7 Harold's work routine was he might run one sales call a day, if
that. He would try to get in and get out of the homes as quickly as
possible. He had much more important things to do back home. For
example, he would read about five books at one time. He worked
crossword puzzles, and stayed glued to the television with everything
from sports to Leave it to Beaver. I quit even trying to tell him about
my day when I would "fly" home at about 10 pm from my last sales call.
The man never even suspected that I was high on pot, he was clueless.
I wanted to tell him about my day and my sales, and he would sit there
with the remote control and tune me out. He lived in his own little
world, and so did I. Any respect that I once had for him, was down
the tubes.

9:8 It was a classic case of two dysfunctional people enabling each
other. He made very little money, and had no incentive to work hard,
because I was the bread winner. I enjoyed at that time being a power
tripper, and provided a very good lifestyle for both of us. I wore the
pants in the family, and he went along for the ride. I realize in
hindsight, that my home life was miserable, and I would find much joy
and satisfaction in visiting and making friends with my customers. I did
not enjoy going home to Harold sitting on his rear end in front of the
television.
9:9 The irony of all this, is that everyone around us knew what was
going on, except us. I was often referred to as his daughter when we
were at restaurants. When people realized we were married, they
would roll their eyes!!! One person looked at me, and pointed and said,
"You and him???" I just looked at her in despair and felt like saying,
"yes, but I was on a lot of drugs!!!"
9:10
By this time, we had found a church very close to the office
and started attending regularly. It was the only time that I ever felt
close to Harold was when we were in church. I loved our pastor. He
was a fireball from the South, and he sounded like Gomer Pyle. His
name was Joseph. When he was operating under the power of the
Holy Spirit, his personality changed. He preached the word in power
and in might. He saw through our bizarre relationship, but didn't
know how to fix it. We were also the biggest givers in the church.
Harold had become the accountant, which was a job that he excelled
in. He was a great book keeper, and everyone trusted him including
me.

CHAPTER 10

The BIG A!!!

©

10:1
The nicest way I can say it, is that Jim the owner, wished that
he had never hired Harold. The problem was , we came as a package.
Sales were plummeting in Harold's territory, and Jim was becoming very
frustrated. I could no longer make excuses for my husbands lack of
work ethic.*
10:2
*"The sluggards craving will be the death of him,
because his hands refuse to work." Proverbs 21:25
10:3
In hindsight, I now realize that the enemy was setting me up
for the perfect excuse to have an affair. When two people have sex
outside of their marriage, it is called adultery. I termed it the "Big A.
"It all started on my birthday when Jim kissed me. We were alone in the
office, and you might say, that is all she wrote!!! I was already in love
with this man, and the kissing and physical contact is all it took.
10:4
We had already developed a great relationship, we were both
making great money, and we looked like a couple. It was right around the
time that we started sleeping together, that my mother decided to
make a visit. It was the first time that she had done this. She had no
problems expressing to me that she did not care for Harold. I took her
over to the office to meet Jim , and the other people. Her comment to
me, after meeting him, was, "Well, that's what you need!!!" She had no
idea that she was actually fueling my fire!!!
10:5
Shortly after the affair had started, I bought a home very
close to the office. It was in my name alone and Harold was not on the
deed. This was mainly because of his credit, and the fact that he did not
care whether we had a home or not. As always, it was all my initiative.
10.6
The house was a very unique Victorian home built in 1889, with
a carriage house in the back yard. I had been praying for the house, and
God answered my prayers!!! I started to do the remodeling of it myself,

but ended up hiring another person that I met in my job to do all the
hard work. It was impossible to work all day, and try to rehab the home.
Both houses were structurally sound, but desperately needed cosmetic
work.
10:7
I picked out all the colors, wallpaper, and designs, and Rose
and her friend spent almost two years doing both inside and outside
rehab work. I also had an awesome artist friend of mine paint a sign
in the shape of an open book, that said, "Jesus Answers Prayer!!!"
that perfectly fit between the pillars of my front porch.
10:8
I had become an expert in refinancing the home to pull out
cash, and turn around and put it back into the property and pay for the
labor. I also was renting out the back house, which paid for a portion of
the mortgage. I had become very set on having the most unique home in
the town. I was competing with my neighbor who had spent hours on his
Victorian. The spirit of pride was rising up in me big time. I was now part
of the American epidemic of "keeping up with the Joneses."...and trying
to outdo them!!! I was also guilty of using the home as an ATM machine.
10:9
As usual, Harold did not care what I did in the house, and
would criticize me, and lend no helping hand to the project. We had
separate checking accounts, and I paid all the bills. He lived upstairs and
I lived downstairs. We were two prisoners in the same home. I also
realized later that I was desperate to create a home, because our
marriage was a plastic joke. I was acting out what I had longed for with
material things, thinking that they were going to make me happy. The
home was charming, but if the walls could talk, they would tell an
entirely different story!!!
10:10
I will give Harold credit for a few things. He was an awesome
and honest book keeper. He also taught me the principle of the tithe.
*That simply means that God get the first tenth of your income. I
personally tithe on the gross. I started this practice as soon as I

started working in the South Bend dealership. I attribute my financial
success to tithing and giving God first fruits. It is the only place in the
bible that the Lord says test me, prove me!!!
10:11 *"But you ask , 'What do you mean? When did we ever
cheat you? You have cheated me of the tithes and offerings
due to me. You are under a curse, for your whole nation has
been cheating me. Bring all the tithes into the storehouse so
there will be enough food in my Temple. If you do,' says the
Lord Almighty, 'I will open the windows of heaven for you. I
will pour out a blessing so great you won't have enough room
to take it in! Try it! Let me prove it to you! Your crops will be
abundant, for I will guard them from insects and disease.
Your grapes will not shrivel before they are ripe,' says the
Lord Almighty. 'Then all nations will call you blessed, for your
land will be such a delight,' says the Lord Almighty." Malachi
3:9-12
10:12
I thought about leaving Harold many times, and suggest he
return home to his parents apartment. I did not want to rip up Jim's
marriage. I had met his wife and children, and I simply could not do
that. I rationalized that what I was doing was all right, because after
all, I was taking care of Harold. Jim was taking care of his wife and kids.
Nobody was getting hurt, and I was actually stupid enough to think that
Harold cared for me.
10:13
My other reasoning for not getting honest about how
miserable I was feeling, was that I was afraid that God was going to
punish me for leaving Harold. The reason being was that Harold was the
one that asked me to church. This is what I now call "religious
bondage." My thinking was so screwed up, that I was trapped in a
loveless, sexless, dead relationship that I had no business being in. Jim
fulfilled me in many ways. He was twelve years older than I. He had
become my best friend, my lover, my father, my boss, and my soul mate.
What we had going on was hot, exciting, and fun........for a season!!!

CHAPTER 11

"DON'T FORGET HELL"

©

11:1
Living a double life is truly a hard job!!! It would be easier
to go one way or the other. Trying to live for Jesus, and serving
satan at the same time is quite a difficult task. The bible refers to
that as being double minded, and says, "that a double minded person
is unstable in all their ways."*
11:2
*"If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God,
who gives generously to all without finding fault, and it
will be given to him. But when he asks, he must believe and
not doubt, because he who doubts is like a wave of the sea,
blown and tossed by the wind. That man should not think
he will receive anything from the Lord; he is a doubleminded man, unstable in all he does." James 1:5-8
11:3
Jesus terms it in other ways. He says, that I would have you
either be hot or cold. For if you are lukewarm, I will spew or vomit you
out of my mouth. That is what I love about God, He does not beat
around the bush....He says it like it is!!! You can take or you can leave it,
but He usually has no problem making His point!!!*
11:4
*"I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor
hot. I wish you were either one or the other! So because you
are lukewarm----- neither hot nor cold-I am about to spit you
out of my mouth. You say, 'I am rich; I have acquired wealth
and do not need a thing.' But you do not realize that you are
wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked." Revelation 3:15-17
11:5
I will say that demons were very active in the orchestration of
what was going on. I take all responsibility for my actions, because I
knew I was not doing the right thing. There is actually a spirit of
adultery, that tells you that there is nothing wrong with what you are
doing, as long as you don't hurt anybody else!!!
11:6
The spirits of addiction, lust, perversion, escape,
rationalization, deception, pride, arrogance, spiritual pride, control,
manipulation, insomnia, and many others were hanging out on my

doorstep, having one big party. Under my large, "Jesus Answers
Prayer!!! sign, on my front porch, they were all passing a big joint,
laughing, and saying....."will you look at what this "Christian" is into. We
have truly got her exactly where we want her. She thinks that because
God pulled her out of HELL before, that she has a special deal with
Him. Little does she know what is going to happen.............we have her
so trapped her Jesus will never get her out of this bondage!!!"
11:7
In the spiritual realm, this is exactly what was going on. I
personally believe that what takes place in the invisible realm is MORE
ACTIVE THAN THE PHYSICAL. In other words, there is more going
on with what we can't see, than what we can see, touch, feel, and
taste. This insane lifestyle went on for many years. I am going to
church, praying for customers in and out of their homes, and speaking
to God in an unknown tongue much of the time when I was alone. My
biggest prayer place was the car. It was nothing for me to be driving
down country roads, smoking a joint, and praying in the Holy Ghost.
The only thing that saved me, was that God did know my heart. He
knew I was miserable in this marriage, He knew I was in love with Jim,
and He knew that I wanted out of all it, but did not know how to get
free.*
11:8
*"In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our
weakness. We do not know what we ought to pray for, but
the Spirit Himself intercedes for us who searches our heart
knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes
for the saints in accordance with God's will." Romans 8:26
11:9
I would pray in the spirit while I was running daily, driving,
cleaning, or doing whatever. I never prayed on my knees. When anyone
prays in the Holy Ghost, or tongues, it is like an 800 number to God.
You have no idea what you are saying, but the Lord is praying through
you. The cool thing about this, is that satan and all his demonic army
can NOT understand what you are saying. Only God knows what you

are saying, and it is coming straight from His spirit to yours. Your
intellect is not involved.
11:10
It was sometime early in 1997, and business was streaming in.
I had become a big giver, to our local church, and to the ministries that
I had praying for myself and others. One of the ministries was the 700
Club. I was at a certain level, and I felt impressed to go to a higher
level of monthly giving. The exact week that I pledged to do that, my
sales volume in commissions that week tripled. That simply does not
happen by accident. I knew this was a "God thing!!!" I remember calling
the ministry and telling them what happened, and simply said, "if you
ever want to use this as a financial testimony you can, because this just
does not happen!!!" They already had my information and the lady
prayed for me, and thanked me for giving that testimonial.11:11
It
was also around this time that the Lord said to me very sternly one day
in the car, "DON'T FORGET HELL!!!" I tried to blow Him off, but I
knew exactly what He was saying. He was dealing with my double life,
and letting me know that He saw everything, and that I was not
excluded from going to hell, just because He had already pulled me out
once. *
11:12 *"Dear friends, if we deliberately continue sinning
after we have received a full knowledge of the truth, there is
no other sacrifice that will cover these sins. There will be
nothing to look forward to but the terrible expectation of
God's judgment and the raging fire that will consume his
enemies." Hebrews 10: 26-27
11:13
He also said to me that day, harshly, 'I AM NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR TAKING CARE OF A BASTARD!!!" Now I am sure
that many religious demons will have a hard time with that, however that
is exactly what He said to me. It makes perfect sense , considering
what I was into. The definition of a bastard varies. As a noun it means,
an illegitimate child. In slang terms it means, a vicious, or thoroughly

disliked person. As an adverb, it means something not genuine, false, or
having the appearance of, or resembling in some degree.
11:14
What the Lord was saying to me at that time was that I
was claiming to be His child, and I was certainly not acting like He
was my father. However, I still expected Him to bless me, take
care of me, and answer all my prayers. He was also saying that I
appeared to be something genuine, I resembled in some degree,
being His child, but in the spirit realm, nothing could have been
farther from the truth.
11:15
A few weeks later, a person from the 700 club called our
home, and I answered. It was uncanny that I was even home ,
because usually I was out and about working....and playing. She
simply said, "I understand you have a testimony." I said, "you mean
the one about going to hell???" There was a pause in her voice, and
she said, "Ah no, but tell me about it." It took over an hour, but I
poured out to her everything that had happened back in college. She
was pretty freaked out, but discerned that I was telling the truth,
and this really did happen. Her words to me, were that she or
someone else would be getting back to me later, but she did not
know when. She gave me her name and phone numbers where she
could be reached.
11:16
Several months went by, and one day while driving to an
appointment, the Lord began to say, "Call Jamie, Call Jamie, Call
Jamie." The only Jamie I knew was the woman from the 700 Club.
This was on Friday. The following Monday I called her number and
left a message similar to this: "Jamie, this is Michelle, who went
to hell, back in Michigan. I do not know why I am calling you, but I
feel that is what I am to do." I left my number with her, feeling
rather stupid that I had made the phone call.

11:17
The next day, she called back, and Harold took the message. I was to
call
Jamie at the 700 Club. When I got home from work, I returned the call.
Jamie said, "You are not going to believe this. We were praying a few
days ago about what shows we would be doing in the near future.
Heaven and hell is what the Lord was giving us. I thought of you, but I
could not find your name and phone number, because I had placed it
under "financial testimonies." All I could remember was your name
Michelle and you lived in Michigan. I prayed and asked the Lord if there
was any way to get a hold of you , that He make a way."
11:18
We both knew this was God. Only He could have made that
connection. A few weeks later, I was scheduled to have them come to
the house and do the interview. The night before they came, I came
clean with Harold, and told him that I had been getting high and having
an affair with Jim our boss. He claimed he had no idea!!!
11:19
I am still not quite sure why I did that, but I feel that I knew
I had to come clean for God to really use this testimony in a big way. I
did not sleep that night, and did the taping the following day. The Lord
really used that testimony to reach many people. I was told later on
that it received one of the highest call ins for salvation after it aired.
The entire segment contained a woman who had gone to heaven, and
biblical scholars who explained heaven and hell. It also featured,
Maurice Rawlings, who was an atheist doctor, until he witnessed one of
his patients dying, going to hell on the operating table, and coming back
to life and telling about it. It also contained my hell testimony, in which,
I wept most of the time, because I could not tell it without
crying.......because I had to relive it.
11:20
I had tried very hard to suppress this memory, because it
was so horrible. I did not want to think about it, and when I did talk
about it, other people, especially Harold, thought I was crazy. As he

witnessed the chain of events, he knew there was no way that the
orchestration of that interview could have been anything but God
wanting that story out. The easiest thing for me to do, would have
been to keep my big mouth shut, and pretend that it never happened.
However, God pulled me out of hell, so that I could warn other people.
I believe that is the only reason......because I deserved to go there!!!
CHAPTER 12

ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE!!!
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12:1
I have realized that if you are a threat to the kingdom of
darkness, satan will bring an onslaught of his forces to try to stop you.
This is why it is so important that we walk clean, and do not play games.
It is also important that people have a wall and hedge of protection of
massive prayer surrounding them at all times. If not , it is like going
into battle naked. You have nothing on, and you have no weapons. You
become an easy target for the enemy.*
12:2 *"For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities against powers, against the rulers of darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high (heavenly)
places." Ephesians 6:12 12:3 As I stated in the introduction, I believe
that some of the attack I had, was brought on by my actions, which was
actually delayed judgment of God. He had to unravel the mess I was in.
Some of it was simply the enemy attempting to kill and silence me. I
haven't even mentioned the car accidents that I have been in, because I
am saving an entire chapter for that!!!
12:4
The events that unfolded after the 700 club interview airing
should have taken me out.....but they did not. This is what happened. The
interview was aired. It was seen by millions of viewers worldwide. My
pastor, Joseph was in awe of how God worded my mouth, and how
profound it was. He acknowledged it from the pulpit, and expressed how
proud of me he was.

12:5
The following week, a woman who I tried to avoid like the
plague, Delilah, came up to me and asked the following question, at an
early morning prayer meeting. She said, "Michelle, I want to know how
come you are always up for prayer at every service???" I looked her
straight in the eyes, and said, "I am having an affair with my boss, and I
don't know how to get out of it!!!" She was amazed at my candor, and
walked away. Within three days, the entire church had heard that I was
having an affair. Delilah, thought it was her "religious" duty to spread
that hot gossip all over.*
12:6 *"The words of a gossip are like choice morsels; they go
down to a man's inmost parts." Proverbs 18:8
12:7
When it had gotten back to me, that this news was out, I cried
out to the Lord. I spent hours sobbing over the fact that a powerful story
had just been told to the world....and in my own hometown, I'm a modern day
version of the woman caught in adultery. The only difference is instead of
everyone wanting to stone me, I was already getting stoned!!! Get it?*
12:8
*"But Jesus went to the Mount of Olives. Early in the
morning (at dawn), He came back into the temple (court), and
the people came to Him in crowds. He sat down and was
teaching them. When the scribes and Pharisees brought a
woman who had been caught in adultery. They made her stand
in the middle of the court and put the case before Him. Teacher
, they said, This woman has been caught in the very act of
adultery. Now
Moses in the Law commanded us that such (woman offenders) shall
be STONED to death. But what do You say (to do with her----what is
Your sentence)? This they said to try (test) Him, hoping they might
find a charge on which to accuse Him. But Jesus stooped down and
wrote on the ground with His finger. However, when they persisted
with their question, He raised Himself up and said, 'Let him who is
without sin among you be the first to throw a stone at her.' Then
He bent down and went on writing on the ground with His finger.
They listened to Him, and then they began going out, consciencestricken, one by one, from the oldest down to the last one of them,
till Jesus was left alone, with the woman standing there before Him
in the center of the court. When Jesus raised Himself up, He said

to her, 'Woman, where are your accusers? Has no man condemned
you?' She answered , 'No one, Lord!' And Jesus said, 'I do not
condemn you either. Go on your way and from now on sin no more.'
Once more Jesus addressed the crowd. He said, 'I am the Light of
the world. He who follows Me will not be walking in the dark, but
will have the Light which is Life." John 8:1-12 12:9 The Lord said to
me, "YOU HAVE TO COME CLEAN......YOU HAVE NO OTHER CHOICE."*
12:10 *"He who conceals his sins does not proper, but whoever
confesses and renounces them finds mercy." Proverbs 28:13
12:11
I discussed it briefly with Harold, and he wanted me to keep
my mouth shut. I told him, that I had to do, what I had to do. That
Sunday, after praise and worship, I asked the pastor, if I could say
something. He allowed me the freedom to come to the front of the
church, which was a congregation of about one hundred people. I opened
up my mouth, and I said, "I need to ask your forgiveness, because I have
been living a double life. I have been getting high on weed, and I have
been having an affair. I am telling you this, because after the TV
interview , it is vital that I come clean for God to continue to work in my
life. "I then began sobbing.
12:12
Needless to say, the pastor had to put his sermon off!!! Joseph was in
awe. He did not know what to say, because he knew I was having the affair,
but didn't know how to stop it. I was also the top giver in the church. As I
stood in front of my accusers, he spoke on my behalf. One by one, each
person in the congregation came up to me, and thanked me for getting real,
and said they forgave me. Delilah, was the first one!!! Some of them were
sincere, and some of them were as phony as a three dollar bill. I had no
problem discerning the sheep from the goats!!!
12:13
Considering the fact that the hometown I lived in, was small,
simple, and full of gossips, that event also got all over the county. After
all, it is hot gossip to say that the
Lady, is doing the
Man!!! It
was even hotter gossip to say, that the lady with the big, green
Victorian house, with the "Jesus Answers Prayer!!! sign on her front

porch.....is an adulteress. To make matters worse, exactly one week
from my confession, Joseph our pastor, resigned from the church. I was
crushed, and I took all the blame for him leaving. I loved my pastor, and
now he was jumping ship in my greatest time of need!!!

CHAPTER 13

YOU CAN'T CON AN EX-CON
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13:1
I can't even begin to express the amount of shame, self hate,
guilt condemnation, hurt, and grief that I was carrying around on my
shoulders. All of these are demonic entities, and this group of demons
were having more than a party....they were having a hay day!!! I felt like
running away, but there was no place I could hide. When I walked into
restaurants, the women around the tables would point, and start
gossiping about me. It was not drug induced paranoia, it was for real,
and I was not imaging it. Suicide was never an option, because I feared
going to hell again!!!
13:2
Harold was taking advantage of the situation as well, and
begged me to let him quit his job. He could not stand dealing with Jim,
and it was a great excuse to sit home even more and do nothing
constructive. He acted like he was hurt, but the truth was, it was a
great out for him. Now he could use the "you have done me dirty, trump
card" as his excuse. Our church sent another pastor, an older gracious
gentleman. I was very upfront with him about what had happened, and I
did not hide anything from him. Harold was still the church accountant,
which was an unpaid position. The pastor stayed a brief period of time,
and left because of health problems, and wanting to retire. He and his
wife were very sweet, but were not cut out to fight the demonic realm
that dominated the region. Once again, the upper echelon of this
denomination, sent another pastor. For three months, everyone,
including Harold and I, liked the man. He seemed to be on fire,
charismatic, and prophetic. His name was Lance.
13:3
Our church had a great credit rating in the community, and we
were in the process of remodeling the parsonage for the pastor. Harold
came to me one day, and said, "I think the pastor is embezzling money.
There is money gone that I can't account for." I said, "I was having the
same gut feeling, but didn't want to say anything to you yet." Our

suspicion was confirmed, when the pastor came over to our house one
evening with his daughters boyfriend. He had a check that he wanted
Harold to sign, and he claimed that it was going towards one of the
charge cards held by the church. He told us that he was going to take
the check and pay off the account in full. However, he wanted Harold to
make the check out to him personally. Harold did so against his better
judgment, and Lance, walked joyfully out of our home with the other
guy.
13:4
For the first time in our miserable, plastic, marriage, Harold
and I agreed on something whole heartily. This guy was a crook!!! He was
a professional con man that could not look me in the eyes. The only
reason he brought the boyfriend of his daughter, was to divert
attention off of what he was asking us to do. I remember saying to
Harold after he left, "does he think we just fell off the turnip truck or
what???" Harold laughed and said, "really!!!"
13:5
I don't believe in coincidence. I believe in fate, but I do not
believe that anything happens by chance. It just so happens to be that
the credit card company that the pastor claimed to have paid off, was
the exact financing company that I used in the water business. I'll leave
names out!!! I was very familiar with this company , and its procedures,
and I used it daily to get the water purification equipment financed.
Without telling my husband, I took his master key to the church, and I
went into the pastors office. I opened up his front drawer, and found a
bank statement with Lances and his wife's information. The bank
statements included both his wife's and his social security numbers. I
quickly wrote them down, with their full names, and put the statement
back in his drawer. I then booked out of the office!!! It was my version
of WATERGATE!!! Get it??? I already had his date of birth and full
name, because he had recently had a birthday.

13:6
Several weeks later, I called up the finance company to inquire
about the church charge account in question, that had "allegedly" been
paid off by the pastor. I said, that I was Lance's wife, and I was simply
calling to confirm that they had received the check in full. I gave the
social security numbers and dates of birth, for the companies security
purposes. The woman taking the call, pulled up the account, and told me
that the account had not been paid off, and there was still a remaining
balance of over $4000. 00.
13:7
There is a saying......."YOU CAN'T CON AN EX-CON!!!" I took
the proof to Harold, and told him what I had done. At first he was mad,
but then realized it had to be done to prove that this guy was crooked.
We wanted to do things in the proper manner. We had called in one of
our friends, to be our witness. He had seen the proof, and also believed
that Lance was a thief. We asked Lance and his wife over to our home,
and we confronted him with the evidence. He did not come clean, he
went ballistic, and called me every name in the book. I remember as he
was leaving our home, I said to him, "Lance, I pity you for stealing God's
money!!!"*
13:8 *"A malicious man disguises himself with his lips, but in
his heart he harbors deceit." Proverbs 26:24
13:9
We then took it to the next level. We called the overseer. He
was brought in on the deal. We told him our part of the story, and gave
him the proof. The overseer was told by the upper echelon of this
denomination, to cover it up, and make it look like we simply wanted to
get rid of Lance. By this time, word had traveled, amongst the
congregation, of what I had done in the office, and that Lance was being
accused of theft.*
13:10 *"Now the Spirit speaks expressly that in the latter times
some should depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits and doctrine of devils." 1 Timothy 4:1
13:11
The overseer came in on an evening service, and made it appear
that Lance had done nothing wrong, and Harold and I were simply bad

people that were trying to get rid of him!!! The pastor instructed Harold
to give the overseer a check for $500 for his "intervention" that
evening. That night, I stormed out of the church, and Harold resigned
his position as accountant. A few other people that knew the truth left
as well. The people had been warned, the problem is they didn't listen to
or care for the ones giving the message!!!*
13:12 *"A false witness will not go unpunished, and he who
pours out lies will not go free." Proverbs 19: 5

"YOU HAVE BEEN DEALING
WITH THE SPIRIT OF RELIGION"

CHAPTER 14

©

14:1 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, pretenders
(hypocrites)! For you travel over sea and land to make a single
proselyte, and when he becomes one ( a proselyte), you make
him doubly as much a child of hell (Gehenna) as you are."
Matthew 23:15
14:2
I don't think that I had ever gotten so angry over anything in
my life, as I did over this situation. The way that I dealt with my
emotions is that I started to hate people, especially "religious" people.
The way that Harold dealt with what happened, is that he went into a pit
of depression like I had never seen. He was already depressed, but the
one thing that he did very well, had been distorted, and perverted. *
When we left, the books of that church were a mess. Previous to Lance
coming, Harold could account for every penny that had come into the
church. People knew he was a nerd, but he was an honest nerd, when it
came down to God's money.
14:3 *"A cheerful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit
dries up the bones." Proverbs 17:22
14:4
I began saying things out of my mouth that were now bringing
curses upon myself. I wanted to blow up the church, but I knew that I
would get busted!!! As people commonly do, they blame GOD for what
SATAN is actually doing. I fell into this trap as well. I could not
understand, how God could allow a pastor to come into a congregation,
and rip it off!!!*
14:5 *"Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and
they who indulge in it shall eat the fruit of it (for death or
life.) Proverbs 18:21
14:6
One day, while running, the Lord said this to me, "YOU HAVE
BEEN DEALING WITH THE SPIRIT OF RELIGION!!!" He then gave me

a vision of the building of this particular denomination. He showed me a
tall steeple like edifice......and on top of the building was a BIG, UGLY ,
BLACK SPIDER with its creepy legs dangling down. He said, "THIS IS
THE STRONGHOLD OVER THIS CHURCH, AND THAT IS WHAT YOU
HAVE BEEN DEALING WITH." The cool thing about God, is if you ask
him questions, or are simply honest with Him, He will answer you in very
creative ways.
He speaks to me in dreams, visions, things "jumping out" at me, through
other people, through nature, and His word. He is a very responsive
God!!!*
14:7
*"Call to me and I will answer you and tell you great
and unsearchable things you do not know." Jeremiah 33:3
14:8
I was also really upset when we received our tithing report
from Lance that indicated that we had given much less money than we
did. One thing that I always had done, was write a check for the tithe,
for that exact reason, that we had a copy. I knew if I turned him into
the IRS, it would most likely hit the newspapers, and it would bring harm
to the body of Christ. It would be one more nail in the coffin of
perverted, warped things that had happened in the name of "religion." I
chose not to do that. The Lord spoke to me and said sternly,
"VENGEANCE IS MINE. I WILL
REPAY, IT IS NOT YOUR JOB. WHAT I WANT YOU TO DO , IS
BLOW THIS PLACE (this denomination) UP IN THE SPIRIT THROUGH
PRAYER!!!"*
14:9
*"Dear friends, never avenge yourselves. Leave that to
God. For it is written, 'I will take vengeance; I will repay those
who deserve it,' says the Lord." Romans 12: 19-20
14:10
I knew what He was talking about, because I was very into
writing out prayer requests and getting thousands of other people on
the same page, to pray with me. I can't say that I liked what God said,
but He said it so strongly that I knew I would not win, trying to do any

harm to this pastor. It would be God Himself that would take care of
him. I had also called the church in which Lance had recently come
from. It came out, that he had embezzled this church as well, and his
father , who was in the upper echelon, simply moved him around. His
nickname among other pastors, was "Popcorn", because he popped all
over the country, especially small, rural congregations that were an easy,
simple target. Approximately four months after we left the church,
Harold was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. He knew something was
wrong, because his urine had turned dark orange. When Lance got wind
that Harold had been diagnosed with cancer, he told the congregation
that it was because Harold had come against him, and God was judging
Harold.

"IT CAME FROM A ROOT OF
BITTERNESS!!!" ©

CHAPTER 15

15:1
During this whole ordeal, Harold and I had not been going to
any church. Only a few people, were reaching out to us. I was working,
trying to paste a fake smile on my face, when dealing with customers.
However, I have never been a good phony, and I could not hide how
angry, unhappy, and disgusted I was. No amount of pot could bring me
any peace, but I was still trying to medicate my feelings with weed.
15:2
Harold was for the first time in his life, dealing with the fact
that he was going to die, unless a miracle occurred. We were referred
to a specialist at the University of Chicago, that dealt primarily with
pancreatic cancer. He was very candid, direct, and to the point, which is
what I can relate with. He said, that Harold had no more than 12 -14
months to live. He told us after tests, that it had spread into the lymph
nodes. The only treatment was an operation , called the Wiple , and
chemotherapy. Other than that, he told Harold to prepare to die.
15:3
As many people did, the doctor pulled me aside, and asked
what I was doing with this older man. I told him that we were unhappily
married, and I was having an affair. I was very angry that I now had to
deal with his sickness. He could see it all over my face, and knew it was a
screwed up deal. It is amazing how honest you can get with yourself,
when faced with harsh reality. I remember one day, as I was sitting
down writing out prayer requests, I asked God, "why did Harold get this
cancer???" As the Lord usually does for His children who pray and talk
to Him regularly, He answered quickly , and said, "IT CAME FROM A
ROOT OF BITTERNESS!!!"*

15:4 *"Exercise foresight and be on the watch to look (after one
another), to see that no one falls back from and fails to secure

God's grace (His unmerited favor and spiritual blessing), in
order that no root of resentment (rancor, bitterness, or hatred)
shoots forth and causes trouble and bitter torment, and the
many become contaminated and defiled by it." Hebrews 12:15
15:5
That answer made perfect sense, because Harold always was
bitter. I believe that the church incident was the straw that broke the
camels back. My confession of the affair didn't help matters either.
Harold was a "stuffer," and he had stuffed his emotions and bottled
things up his entire life. He never dealt with his feelings, because he did
not know how to. His parents were the same way. I believe bitterness is
a spirit, it hangs around sarcasm, criticism, envy, jealousy, strife,
resentment, grief, hurt, pouting, and a few other cousin demons. I also
believe that cancer is a spirit, and it hangs around the demons of
infirmity, death, depression, gloom, doom, hate, unforgiveness, and few
others. I know that the medical world will say that I am still on drugs by
that claim, but I do know it is a spiritual thing. I believe that when you
open yourself up with hate and unforgiveness towards other people, you
open yourself up to Pandora's box of demons.*
15:6
*"Therefore is the kingdom of heaven likened unto a
certain king, who would make a reckoning with his servants.
And when he had begun to reckon, one was brought unto him,
that owed him, that owed him ten thousand talents. But
forasmuch as he had not wherewith to pay, his lord
commanded him to be sold, and his wife, and children, and all
that he had, and payment to be made. The servant therefore
fell down and worshipped him, saying, Lord, have patience
with me, and I will pay thee all. And the lord of that servant,
being moved with compassion, released him, and forgave him
the debt. But that servant went out, and found one of his
fellow-servants, who owed him a hundred shillings: and he laid
hold on him, and took him by the throat, saying, 'Pay what
thou owest.' So his fellow-servant fell down and besought him,
saying, 'Have patience with me, and I will pay thee.' And he
would not: but went and cast him into prison, till he should
pay that which was due. So when his fellow-servants saw what

was done, they were exceeding sorry, and came and told unto
their lord all that was done. Then his lord called him unto him,
and saith to him, 'Thou wicked servant, I forgave thee all that
debt, because thou besoughtest me: shouldest not thou also
have had mercy on thy fellow- servant, even as I had mercy on
thee?' And his lord was wroth, and delivered him to the
TORMENTORS, till he should pay all that was due. So shall
also my heavenly Father do unto you, if ye forgive not every one
his brother from his hearts." Matthew 18:23-35
WHO ARE THE TORMENTORS??? DEMONS IN HELL!!!
15:7
In simple terms, Jesus died on the cross, went to Hades for
three days, so that you would not have to. God made Jesus your
scapegoat for your sin, and it is through the shed blood of Christ that
we are forgiven of our sins. If God can forgive us......WHO ARE WE TO
NOT FORGIVE OTHERS???*
15:8 *"For if you forgive people their trespasses (their reckless
and willful sins, leaving them, letting them go, and giving up
resentment), your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if
you do not forgive others their trespasses (their reckless and
willful sins, leaving them, letting them go, and giving up
resentment), neither will your Father forgive you your
trespasses." Matthew 6:14-15
15:9
The lesson that the Lord has taught me, and it is a daily
process, is that we have to separate the demons from the people. There
are demons operating in people that you know AND IN YOURSELF. You
may not be aware that it is actually a spirit operating through the
person, but I am here to tell you that it happens every day. The Lord
said to me, "YOU CAN HATE THE DEMONS, BUT YOU CAN'T HATE
THE PEOPLE. YOU MUST PRAY FOR THEM AND ASK FOR THEIR
SALVATION AND DELIVERANCE." In other words, if you are a
follower of Christ, you have the authority in the name of Jesus, to tell
the demons in the people to come out and return back to the pit of hell.*
15:10 *"And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my
name shall they cast out devils." Mark 16:17

15:11
The bottom line is that if we do not forgive other people, we
are in trouble with God, and we bring on many demons because of it. It is
like dog poop attracting flies. In fact, one of the names for satan is
Beelzebub or "the Lord of flies." How very appropriate a name!!! Satan
and his demons are like flies, and they come around messes, and they try
to stir up trouble.

CHAPTER 16

WHAT A SOAP OPERA!!!

©

16:1
It was impossible for me to try to pretend to be the loving
little wife of Harold, now that he was sick. My demons were really
coming out and manifesting everywhere. I recall having to deal with his
mother, and explain to her, why I could not sit up in the hospital with
her son. I had to make a living, and keep the bills paid, because I was
the only one working. She could not understand that, and thought I was
nothing but a cold blooded witch!!!
16:2
When it came time for surgery, I went to Chicago to drop
Harold and his mother off, and told them that I would be back to get
them. I called and would check in, but I could not stay. The doctor and
his team did all that they could humanly do. I knew this. If Harold was
going to get a miracle, it was going to have to be God.
16:3
He returned home, and had the report that they did what they
could do, and he would have to follow it up with chemotherapy. I was
beginning to see a little change in Harold. He was realizing that he was
going to die, and he admitted that he had been a jerk most of his life.
He had never admitted every being wrong before, which was a real big
step.*
16:4 *"The lamp of the Lord searches the spirit of a man, it
searches out his inmost being."
Proverbs 20:27
16:5
During the first round of chemotherapy that was being done
locally, he was scheduled to stay in the hospital for about a week. Out
of the blue, one day, the Lord says to me, "CALL BETH, CALL BETH,
CALL BETH." I was puzzled at first, because I did not know a Beth. I
then remembered, that Harold's second wife was named Beth.
Approximately three months previous to Harold being diagnosed with

cancer, he told me one night , after I came in from work, that his
second ex-wife Beth had called him. She had found our name and phone
number on the internet. I said, "that's nice, what did she want???" He
was very vague about the call, and I was not a bit jealous or upset.
Frankly, I did not care!!!
16:6 So, I went upstairs to Harold's desk, and started going through a
few of his papers. Lo and Behold, I found Beth's name and number
written on a note tablet. I proceeded the following day to call up Beth. I
told her who I was, and told her that
Harold had pancreatic cancer. I also got very honest with her and let it
all hang out, what a miserable marriage we had. I admitted that I had
been living on drugs, having an affair, and I did not love him. In the middle
of all my spewing, she stops me, and says, "I still love Harold!!!" I was
amazed and the sales person inside me, kicked in!!! I told her that she
could have him back!!! She told me that she had called him to ask for his
forgiveness for her leaving him when he had lost all his money. She felt
very bad about it, and she still had feelings for him. I told her that I
would talk to Harold and have him call her. We ended the conversation
very peacefully, and we both acknowledged a love for God.
16:7
The following day, I bought Harold a large Steak and Shake
hamburger and a big frosty milkshake, over to the hospital. I was
eating Chinese food. I walked into his room, gave him the food, and
told him that I had spoken to Beth the following day. He perked up,
and asked me how I got her number. I told him that I found it in his
desk. I then told him that she wanted his forgiveness for leaving him.
He looked at me with this stupid glare, and said, "I don't have to
forgive her......she left me." I looked at him, and I said, "Oh , so I
suppose that makes you bigger than God. Jesus forgives you, but you
can't forgive her....what is wrong with this picture??? You are the one
laying on your back dying of cancer. I think maybe you better think
about this forgiveness thing again!!!"* I then said that I realized that
I never loved him, and that this entire thing had been nothing but a

farce. He looked at me straight in the eyes, and told me that he had
never loved me either.
16:8 *"Then Peter came up to Him and said, Lord, how many
times many times may my brother sin against me and forgive
him and let it go? (As many as) up to seven times? Jesus
answered him, I tell you, not up to seven times, but seventy
times seven!" Matthew 18:21-22
16:9 Now we were getting somewhere!!! It took his sickness for us to
get honest with each other, and take off our ugly, rubber masks that
we had been wearing for many years.
*"An honest answer is like a kiss on the lips." Proverbs 24:26
16:10
I left that day feeling like I had lost one hundred pounds.
It also really hit me, that I had been playing this role of his wife ,
caretaker, and friend...... and he never loved me. I admit it was a harsh
dose of reality that had been clouded in massive amounts of weed and
deception!!! He called that night, and asked for Beth's phone number.
16:11
All I can say is that God does work in very bizarre ways!!!
When he came home from his chemotherapy, he told me that he and
Beth wanted to get back together, and that he had forgiven her. He
admitted that he had never loved me, and had always been in love with
her, but could not forgive her until now. I was jumping up and down in
elation!!! I proposed to him that I would file for divorce, I would pay for
it, and he could go a free man.*
16:12 *"And you will know the Truth, and the Truth will set
you free." John 8:32
16:13
I also had been trying to tap $15,000 dollars of equity in our
home. I had been turned down by several banks. The exact day that I
had agreed to divorce Harold, a bank called me back , and told me that

they had approved the home equity loan. That was a miracle, and I knew
it!!!
16:14
This is the deal I made with Harold. I told him that the joint
credit cards that we had, which were two large lines of credit, I would
pay off, and lump back into the house. He could leave with those cards, I
would take my name off the accounts, and he could have the lines of
credit. I gave him one of the cars, all of the furniture upstairs, and he
could leave town a liberated man.....he owed me nothing.
16:15 Within two weeks of all this happening, a mutual friend of ours,
loaded up a UHaul, with all of Harold belongings. The Honda was towed
behind, and our friend dropped him off in Texas at Beth's home.

CHAPTER 17

LAMB

THE MARRIAGE SUPPER OF THE
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17:1
I am sure that many religious spirits will start manifesting,
when people read that it was actually the Lord that orchestrated our
divorce. In fact, I can hear the eruption in the spirit, as I am writing
this. I am not giving anyone permission to go get a divorce......my
circumstances were unique.
17:2
The reason that God untangled our fake marriage, is that he
wanted to unravel us. He wanted Harold to be saved, and forgiveness
was a huge factor in all that. I would classify Harold, up until his
sickness, as the classic religious stereotype in the parable of the Good
Samaritan. If there was a bleeding injured person in the street, Harold
would have walked by him looking pious, in his dated polyester suit and
tie, holding his large bible, on his way to church!!! He would have let the
guy bleed to death, and would not even consider calling 911!!!
17:3
Another way of putting this is if Harold had not gone through
the cancer, and he had died suddenly in a car accident, I do not think he
would have gone to heaven. I think he would have gone directly to hell.
He would have stood before Christ on judgment day, and said, "But Lord,
I kept perfect accounting records for you at church, I timed myself
when I prayed to you on a stopwatch. I can quote scripture that I have
memorized, I had perfect attendance in Sunday school as a child, and I
never let anyone touch my Bible." The Lord would have responded to
him...."DEPART FROM ME YOU WORKER OF INIQUITY.......I NEVER
KNEW YOU!!!"*
17:4
*"Not everyone who says to Me, Lord, Lord, will enter
the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My father
Who is in heaven. Many will say to Me on that day, Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied in Your name and driven out demons in
Your name and done many mighty works in Your name? And
then I will say to them openly (publicly), I never knew you;

depart from Me, you who act wickedly (disregarding My
commands). Matthew 7:21-23
17:5
The religious spirit is mean and heartless, and millions of
people need to be delivered from this demon. *I am grateful to the
Lord, that Harold had the opportunity to get things right in the last
year of his life. I believe it was the mercy and grace of the Lord that
gave him the time that he needed. That alone was the miracle that I had
been praying for...... that was his healing. All the torture that I endured
being married to him, would be worth it, if it kept him from going to hell.
17:6 * "He who does not love has not become acquainted with
God ( does not and never did know Him), for God is love. In this
the love of God was mad manifest (displayed) where we are
concerned: in that God sent His Son, the only begotten or
unique (Son), into the world so that we might live through Him.
In this is love: not that we loved God, but that He loved us and
sent His Son to be the propitiation (the atoning sacrifice) for
our sins.
Beloved, if God loved us (very much), we also ought to love one
another. No man has at any time (yet) seen God. But if we love
one another, God abides (lives and remains) in us and His love
(that love which is essentially His) is brought to completion (to
its full maturity, runs its full course, is perfected) in us!" 1
John 4:7-12
17:7
I spoke with Harold a few days before he passed away, and I
knew that he had a heart transplant in his last days. All the knowledge
that he had about God, was transplanted from the mind to his heart. It
was no longer a "head thing".....it had become a "heart thing!!!" I recall
after getting the message from Beth that he had passed, I sat up in our
large bathroom, on the floor, and cried for two days. I took the screen
out of the window, and smoked one joint after the other, out the
window, and sobbed. I was crying about how angry I was that I had been
trapped in this marriage for almost ten years with no love. I cried
because I was mad at myself for being so stupid. I cried because I was
angry that I had not gotten any insurance on Harold or the house, and

now I was stuck with many bills. I cried because I had been living an
awful, painful lie. I also was blaming God for my actions and the schemes
of the devil.
17:8
Several months later, I attended a funeral of a mutual friend of
Harold and I. This man died of overeating. He literally ate himself to
death. That is known as a spirit of gluttony. His name was Sam, and he
was a "good ole boy", that many people in the community loved. As I was
sitting in our old church, the Lord gave me a vision of Harold and Sam
tipping glasses at the upcoming wedding supper of the Lamb. It was the
first time that I had total peace that Harold was with the Lord, and he
was truly happy for the first time in his life.*
17:9
*"Let us rejoice and shout for joy (exulting and
triumphant)! Let us celebrate and ascribe to Him glory and
honor, for the marriage of the Lamb (at last) has come, and His
bride has prepared herself." Revelation 19:7

CHAPTER 18

KNOCKING DOWN ALL YOUR IDOLS!!!

©

18:1
Idol:
1 a. an image used as an
object of worship. 1 b. a
false god.
2. One that is adored, often blindly or excessively.
3. Something visible but without substance.
18:2 "Do not make idols or set up an image or a sacred stone
for yourselves, and do not place a carved stone in your land to
bow down before it. I am the LORD your God." Leviticus 26:1
"Dear children, keep yourselves from IDOLS." 1 John 5:21
18:3
After Harold went to be with Lord, I remained in my job for
another year. Jim my boss, figured that everything between he and I
would be much more easy to accomplish now that Harold was out of
the picture. However, the season of sin that was fun.....had ended.*
18:4 *"There is a way that seems right to a man, but in the
end it leads to death." Proverbs 16:25 "Like a bird that
strays from its nest is a man who strays from his home."
Proverbs 27:8
18:5
The Lord had instructed me to put the house on the
market, and He wanted me to leave my job. He sent two other woman,
who gave me the exact same words. "God wants you to sell your home,
and find another job." That is what you call confirmation, but during
that time, I still did not want to let go of my "stuff" or my career.
18:6
A few weeks after I had been told to sell the house, a woman
walked up to my back door, and knocked on it early one morning. The
house was not on the market yet, and there were no sign, or contracts
written up. I answered the door, and she told me that she was an
executive at a large corporation in the area, and that she wanted to buy
my home. She had not even seen the inside. She had heard from a
realtor friend of mine, that I was in trouble, and she was willing to pay

off what I owed on the house, and I could walk away debt free with my
credit in tact.
18:7
In no uncertain terms, I nicely told her to go jump in the
lake!!! Lake Michigan that is!!! Not the lake of fire....I have much more
class than that!!! I told her that there was no way that I was going to
walk away from this home without making at least $10,000 in profit.
She looked at my rather dumbfounded, and wished me well, and walked
away. God had sent an angel to help me, and I turned her away!!!*
18:8
*"Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so
doing some people have entertained angels without knowing
it." Hebrews 13:2 18:9 Little did I know that the handwriting was
on the wall, when it came to the economy in Michigan. Things were
already beginning to unravel and signs were in the sky. I was too
arrogant, proud, and angry to hop in the rescue boat that God sent
me, in the form of the woman buyer of the home.* By the time that I
was obedient to put the home up for sale, nobody with any common
sense would buy the money pit that I lived in. Perhaps it could had
happened if the home was located in the country, but nobody wanted
to be in town, and have a home that was very expensive to keep up.*
18:10 *"Pride goes before destruction, a haughty spirit
before a fall." Proverbs 16:18
18:11 I have learned that not only is God a genius....He also has a great
sense of humor. His method of ensuring that the adultery between
Jim and I ended, was to bring his very sweet daughter into the
business. I had witnessed this little girl grow up into a lovely woman.
She had four years of college, and decided that she did not want to
pursue her degree, but instead she wanted to work for her father.
18:12
It was a different story than the yearly Christmas
parties. I would get so stoned on those yearly events when I had
to face his wife and children for a few hours. I hated alcohol, but
would also drink on those occasions. I remember "flying" into the
restaurants that we had reserved for our office parties, hoping

that nobody would realize how uncomfortable I was having to be
around his family. Everyone in the office, knew what was going on,
so it was awkward for all involved. However, now I had to face
her, eye to eye, everyday. Not only that , the Lord himself, had
turned off the faucet of blessings. It was no longer, that I would
pray in all the business, and simply go and write up orders. The
well had dried up for me in Michigan!!!*
18"13 *"He who ignores discipline comes to poverty and
shame, but whoever heeds correction is honored."
Proverbs 13: 18
18:14
In late Fall of 2001, I resigned my long term position of
thirteen years with Jim. I recall meeting him for breakfast, and I told
him that I needed to quit. I said that the guilt was eating me up having
to face his daughter, and I could be shooting heroine, and it would not
ease my conscience. I proceeded to tell him that I could never grow as
a person standing in DIRTY, BITTER, STAGNANT water.* 18:15 *"If
she has defiled herself and been unfaithful to her husband,
then when she is made to drink the water that brings a curse,
it will go into her and cause bitter suffering; her abdomen
will swell and her thigh waste away, and she will become
accursed among her people." Numbers 5:27
18:16
Having to leave Jim, was one of the hardest things that I have
ever done. He is the only man that I can say that I truly loved. The soul
ties, were so strong, that it was like someone had ripped my heart out,
and nothing could ever replace him. The Lord during this entire process
was giving me the analogy of Abraham, Sarah, Hagar, and Ishmael. Jim
was Abraham, his wife was Sarah. I was Hagar, the maid servant that
had become pregnant with Ishmael, and Sarah wanted me banished. I
had created an Ishmael in the spiritual realm, and it was causing a war!!!
It was time that I took my child, and headed for a new land, away from
Abraham!!!*
18:17 *"But Sarai, Abram's wife, had no children. So Sarai
took her servant, an Egyptian woman named Hagar, and gave

her to Abraham so she could bear his children. 'The Lord has
kept me from having any children,' Sarai said to Abram. 'Go
and sleep with my servant. Perhaps I can have children
through her.' And Abram agreed. So Sarai, Abram's wife, took
Hagar the Egyptian servant and gave her to Abram as a wife.
(This happened ten years after Abram first arrived in the land
of
Canaan.) So Abram slept with Hagar, and she became
pregnant. When Hagar knew she was pregnant, she began to
treat her mistress Sarai with contempt. Then Sarai said to
Abram, 'It's all your fault! Now this servant of mine is
pregnant, and she despises me, though I myself gave her the
privilege of sleeping with you. The Lord will make you pay for
doing this to me!' Abram replied, 'Since she is your servant,
you may deal with her as you see fit. So Sarai treated her
harshly, and Hagar ran away. The angel of the Lord found
Hagar beside a desert spring along the road to Shur. The
angel said to her, 'Hagar, Sarai's servant, where have you
come from, and where are you going?' I am running away
from my mistress,' she replied. Then the angel of the Lord
said, 'Return to your mistress and submit to her authority.'
The angel added, 'I will give you more descendants than you
can count.' And the angel also said, 'You are now pregnant
and will give birth to a son. You are to name him Ishmael, for
the Lord has heard about your misery. This son of your will be
a wild one----free and untamed as a wild donkey! He will be
against everyone, and everyone will be against him. Yes, he
will live at odds with the rest of his brothers.' Therefore,
Hagar referred to the Lord, who had spoken to her, as 'the god
who sees me,' for she said, 'I have seen the One who sees me!'
Later that well was named Beer-lahairoi, and it can still be
found between Kadesh and Bered. So Hagar gave Abram a
son, and Abram named him Ishmael. Abram was eighty-six
years old at that time." Genesis 16:1-16

WAITING FOR THE NICE SHERIFF TO
SHOW UP!!! ©

CHAPTER 19

19:1 "The rich rule over the poor, and the borrower is servant to
the lender." Proverbs 22:7
19:2
Once I had left my job, it was apparent that I could no longer
make the steep mortgage payments any longer. The home had been
refinanced so many times, that it had gone from a reasonable payment,
to outrageous. I refinanced it one more time within that year. I had
gotten messed up with a crooked mortgage broker, who lied to me about
the interest rate. I now owed much more than the house was worth, and
it was upside down!!! The ATM machine had dried up!!! I had resigned
myself that I would let the home go into foreclosure, and I would ride
out the storm. In the state of Michigan, you have one year before the
mortgage company can repossess your home. The Titanic was sinking,
and I was determined I would go down with it!!!
19:3
One of my idols had been my credit rating.* That quickly was
going down the tubes. My FICA score was plummeting each month that
I did not make the payment. I was collecting unemployment which Jim
had agreed to pay. I was also collecting rental income from the back
house, and told the renter he would have to leave when I left as well. I
also liquidated my IRA.
19:4 *"Then will I sprinkle clean upon you, and ye shall be
clean: from all your filthiness, and from all your idols, will I
cleanse you." Ezekiel 36:25

19:5 My family now had to hear the raw truth that I had been having
a hot affair with my boss, and that was the reason I left my career.
Once again, it was more drama than they could handle!!! The Lord had
been doing some healing in our relationship over all those years, but
now they were looking at me as the classic "religious hypocrite."
19:6
Once again, it set me up for rejection, criticism, and
isolation. My father, and two of my brothers tried to throw money ,

and advice, at the situation when Harold was dying, but the abyss was
too deep to fix. My father has always been prophetic, and doesn't
even know it. He and my mother were invited to our home for
Thanksgiving one year when Harold was alive. My motive was I wanted
to show off the homes and impress my parents with my material
success. My dad got out of the car, and said, "I hope this doesn't end
up on the auction block." He was amazed at all the work that had been
done, and the obvious amount of money that had been spent restoring
the homes.
19:7
Another idol that was being knocked down was work. I had
hidden in my job, and my identity in who I was, was deeply rooted in my
career. I was beginning to see that, and I decided to take time off,
and not work. I had enough income that I could live meagerly, since I
was not paying the mortgage. I had cut all the fat out of the budget,
and I was saving money for my next move.
19:8
Another idol that was being knocked down was pride and
materialism. I learned the hard way that the people that you are trying
to impress, will be the first ones that will laugh at you , as you are
standing on the court house steps having your home auctioned. Trying
to keep up with the Jones's is a demonic lie, rooted in the spirits of
pride, competition, arrogance and insecurity. Competing against others
is costly and dangerous. None of it matters in the kingdom of God....you
should be winning eternal treasures (souls)....not worrying about how
fancy your house is here on earth.
19:9
You know you are a workaholic when you have spent thirteen
years living right on Lake Michigan, and have never had your feet in the
water. That was my case, I had never been to the beach, other than
parking my car and looking at the water in between appointments. I
decided that I was going to have fun, and attempt to do it without pot.
I spent most of the time at the beach and was trying to get in touch
with reality.

19:10
It was also at this time, that the Lord had instructed me to
write Jim's wife, who had found out about the affair, and ask for her
forgiveness. I addressed the letter to his wife and the two girls, and
begged that they forgive me for stealing/borrowing their husband and
father. I told them that I did not want to be responsible for any of
them getting sick with bitterness, because they hated my guts and were
holding grudges. I acknowledged that I would hate me too, but for their
own good, they needed to forgive me from their heart and not their
head.
19:11
Time was getting close to having to vacate the home. I had
given away most of my furniture, appliances, and accessories. I did not
feel that I was to have a big sale, I felt led to give to those that
needed things. I had all of my personal belongings packed up in
fourteen banana boxes, and had kept the antiques and enough
furniture to fill a small apartment. I had already made arrangements in
another town directly on Lake Michigan, to rent a small affordable
studio apartment in another Victorian home.
19:12
On day 363, my good friend, Paul, called me up in the evening,
and said, "What are you doing???" I said, "I am sitting in my empty living
room, in the corner, on the floor crying, because I have to leave. The
nice county Sheriff will be coming in two days to vacate the house. *"He
said, "stop your crying, get dressed, and we'll go out and have dinner,
okay???"
19:13 *"Unless the Lord builds the house, its builders labor in
vain.
Unless the Lord watches over the city, the watchmen stand
guard in vain. In vain you rise early and stay up late, toiling
for food to eat---for he grants sleep to those he loves." Psalm
127: 1-2

CHAPTER 20

YOUR NAME IS WHAT???

©

20:1
As I stated before, the Lord really does have an awesome
sense of humor. He is hip, funny, and knows how to speak your language!!!
I had gone from being a landlord, and having tenants, to becoming a
tenant again. My new landlords last name was "Sober!!!" (I have not
changed her last name!!!) When she first identified herself, when I
called initially, I said, "What did you say your last name was???" She
said, it is "Sober!!!" I said, "you know, that is really funny!!!"
20:2
I knew in my heart that God was speaking through this woman,
and that is what He was wanting me to do.....GET SOBER!!! I wish I could
say that it was that easy, I just quit smoking weed all together.
However, my deliverance from drugs has been a gradual thing, and it did
not happen over night. Many profound things were happening inside me
during my stay in this apartment. I was coming out of a living nightmare,
and trying to make sense of it all. The best way I can explain it, is to say
that the Lord was beginning to unravel me, like layers of an onion, and
delivering me from one demon at a time!!! It was now time for be to be a
human being, and not a human doing!!!*
20:3 *"There is time for everything, and a season for every
activity under heaven:
. a time to be born and a time to die,
. a time to plant and a time to uproot,
. a time to kill and a time to heal,
. a time to tear down and a time to build,
. a time to weep and time to laugh,
. a time to mourn and time to dance,
. a time to scatter stones and time to gather them,
. a time to embrace and a time to refrain,
. a time to search and a time to give up,

. a time to keep and a time to throw away,
. a time to tear and a time to mend,
. a time to be silent and a time
to speak, .
a time to love and a time to
hate, .
a time for war and a time for
peace.. Ecclesiastes 3:1-8
20:4
I had never done any reading, and I started to read books on
deliverance, demons, and spiritual warfare. I knew my job in the water
business was "boot camp" for understanding the demonic realm. In the
next few chapters, I will share many of my experiences. None of these,
could have ever been absorbed in a book, this was hands on training!!!
20:5
I also never had any need to use the computer. All of my work
in the past was selling, turning in paper work, and dealing with financing.
All computer work was done for me. I was afraid of this technology, and
now I had an opportunity to get free help and training. I remember
walking into the Work Force Development, and I had so much brain
damage from pot, that I could barely type my name. This is also why I
had a hard time reading........I had a problem with comprehension.
Smoking massive amounts of weed for long periods of time, shoots short
term memory.....and it does cause brain damage. I had started attending
another church, and was spending a lot of time in prayer. I also was
forced to look at myself in the mirror and try to figure out who I was.
There was nothing that I could hide behind, because everything had
been stripped away. God had to knock down the house, with HIS FIRE,
to rebuild HIS NEW FOUNDATION!!!*
20:6 *"Those whom I love I rebuke and discipline. So be
earnest, and repent. Here I am! I stand at the door and
knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will
come in and eat with him, and he with me." Revelation 3:19

20:7
Even though I knew in my heart that forgiveness was a really
big deal , I still had many people that deep down I hated, including
myself.* I had a very hard time forgiving me for things that had
occurred. However, the Lord was teaching me several lessons on
forgiveness, His judgment and form of justice.
20:8 *"As water reflects a face, so a man's heart reflects the
man." Proverbs 27:19
20:9
I heard through people that I was still in contact with, that
the pastor of my old church, Lance, had raped the church financially. He
had embezzled one elderly woman of over $40, 000 dollars. He had
ruined the credit rating of the church, and his dealings were now being
exposed all over town. The church was left in massive debt, and the
people did not have the money to pay the bills that had been run up.
Just as the Lord had said to me, "VENGEANCE IS MINE....I WILL
REPAY!!! IT IS NOT YOUR JOB."*
20:10
Many involved in the church cover up developed severe health
problems. The overseer who was paid to cover up the theft, ended up
with heart problems. Lance's mother, ended up with breast cancer. I
never heard what happened to the father, or others in the upper
echelon of this denomination, but nothing would surprise me. It took
almost three years, but once again, EVERYTHING CAME OUT IN THE
WASH. Lance was truly under the judgment of God. His wife left him,
he lost his preaching license, and his kids wanted nothing to do with him,
because they were afraid of him. He was also under investigation by the
IRS, and other legal authorities. As we suspected, he had been
embezzling money from small churches, all over the country.*
20:11 *"Do not say, 'I'll repay you back for this!' Wait for the
Lord, and He will deliver you." Proverbs 20:22
20:12
Part of me was jumping up and down, happy that all this took
place, and the other part of me was sick about it.* Now the people left
in this congregation had to deal with their bitterness, and the reality

that they were warned, and did not listen. What took place in this
church, was so demonically inspired, that it still blows my mind.
20:13 *"Do not gloat when your enemy falls when he stumbles,
do not let your heart rejoice, or the Lord will see and disapprove
and turn his wrath away from him." Proverbs 24:17-18
20:14
The bite of the RELIGIOUS SPIRIT, is that of a
POISONOUS SNAKE and it takes much healing and deliverance to get
free of the hurt and pain that it causes it victims. I knew Lance was
demonized, because I could see it in his eyes.* He could never give me
direct eye contact , he would always look down. I am an intense person,
and I was taught as a child, to look people directly in the eyes. I recall
my father teaching me that, and when I would mumble or look away from
his eyes, he knew I was lying or doing wrong.
20:15 *"The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of light. But if thine eye be
evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. If therefore the
light that is in there be darkness, how great is that darkness!"
Matthew 6: 22-23
20:16
The irony of the tragedy that occurred at this church, is that
now God was asking me to intercede for these people, and see them set
free from what had taken place.* As I always did, and still do, I was
writing to twelve other ministries, asking them to agree in prayer. Much
of the congregation had become so bitter, that it was causing health
problems. A new pastor was sent to the congregation, and the Lord
started to turn things around.
20:17 *"But love your enemies and be kind and do good (doing
favors so that someone derives benefit from them) and lend ,
expecting and hoping for nothing in return but considering
nothing as lost and despairing of no one; and then your
reward will be great (rich, strong, intense, and abundant), and
you will be sons of the Most High, for He is kind and
charitable and good to the ungrateful and the selfish and
wicked. So be merciful, (sympathetic, tender, responsive, and
compassionate) even as your Father is (all these).” Luke 6: 3536

20:18
Another thing that happened was Delilah, the woman that told
my secret after the TV interview, had personal tragedy occur in her
life. Two of her children had died within a short period of time. One was
murdered, and the other one was found dead, frozen in his car, after
falling asleep in a drug induced coma. I truly had to let go of all the
feelings that I had for her, and now I pitied her, for her loss. I felt the
same way about Lance, and all the people in the congregation that bad
mouthed me. It became easier to pray for them, because this was no
laughing matter.*
20:19 *"You have heard that it was said, 'Love your neighbor
and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: 'Love your enemies and
pray for those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your
Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the
good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If
you love those who love you, what reward will you get? Are not
even the tax collectors doing that? And if you greet only your
brothers, what are you doing more than others? Do not even
pagans do that? Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father
is perfect." Matthew 5:43-48
"If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat; if he is thirsty,
give him water to drink. In doing this, you will heap burning
coals on his head, and the Lord will repay you." Proverbs 25:
21-22
20:20
Also during this time, something else took place that had a
profound impact on me, and I still deal think about it to this day. I was
in Mishawaka, Indiana doing some shopping one day. The Lord had told
me to go and pray for Harold's father that had been in a nursing home,
for a few years. The nursing home was right next to the shopping mall. I
told God, "I'll do it next week." Within that week, his father passed
away.
20:21
I feel that he went to hell. I sensed that the Lord wanted me
to pray with him, and ask him to accept Christ. I had done that several
years ago, but I do not think that his father took it seriously, because
he laughed off the prayer. He had always been "religious" but had never

been saved, or had a relationship with Christ. He was the classic
stereotype of many that take up space in pews of churches. He was on
the membership role, he was an usher, and wore a polyester suit and tie
on Sunday. However, if he bumped into Jesus, he would have not
recognized or acknowledged Him. Very shortly after, Harold's mother
passed away as well. I had kept in contact with her, even though she
never really liked me. In a bizarre way, it brought closure to many things
that occurred. I do have peace that his mother came to the Lord, but I
have no peace that his father did. I have the blood on my hands from
that, and I have never forgotten it.
20:22
As I stated before, the economy in Michigan, was already in
trouble several years ago, before the reorganization of General Motors.
I was collecting unemployment, and kept getting extensions, which
lasted almost two years. It was a fraction of what I was making
previously, but I was beginning to learn to live very cheap. Eventually, I
started to look for another job, and every door I walked into closed. It
came to a point that I could not even get a job as a waitress. The only
thing I knew to do, was to go back to the water business. I answered ads
with the same company, I had worked for 16 years. I interviewed in
Indianapolis, was offered the job, but did not like the man that was
hiring. I turned down the offer. I then interviewed in Minneapolis, and
they did not like me!!! The third job choice was listed in Omaha,
Nebraska. I called them up, told them who I was, and I was hired over
the phone.
20:23
This was a corporate store, so they had access to my sales
record. They also called Jim, and he gave me an excellent reference.
They also did a background check, and found no record. I, to this day,
can't explain that other than God erased my prison time. I never had
been required to have a background check in the other jobs, and I would
have to say that it is another case of the Lord supernaturally covering
me. Little did I know that this was Gods way of getting me where he
wanted me, and getting me out of Michigan before the financial collapse.

CHAPTER 21

LAND!!!"

"I AM TAKING YOU TO A NEW

©

21:1 "From one man He made every nation of men, that they
should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined the Times
set for them and the exact places where they should live!" Acts
17:26
21:2
I had received a prophetic word in front of everyone back in
Michigan, in a church service. The Lord said that He was going to take
me to a new land, and it was Him that had been closing the doors, waiting
for me to run out of gas trying to do my own thing. That is exactly what
had happened, and I was now walking out that word.
21:3
I woke up in Omaha, Nebraska on New Years Day of 2005. My
friend Paul, loaded up his truck, and helped me move. I had much favor with
my new landlord, and was living in a nice place for very little money.
Everything on the surface looked good at my new job. I had been told over
the phone that I would be getting appointments handed to me, like I had
back in Michigan. I would be responsible for only a few of my leads.
However, I quickly learned that was not true. This job was based on
generating your own leads, with very little call in action from the
customers.
21:4
Once I realized I had been conned, I was not very happy or
compliant. The reason that the sales manager insisted that I not come
for an interview, which I wanted to, was because he did not want me to
know the truth. He cleverly used the winter weather as the excuse that
I did not have to interview, because he did not want me driving from
Michigan to Nebraska on the slick roads. He also stroked whatever pride
I had left, and told me that my record was so outstanding, that he
simply wanted to know when I could start. I also had foolishly told him
over the phone, that my husband had died, with no insurance, and I had

lost our home. He figured I was desperate, and would be a submissive
puppet!!!
21:5
I now know that God allowed this to happen because it was the
only way He would get me to Omaha, Nebraska. He had to use something
that was very familiar, for me to leave Michigan. I did not know one
person in this town when I moved. I had little money, and it was a very
scary and lonely time.
21:6
I lasted in that position for six months, and hated every
minute of it!!! I had a guaranteed salary for three months, but the rest
of the time was straight
commission, and obtaining my own leads. I regret it now, but after I
resigned, I raised hell at the corporate office!!! I wrote to the new
president of the company, and I told him what had happened. In hindsight, it
would have been better to simply leave and
not burn any bridges or threaten to blow them up!!! Eventually, the
people involved in misleading me were all fired. I took another sales job,
and that lasted three months. I was having a very hard time finding my
niche in Omaha.
21:7 On Thanksgiving day, the Holy Spirit, woke me up at 4:00 am. He said to
me,
"IF YOU DO NOT GET THIS HATE OUT OF YOUR HEART, YOU WILL
CONTINUE
TO GO AROUND IN CIRCLES, AND CHASE YOUR TAIL LIKE YOU
HAVE BEEN."
Ispent the entire day on Thanksgiving crying and making a list of
everyone that had done me wrong, and that I hated.* I thought that had
been taken care of, but God was digging very deep and knew the truth.
21:8
*"The purposes of a man's heart are deep waters, but a
man of understanding draws them out." Proverbs 20:5

21:9
That day was the beginning of a long process of being
delivered from strongholds that had kept me bound. Once I had made
my list, I could not believe how long it was. One by one, I asked God to
give me the ability to forgive them with my heart and not my head. I
realized that I could not do it alone, and He had to help me. I also had
to forgive myself. I was the worst one on the list, because I still had
not forgiven me. God also revealed to me that I was angry with Him,
because I had blamed Him for being married to Harold. He gloriously
set me free from that lie, with the following dream.
21:10 Harold and I were pictured on the stage in the church where we
had been married. We were getting ready to take our wedding vows,
but the pastor had not yet started the ceremony. The back doors of
the church, swung wide open, and a woman yelled very loudly, three
times, "MICHELLE, DON'T DO IT; MICHELLE , DON'T DO IT;
MICHELLE, DON'T DO IT!!!" Whenever, I have "God dreams, or
prophetic dreams," I normally wake up immediately. I did in this case
as well. I said, "Lord, what are You saying." He answered right back,
and said, "I DID NOT PUT YOU IN THIS MARRIAGE. YOU PUT
YOURSELF IN IT. I SENT YOUR MOTHER, YOUR FATHER, AND
HAROLD'S MOTHER TO WARN YOU TO NOT MARRY HIM.* IT
WAS NOT MY FAULT, BECAUSE YOU WERE WARNED. YOU HAVE
BEEN HOLDING ME ACCOUNTABLE FOR YOUR DISOBEDIENCE,
AND HAVE BEEN BLAMING ME!!!" I can't even begin to tell you what
a profound dream and answer that was, and how it released me from
the anger that I had towards God.*
21:11 *"For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and
stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry." 1 Samuel 15:23
"Listen to your father, who gave you life, and do not despise
your mother when she is old. Buy the truth and do not sell it,
get wisdom, get discipline and understanding." Proverbs
23:22-23
21:12
Shortly after that dream, He also gave me a dream about the
child that I aborted. I had asked for forgiveness many times, but still
felt very guilty. He pictured Himself, Jesus, standing, holding the male

baby in His hands. I also woke up after this dream, and He revealed
who the father was, and let me know that He was holding this baby in
heaven. He told me He had forgiven me for the abortion, and now I
needed to forgive myself. This also was a huge deliverance, because I
had been carrying much guilt about this decision.
21:13
It was briefly after this event that the Lord gave me
another word that was very encouraging. I was in the process of
removing old, dirty carpeting in my bedroom, with the intention of
redoing the wood floors underneath. As I was on my hands and knees
scrubbing the wood floors, the Lord said, "YOU ARE GOING TO
WRITE A BEST SELLING BOOK IN THIS APARTMENT, AND IT IS
GOING TO SET MANY PEOPLE FREE!!!" I had heard that similar
prophetic word come from many other people back in Michigan, but
God had never told me directly. If He did, I wasn't listening and I did
not believe it. I hung onto that promise, and I knew that it was my
mission in Omaha, to write a book. As I stated in the introduction, so
much of it is embarrassing, and controversial, that I did not know how
to do it.....nor did I want to!!!
21:14
To put the last five years in a nutshell, I would say that it has
been an adventure in faith, and learning to rely on God, and God alone. I
have quit questioning the ways that He chose to provide for me. I made
the determination that I was going to stay away from men, and
drugs....because the two had always gone hand in hand. The spirits of
lust and addiction hang out together, and they never seem to have any
problem finding a willing vessel.
21:15
I will admit that since my affair with Jim, I have had a few
"one night stands." They were all about pleasure, and the guilt was
certainly not worth the few minutes of fun. I have also gotten high on
pot a few times as well. However, it has been nothing remotely
compared to the years that I walked around high all day. The few

binges that I did go on, I would always say after I sobered up, "I
can't believe that I walked around stoned more than half of my life."
21:16
I am now very happy to be totally aware of what is going on,
inside me, around me, and ahead of me......instead of staying in a drug
induced coma. The Lord also revealed to me that one of the reasons that
I rationalized staying high back in Michigan, was because He would still
talk to me when I was stoned...... which was true!!! I figured that if I
could still hear His voice, even when I was ripped, I really had no
incentive to get sober.*
21:17 *"As a dog returns to its vomit, so a fool repeats his
folly." Proverbs 26:11

"YOU LET A SNAKE INTO THE
HOUSE...AND YOU GAVE HIM THE KEYS!!!"

CHAPTER 22

©

22:1
As I stated previously, I was a landlord for many years. In my
experience of dealing with tenants, I have only had two problem renters.
The Lord had told me not to rent to these people, but I did anyway ,
because I felt sorry for them. When I handed the keys over to this
particular person, I had a horrible, sinking feeling in my stomach. Just
as the Lord had said, "YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE PROBLEMS WITH
THIS GUY!!!", I ended up having problems with this guy!!! After the
dust had settled, the Lord said to me, "YOU LET A SNAKE INTO THE
HOUSE.......AND YOU GAVE HIM THE KEYS!!!" The exact thing is true
when we mess around with sin, we actually give the devil permission to
come in and mess up our house!!!*
22:2 *"When an evil spirit comes out of man, it goes through
arid places seeking rest and does not find it. Then it says , 'I
will return to the house I left.' When it arrives, it finds the
house unoccupied, swept clean and put in order. Then it goes
and takes with it seven other spirits more wicked than itself,
and they go in and live there. And the final condition of that
man is worse than the first. That is how it will be with this
wicked generation."
Matthew 12:43-46
22:3
While I was in Michigan, I had the following dream. It was
very vivid, in color, and in detail. There was this incredible healthy tree.
It was big, the branches and trunk were strong, and the leaves were
beautifully lush green, and very vibrant. Wrapped around the large trunk
of this tree was a large snake. It coiled itself around the majority of
the trunk, up to the top branches of the tree. On the bottom of the
ground, on the right side of the tree was a package of orange Zig-Zag
rolling papers. This was one of those dreams, that after I had it, I
immediately woke up.

22:4
I didn't even have to ask the Lord for the interpretation,
because it came to me immediately. I was the tree. Trees in the bible
represent Life. The snake was the devil. The orange Zig-Zag rolling
papers represented me smoking pot, for these were my favorite brand
of papers to roll marijuana.* The Lord in a very creative way was saying
that satan was using the pot to choke the life out of me. This was a very
accurate illustration of what was going on in my life at the time I had
the dream.
22:5 *"Now the doings(practices) of the flesh are clear (obvious):
they are immorality, impurity, indecency, Idolatry, SORCERY,
enmity, strife, jealousy, anger (ill temper), selfishness, divisions
(dissensions), party spirit (factions, sects with peculiar
opinions, heresies), envy, drunkenness, carousing, and the like.
I warn you beforehand, just as I did previously, that those who
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God." Galatians
5: 19-21
22:6
I absolutely hate snakes!!! I have dealt with every kind of
personality and demons, and I have not been afraid of the people. Many
people give me the creeps, and I usually can discern what demons are
operating in them. However, snakes terrify me, and I can't even handle
looking at them. I believe it is because they represent satan. It was God
that cursed the snake after he had deceived Eve.*
22:7 *"Now the serpent was more subtle and crafty than any
living creature of the field which the Lord God had made. And
he (satan) said to the woman, Can it really be that God has
said, You shall not eat from every tree of the garden?" Genesis
3:1 "And the Lord God said to the serpent, 'Because you have
done this, cursed are you more than the cattle, more than every
beast of the field; on your belly shall you go, and dust shall you
eat all the days of your life; and I will put enmity between you
and the woman, between your seed and her seed; He shall
bruise you on
the head, and you shall bruise him on the
heel." Genesis 3: 14-15
22:8
As I stated before, I firmly believe that the Lord had me in
"His Holy Ghost boot camp of discerning spirits", when I was employed

in the water business, going into thousands of people's homes. I could
walk into a home, even when I was high on weed, and tell you within five
minutes, exactly what was going on in that home spiritually. Little did
these people know that once I left their house, I would get into my car,
and write down the specific demons on my lead sheet, that we were to
target in prayer. I refer to the "we", as my intercessors that I write to
monthly. I am so grateful to the ministries that have stood in prayer
with me over all these years!!!
22:9
It may freak you out, but I am going to tell you some of the
really strange things that I have witnessed demons do through people.
This is only a few of the examples, but they are some of the best!!! I
need to point out, that once I had been filled with the Holy Ghost , with
the evidence of speaking in tongues, I was never the same person. I
asked The Lord to allow me to see into the demonic realm. Not only can
I see them, I can feel them, sense them, and sometimes smell them. It
has never made life boring.....that is for sure!!!
22:10
I'll start out with the renter that the Lord had told me not to
rent to. This is the one that God referred to as "a snake!!!" When I saw
the guy entering the premise, in the spirit, I saw a nest of snakes coiled
over his head. When I got around him, I had a horrible feeling in my
stomach, and I felt very uncomfortable in his presence. When he would
leave the area, I could feel his demons that would remain. Even after
hours of him being gone, I could smell the spirits associated with his
many addictions. I would command these demons to return to the pit, in
the name of Jesus, and get off the property.*
22:11 *"Or else how can one enter into a strong Man's house
and spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong man? And
then he will spoil his house." Matthew 2:29
22:12
I had an experience in a restaurant with a woman. We had
agreed to meet for lunch several years ago . This particular person had
many issues with me, and was bringing up my past life. We were eating at

the pinnacle of lunch time, and the dining room was crowded and rather
loud. This woman began going into a rage over my past, and I stopped
eating my lunch, and started crying. I put my hands over my eyes, and
tears were dripping into my salad!!! I looked up and realized that the
entire room had become silent, everyone could not help but listen to this
woman go off on me. I looked around in total embarrassment, and
looked at her, in the eyes. In her mouth was a cobra snake, making her
tongue rattle exactly like a snake. Her eyes were also squinted and her
pupils looked very small. It was like looking at pure evil. I remember
feeling my face turn white, and I felt like I wanted to vomit!!!
22:13
The woman was oblivious to the fact that the entire dining
room of people had silenced themselves because of this verbal attack,
and were listening to every demonic word that coiled out of her serpent
like tongue. This particular incident taught me that when demons talk
through people, the people , many times do not remember what took
place. I say this because I later confronted this person with the very
unpleasant experience I had......and she denied it, and said she had no
recollection of what I was talking about!!! I believe her, and it furthers
my theory that we must separate the people from the demons, and not
hate the people...but hate the demons.
22:14
This story is a TRIP.....one that is really hard to forget!!! In
our water purification sales office , there was the office manager,
Connie, and another person that helped with the incoming phone calls.
That position over the years, employed several people, but Connie was
there for many years, as I was. We both witnessed this one!!! One of the
office girls, who was very cute, and skinny, would BELCH very loudly, and
frequently, freaking out everyone in the office. The girls name was
Nancy. It became an office joke!!!
22:15
I knew after hearing this several times, that there was
something demonic about it, because it simply was not normal burping,

especially coming out of an 90 pound female body. When it happened,
and I was in the office, Connie and I would exchange eye contact and
have a hard time not laughing. One day I walked up to this girl, and said,
"You know, Nancy, God can heal you from that burping thing!!! Would it
be okay with you, if I pray for you???" Immediately, a deep, male voice
came out of her, and said, "I do not want you to pray for me!!!" I felt the
color go out of my face, and I turned to look at Connie, who had heard it
as well. I said nothing and I walked out of the office.
22:16
Once I got into my car, and drove around, I asked the Lord,
"what is the deal with Nancy???" The Lord replied immediately. He said,
"SHE WAS INVOLVED IN BEER BURPING CONTESTS, AND WAS
WINNING A LOT OF MONEY DOING THIS. SHE INVITED THIS
DEMON IN WHO WAS MAKING HER WIN, AND IT IS STILL THERE,
AND HAS NEVER LEFT."
22:17
The following Monday, Connie got me alone, and asked me what
I had heard on Friday. I said , "the same thing you heard.....a male voice
come out of the mouth of Nancy." She acknowledged that she had heard
the same thing, but thought she was going crazy. I told her what the
Lord had told me, and I said, all I could do was target that "beer
burping demon" in prayer!!!
22:18
This is another classic demon story!!! One of the churches I
attended for a brief period of time in Michigan, had a demonic
stronghold of arrogance , lust and pride, specifically in both pastors. It
was a married couple that led the congregation. The wife was very
attractive, and her husband was filled with lust. Neither of them liked
me, and it was very apparent in the cold way that I was treated!!!
22:19
One of their daughters was also very attractive. I walked into
the sanctuary on a Sunday morning, and in the spirit , I saw this
daughter with a long neck exactly like that of a giraffe. My first
thought was.....okay I smoked some weed a few days ago, but I know I

am sober today. I asked the Lord, what is that??? He told me on the
way home in the car that it was a spirit of PRIDE!!! The bible refers to
people being "stiff necked" and that is exactly what this thing looked
like.* I call the spirit of pride, the "giraffe demon!!!" I believe that this
spirit was transferred from the parents.
22:20 *"And Jehovah said unto Moses, Say unto the children of
Israel, Ye are a stiff necked people; if I go up into the midst of
thee for one moment, I shall consume thee: therefore now put
off thy ornaments from thee, that I may know what to do unto
thee. Exodus 33:5 Ye stiff necked and uncircumcised in heart
and ears, ye do always resist the Holy Spirit: as your fathers
did, so do ye. Acts 7:51
22:21
I am fairly convinced that there is no shortage in hell of the
spirit of lust. Lust can be for sex, drugs, money, power, position, things,
food, or control. When people think of the word lust, they usually
associate it with sex.....but it has many other forms. I stopped counting
how many times lust has manifested on me. It always manifests in the
form of the person, male or female, having the tongue come out, and
licking in a strange manner. I am sure that I have painted an adequate
picture of this, without going into more detail!!!
22:22
I have also experienced the spirits of rage or anger
manifesting. These spirits cause the person to snarl their lips, almost
like that of any angry animal, and show their teeth. It is one that does
freak me out, and is not pleasant to view!!! I was acquainted with a
woman who was bound by the spirits of religion, bitterness, hate,
division, and gossip. She was somebody that I drove to church and tried
to help out as much as possible. She loved stirring up strife and speaking
ill about many people. The spirits that had her bound eventually made
her lips move constantly, and she could not control the movement. It
makes perfect sense because the spirit was driving her to babble about
other people!!!

22:23
This story about a person manifesting demons is probably the
most memorable of my career. I was called out to a house that I knew in
my heart there was no way they could afford a water conditioner. The
entire family was present, including the kids in the living room. I did my
usual presentation, like I did for everyone, knowing that they did not
have the credit to rent or buy a system. Once we had established that
in an open and honest manner, we got on the subject of God, which
happened very frequently on my calls. The man told me that he was
interested in being filled with the Holy Spirit.
22:24
I took him by the hands and asked him to repeat a prayer of
salvation, and then I asked the Lord to baptize him with the Holy Ghost
with the evidence of speaking in other tongues. I then after saying the
prayer in English, started praying in tongues, out loud , which is
something that I usually do not do in front of other people. The man
stood up from the table where he was sitting. God then took over. I had
done my job. After he stood up, the Lord slayed him out in the spirit.
That means that nobody touched him, he fell to the ground, on the
carpeting, flat on his back, and did not get hurt!!!
22:25
I continued to pray in tongues out loud. The Lord was
delivering and cleaning this guy out. He started foaming at the mouth,
and literally his body was manifesting like that of a snake. He was coiling
around like a snake on his carpeting, leaving foam on the rug!!! I kept
praying in tongues, and his family watched in awe as this took place.
After about an hour of deliverance, the guy got up and was in his right
mind. He started praying in another tongue or unknown language. It was
quite a time, and I knew like many of my sales calls that God had sent
me out to that house for that reason only, not to purchase clean
water......but receive the LIVING WATER!!!
22:26
I have also had children manifest on me several times. I
personally believe that spirits can be transferred at birth. The

youngest child that ever showed signs of having a spirit was only two
years old. As I stated in the forward of this book, demons are expelled
in many different ways, and I have become accustomed to this
happening when I am around. I prayed for this anointing, and I believe
much of it has to do with the mantle of Lester Sumrall being passed on
to me. When demons are leaving peoples bodies, they will start coughing,
yawning, crying, laughing, burping, sneezing, or passing gas. The most
common ways seem to be either coughing or sneezing. Every time I
sneeze, I say, "Thank you Jesus for delivering me of that spirit. " I
know I am not looking directly into the Sun, but I am being delivered by
THE SON!!!

CHAPTER 23

ARE THERE PIGS IN YOUR PARLOR???

©

23:1
Up until this chapter, everything that I have written has been
original and funneled from the portal of heaven. The credit to this
portion goes directly to Frank and Ida Mae Hammond who are now with
the Lord. They wrote the awesome book, called "PIGS IN THE
PARLOR." It is one of the most sensible , practical books I have ever
read. I wrote to Mr. Hammond shortly before he passed, and told him
of my experience in hell, and how I appreciated his book. He and his
wife were pioneers in the deliverance ministry.
23:2 When I first started doing the prayer lists back in Michigan, in 1991, the
Lord was teaching me about demons and demon clusters. I emphasize
the fact that I did not read books, because I had a hard time
comprehending what I had read, because of so much marijuana smoking.
One day I was sitting down, and the Lord started giving me specific
demon personalities that we (me and my intercessors) were to target in
prayer. It was something that came so simply and it was like I was not
doing the writing, but God was.
23:3
I was amazed at how similar the revelation of the demonic
army was to that which was given to the Hammonds. I read that book
in 2002. It gave me more confidence that I was hearing the voice of
God....and not going crazy. Some of the terms the Lord had given me
where in more modern language, the way I speak!!!
23:4
However, I sense that I am to list the demon clusters that
were given to the Hammonds. I have added a few that the Lord gave to
me. THE FOLLOWING DEMONS HANG OUT TOGETHER!!! Satan has
an organized army of demons, and there are different rankings, and
orders. Flocks of demons are associated with other flocks of demons.
It goes along with the saying......"birds of a feather......flock together!!!"
Once you read this, it will be easy to identify certain types of people

that you know, and perhaps yourself!!! The purpose is to give you a
better understanding of the "separate the demons from the people "
message!!! LOVE AND FORGIVE THE PEOPLE......HATE THE
DEMONS......AND TELL THEM TO GO BACK TO PIT!!!
23:5
THE SPIRIT OF BITTERNESS hangs out with RESENTMENT,
HATRED, UNFORGIVING, VIOLENCE, TEMPER, ANGER,
RETALIATION, AND MURDER. THE SPIRIT OF REBELLION hangs out
with SELF-WILL, STUBBORNNESS, DISOBEDIENCE, AND ANTISUBMISSIVENESS. THE SPIRIT OF STRIFE hangs out with
CONTENTION, BICKERING, ARGUMENT, QUARRELING, AND
FIGHTING. THE SPIRIT OF CONTROL hangs out with
POSSESSIVENESS, DOMINANCE, and WITCHCRAFT. THE SPIRIT
OF RETALIATION hangs out with DESTRUCTION, SPITE, HATRED,
SADISM, HURT, AND CRUELTY. THE SPIRIT OF ACCUSATION hangs
out with JUDGING, CRITICISM, AND FAULTFINDING. THE SPIRIT
OF REJECTION hangs out with FEAR OF REJECTION, AND SELF
REJECTION. THE SPIRIT OF INSECURITY hangs out with
INFERIORITY, SELF- PITY, LONELINESS, TIMIDITY, SHYNESS,
INADEQUACY, AND INEPTNESS. THE SPIRIT OF JEALOUSY hangs
out with ENVY, SUSPICION, DISTRUST, AND SELFISHNESS. THE
SPIRIT OF WITHDRAWAL hangs out with POUTING, DAYDREAMING,
FANTASY, PRETENTION, AND UNREALITY. THE SPIRIT OF ESCAPE
hangs out with INDIFFERENCE, STOICISM, PASSIVITY, AND
SLEEPINESS, ALCOHOL AND DRUGS. THE SPIRIT OF PASSIVITY
hangs out with FUNK, INDIFFERENCE, LISTLESSNESS, AND
LETHARGY.
23:6
THE SPIRIT OF DEPRESSION hangs out with DESPAIR,
DESPONDENCY, DISCOURAGEMENT, DEFEATISM, DEJECTION,
HOPELESSNESS, SUICIDE, DEATH, INSOMNIA, AND MORBIDITY. THE
SPIRIT OF HEAVINESS hangs out with GLOOM, BURDEN, AND DISGUST.
THE SPIRIT OF WORRY hangs out with ANXIETY, FEAR, DREAD, AND
APPREHENSION. THE SPIRIT OF NERVOUSNESS hangs out with

TENSION, HEADACHE, NERVOUS HABITS, AND RESTLESSNESS,
EXCITEMENT, INSOMNIA, AND ROVING. THE SPIRIT OF
SENSITIVENESS hangs out with SELF-AWARENESS, FEAR OF MAN, AND
FEAR OF DISAPPROVAL. THE SPIRIT OF PERSECUTION hangs out with
UNFAIRNESS, FEAR OF JUDGMENT, FEAR OF CONDEMNATION, FEAR
OF ACCUSATION, FEAR OF REPROOF, AND SENSITIVENESS. THE
SPIRIT OF MENTAL ILLNESS hangs out with INSANITY, MADNESS,
MANIA, RETARDATION, SENILITY, AND SCHIZOPHRENIA.
23:7
THE SPIRIT OF PARANOIA hangs out with JEALOUSY, ENVY,
SUSPICION, DISTRUST, PERSECUTION, FEARS, AND
CONFRONTATION. THE
SPIRIT OF CONFUSION hangs out with FRUSTRATION,
INCOHERENCE, AND
FORGETFULNESS. THE SPIRIT OF DEATH hangs out with
DEPRESSION, CANCER, INFIRMITY, OPPRESSION, ADDICTION,
AND HATE. THE SPIRIT OF DOUBT hangs out with UNBELIEF, AND
SKEPTICISM. THE SPIRIT OF INDECISION hangs out with
PROCRASTINATION, COMPROMISE, CONFUSION,
FORGETFULNESS, AND INDIFFERENCE. THE SPIRIT OF SELFDECEPTION hangs out with SELF-DELUSION, SELF SEDUCTION,
AND PRIDE. THE SPIRIT OF MIND-BINDING hangs out with
CONFUSION, FEAR OF MAN, FEAR OF FAILURE, OCCULT SPIRITS,
AND SPIRITISM SPIRITS. THE SPIRIT OF MIND IDOLATRY hangs
out with INTELLECTUALISM, RATIONALIZATION, PRIDE, AND EGO.
23:8
THE SPIRIT OF FEAR hangs out with PHOBIAS, AND
HYSTERIA. THE SPIRIT OF FEAR OF AUTHORITY hangs out with
LYING, AND DECEIT. THE SPIRIT OF PRIDE hangs out with EGO,
VANITY, SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS, HAUGHTINESS, IMPORTANCE,
AND ARROGANCE. THE SPIRIT OF AFFECTATION hangs out with
THEATRICS, PLAYACTING, SOPHISTICATION, AND PRETENSION.
THE SPIRIT OF COVETOUSNESS hangs out with STEALING,
KLEPTOMANIA, MATERIAL LUST, GREED, AND DISCONTENT. THE
SPIRIT OF PERFECTION hangs out with PRIDE, VANITY, EGO,

FRUSTRATION, CRITICISM, IRRITABILITY, INTOLERANCE, AND
ANGER. THE SPIRIT OF COMPETITION hangs out with DRIVING,
ARGUMENT, PRIDE, AND EGO. THE SPIRIT OF IMPATIENCE hangs
out with AGITATION, FRUSTRATION, INTOLERANCE,
RESENTMENT, AND CRITICISM.
23:9
THE SPIRIT OF FALSE BURDEN hangs out with FALSE
RESPONSIBILITY AND FALSE COMPASSION.
THE SPIRIT OF GRIEF hangs out with SORROW, HEARTACHE,
HEARTBREAK, CRYING, SADNESS, AND CRUEL.
THE SPIRIT OF FATIGUE hangs out with TIREDNESS, WEARINESS, AND
LAZINESS.
THE SPIRIT OF INFIRMITY hangs out with ALL SICKNESS OR DISEASE.
THE SPIRIT OF INHERITANCE hangs out with PHYSICAL INHERITANCE,
EMOTIONAL INHERITANCE, MENTAL INHERITANCE, AND CURSE
INHERITANCE.
THE SPIRIT OF HYPERACTIVITY hangs out with RESTLESSNESS,
DRIVING, AND PRESSURE.
THE SPIRIT OF CURSING hangs out with BLASPHEMY, COURSE JESTING,
GOSSIP, CRITICISM, BACKBITING, AND RAILING.
23:10
THE SPIRIT OF ADDICTIVE AND COMPULSIVE hangs out with
GAMBLING, NICOTINE, ALCOHOL, DRUGS, LEGAL MEDICATIONS,
CAFFEINE,
AND GLUTTONY. THE SPIRIT OF GLUTTONY hangs out with
NERVOUSNESS,
COMPULSIVE EATING, RESENTMENT, FRUSTRATION, IDLENESS,
SELF-PITY,
AND SELF REWARD. THE SPIRIT OF SELF-ACCUSATION hangs out
with SELFHATRED AND SELF CONDEMNATION. THE SPIRIT OF GUILT hangs
out with

CONDEMNATION, SHAME, UNWORTHINESS, AND
EMBARRASSMENT. THE SPIRIT OF SEXUAL IMPURITY hangs out
with LUST, PERVERSION, FANTASY
LUST, MASTURBATION, HOMOSEXUALITY, LESBIANISM,
ADULTERY, FORNICATION, INCEST, HARLOTRY, RAPE, EXPOSURE,
AND FRIGIDITY, MAN HATERS, AND WOMAN HATERS.
23:11
THE SPIRIT OF CULTS hangs out with JEHOVAH'S
WITNESS, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE, SCIENTOLOGY,
ROSICRUCIANISM, THEOSOPHY,
URANTIA, SUBUD, LATHIAN, UNITY, MORMONISM, BAHAISM,
UNITARIANISM, AND all Lodges, societies, and social agencies using
the
Bible and God as a basis but omitting THE BLOOD ATONEMENT OF
JESUS CHRIST. THE SPIRIT OF OCCULT hangs out with OUIJA
BOARD,
PALMISTRY, HANDWRITING ANALYSIS, AUTOMATIC
HANDWRITING,
ESP, HYPNOTISM, HOROSCOPE, ASTROLOGY, LEVITATION,
FORTUNE
TELLING, WATER WITCHING, TAROT CARDS, PENDULUM,
WITCHCRAFT, BLACK MAGIC, WITH MAGIC, CONJURATION,
INCANTATIONS, CHARMS, FETISHES. THE SPIRIT OF
RELIGION hangs out with RITUALISM, FORMALISM,
LEGALISM, DOCTRINAL OBSESSION, SEDUCTION,
JUDGMENT, DOCTRINAL ERROR, FEAR OF
GOD, FEAR OF HELL, FEAR OF LOST SALVATION, RELIGIOSITY.
THE
SPIRIT OF SPIRITSM hangs out with séance, SPIRIT GUIDES,
NECROMANCY. THE SPIRIT OF FALSE RELIGIONS hangs out with
BUDDHISM, TAOISM, HINDUISM, ISLAM, MUSLIM, SHINTOISM,
AND

CONFUCIANISM. THE SPIRIT OF ANTICHRIST hangs out
with ANGER, HATE, DECEPTION, MIND-BENDING SPIRITS,
FALSE RELIGION, CONTROL, MANIPULATION, AND DEATH.

CHAPTER 24

ANGELS ASSIGNED OVERTIME!!!

©

24:1
For people who know me, know me as a very upbeat, happy,
positive person.....especially since I made the move to Omaha, Nebraska.
My personality is not one that would enjoy talking about entities from
hell. I would much rather discuss nature, flowers, decorating, running,
animals, cooking, cleaning, fixing things up...... and things that are
considered to be cheerful. I have always been deep, and have been a
"thinker" all my life.
24:2
My purpose of discussing demons has to do with the fact that
I want to make you very aware that they are real, and what their
purposes are....to kill, steal , and destroy. Most importantly, they do not
have to stay. They can be told to leave your body, and return to the pit.
I have a passion to see the world set free from demonic bondage.
24:3
I am so happy to be able to also tell you that GOD'S
ANGELS that did not rebel, OUTNUMBER satan's angels. In simple
terms, God kicked the devil, Lucifer, out of heaven.* The bible says
that one-third of the angelic host rebelled against God and followed
satan.* That means that two thirds of the angelic host did not rebel.
If the body of Christ would wake up and smell the roses, they would
realize that we have the authority , in the name of Jesus Christ, and
His shed blood. We should be telling the devil where to go, instead of
him and his demons having such a stronghold in our lives and the lives
around us.*
24:4 *"Sheol (Hades, the place of the dead) below is stirred up
to meet you at the coming (O tyrant Babylonian rulers); it stirs
up the shades of the dead to greet you---even all the chief ones
of the earth; it raises from their thrones (in astonishment at
your humbled condition) all the kings of the nations. All of
them will (tauntingly) say to you, Have you also become weak
as we are? Have you become like us? Your pomp and

magnificence are brought down to Sheol (the underworld) ,
along with the sound of your harps; the maggots (which prey
upon dead bodies) are spread out under you and worms cover
you (O Babylonian rulers). How have you fallen from heaven, O
light-bringer(Lucifer) and daystar, son of the morning! How you
have been cut down to the ground, you who weakened and laid
low the nations(O blasphemous, satanic king of Babylon!) And
you said in your heart, I will ascend to heaven; I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God; I will set upon the mount of
assembly in the uttermost north. I will ascend above the
heights of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High. Yet
you shall be brought down to Sheol (Hades), to the innermost
recesses of the pit (the region of the dead). Those who see you
will gaze at you and consider you, saying, 'Is this the man who
made the earth tremble, who shook kingdoms? Who made the
world like a wilderness and overthrew its cities, who would not
permit his prisoners to return home?
All the kings of the nations, all of them lie sleeping in glorious
array, each one in his own sepulcher. But you are cast away
from your tomb like a loathed growth or premature birth or an
abominable branch (of the family) and like the raiment of the
slain; and you are clothed with the slain, those thrust through
with the sword, who go down to the stones of the pit (into
which carcasses are thrown), like a dead body trodden
underfoot. You shall not be joined with them in burial, because
you have destroyed your land and have slain your people. May
the descendants of evildoers nevermore be named!" Isaiah 14:920 *"Then another sign appeared in heaven: an enormous red
dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven crowns on
his heads. His tail swept a third of the stars out of the sky
and flung them to the earth. The dragon stood in front of the
woman who was about to give birth, so that he might devour
her child the moment it was born. She gave birth to a son, a
male child, who will rule all the nations with an iron scepter.
And her child was snatched up to God and to his throne. The
woman fled into the desert to a place prepared for her by God,
where she might be taken care of for 1,260 days. And there
was a war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against
the dragon, and the dragon and his angels fought back. But he

was not strong enough, and they lost their place in heaven. The
great dragon was hurled down----that ancient serpent called the
devil or Satan, who leads the whole world astray. He was
hurled to the earth, and his angels with him. Then I heard a
loud voice in heaven say: 'Now have come the salvation of the
power and the kingdom of our God, and the authority of his
Christ. For the accuser of our brothers, who accuses them
before God day and night, has been hurled down. They
overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and the word of their
testimony; they did not love their lives so much as to shrink
from death. Therefore rejoice, you heavens and you who dwell
in them! But woe to the earth and the sea, because the devil
has gone down to you! He is filled with fury, because he knows
that his time is short." Revelation 12: 3-12 "Behold, I give unto
you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over the
power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you."
Luke 10:19 "When Jesus saw that a crowd was running to the
scene he rebuked the evil spirit. 'YOU DEAF AND MUTE SPIRIT,
he said, I COMMAND YOU , COME OUT OF HIM AND NEVER
ENTER
HIM AGAIN." Mark 9:25 "And behold there was a woman which
had a SPIRIT OF INFIRMITY eighteen years, and was bowed
together, and could in no wise lift up herself. And when Jesus
saw her, he called out to her to HIM , and said unto her;
"WOMAN, THOU ART LOOSED FROM THINE
INFIRMITY." Luke 13: 11-12 "And there was in their synagogue
a man with an unclean spirit; and he cried out, saying, let us
alone; what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth?
Art thou come to destroy us? I know thee who thou art, the
Holy one of God. And Jesus rebuked him, saying, HOLD THY
PEACE, AND COME OUT OF HIM. And when the unclean spirit
had torn him, and cried with a loud voice, he came out of him."
Mark 1: 23-26
24:5
I would love to share with you some of the experiences that I
have had with God's angels. I had the revelation that many of the
adventures have been centered around my cars. I know I have had many

encounters with angels, but I am going to highlight these!!! As I stated
before, when I was in direct sales, I did a majority of praying in the
Holy Ghost when I was in the car. I believe that is why satan has tried
to kill me so many times in severe car accidents. Plus he hates the
banner that I display on the back window of my car that simply
says....."Jesus Answers Prayer!!!"
24:6
This experience is the only time that I can say that I saw an
angel, and I knew it could be nothing less!!! *One night I had finished up
a sale in LaPorte, Indiana. The customers lived out in the country, and I
left their home about 11:00 pm. It was a snowy, icy night. As I was going
down the country road, about two miles from the customers home, I slid
into an embankment. I was stuck, and I could not get out. I recall
placing my head upon the steering wheel, and crying out the name of
Jesus.*
24:7
It was late, I had no cell phone, and I knew it would be a
miracle if anyone would be around to help me. There were no houses or
neighbors in sight. I pleaded for God to help me!!! Within about 3
minutes of praying and crying, a white truck appeared from nowhere. A
man got out of the truck, did not say a word, and placed a hook with a
chain under the bumper of my car. He got back into his white , new
truck, and yanked my little car out of the ditch.
24:8 *"For He will give His angels (especial) charge over you to
accompany and defend and
preserve you in all your ways (of obedience and
service)." Psalm 91: 11
24:9
I went to reach into my purse to give him the five dollar bill
that I had. By the time that I opened up the door to give this
man.....this angel...the money, he and the truck completely disappeared. I
should have been able to see him either travel left or go right on this
country road, but I saw nothing!!! There was no house across from us,

only a thick wooded area. I believe that the Lord sent an angel in a white
truck to rescue me. White represents purity, and the fact that the
angel did not say a word, tells me it was SUPERNATURAL!!!
24:10
My female insurance agent back in Michigan, termed me "the
woman with nine lives!!!" It is a miracle that my insurance company did
not cancel me, however none of the nine accidents that I was in, except
one, was my fault. There was a total of nine car accidents that I have
had in my life. All of them involved angelic protection, because I walked
away from every one of them!!!
24:11
The first one occurred when I was employed at the canoe
camp in Ely, Minnesota, the summer before I attempted suicide in
college. I was told by my boss to go into town to pick up a few items. I
was going too fast, and somehow turned over the car. It was not totaled,
but there was damage. I had no injuries, and I was not wearing a seat
belt. I walked out of that accident unscathed.
24:12
My second accident occurred in South Bend, Indiana. I have
always purchased small cars.....even before it was the cool, "green" thing
to do. I have never liked big cars. I was driving, and a guy ran a red
light, and smashed into the front passengers side of the little car. He
was going about 45 miles an hour. Both cars were totaled, and I walked
out without one scrape or injury.
24:13
The third one occurred in Michigan , coming home in the
evening from a sales call. Deer are rampant in the area that I lived. I
did not used to believe in hunting deer, until I had a few accidents
involving them!!! A large male deer with huge antlers rushed quickly
across the country road, and I hit it head on. I did not have my seat
belt on!!! The damage was very extensive, and as he hit my windshield, it
cracked and shattered. Once again, the car was totaled and I walked out
with only neck and back pain. This is when I started to use and believe in

chiropractors!!!! In the natural, I should have been injured and cut from
all the glass, but did not have one scratch!!!
24:14
The fourth car accident occurred in front of my sales office
in Michigan. It was a sunny summer afternoon, and I was stationary on
the right side of the road. I had my left hand signal on, and I was
waiting for oncoming traffic to clear so that I could turn into our
parking lot. I peered into my rear view mirror, and said, "this guy is not
going to stop!!!" That's all I remember. The guy plowed into the back of
my car going 55 miles per hour.
24:15
Somehow.....I believe legions of angels........I ended up perfectly
aligned along the left hand side of the road, along a ditch on my bosses
property. There is no way in the natural, that the car could have been
knocked perfectly along a ditch, and not have fallen in, or not had severe
damage. To look at my car you would have never known that it had been
hit 55 miles per hour. God always seemed to have witnesses on hand in
my behalf. Witnesses said they could not explain it, but somehow my car
flew over to the other side of the road, along the ditch and did not get
hit by oncoming traffic on the left side.
24:16
The guys that didn't stop were not injured, and they were
driving a large car. The driver was high on drugs, but tried to blame his
brakes that he said had malfunctioned. Their car which was large, had
extensive damage. I ended getting a new car, as well, because my body
man, who was a friend, and customer, told me that the rim was bent. He
advised me to not accept getting it fixed, and once again the insurance
company totaled the vehicle.
24:17
The fifth car accident was almost identical to the third one,
involving a deer. The eerie thing is that it happened in the same month
on the same day two years apart on the exact same road. I called this
the "deer curse" and started praying that off of me. I declared in the

name of Jesus, "I break this deer curse, and the assignment that the
devil has sent to use deer to kill me. I walked away, with a sore neck and
back!!!"
24:18
The sixth car accident occurred on I-94 on a horrible stormy,
snowy, icy winter day. I was coming home from shopping. There was
already an accident involving a car and a large semi on the right side of
the east bound lane. I was the first car behind the semi that was
stationary. There was no place for me to go other than behind this semi,
because you could barely see anything in the other lane, because of the
blizzard. Within a few seconds another semi on the left side lane of
traffic, driving very fast, skid on the ice, and the back of his semitrailer hit my car. I was flung into a ditch on the right side of the east
bound lane.
24:19
As always, God had me covered!!! A policeman who was coming
to the aid of the first truck accident witnessed this truck hitting me.
The truck did a hit and run and kept going. He was later arrested
several miles up the interstate for drunk driving!! I had no injury from
glass broken, the car was totaled, and I did not have my seat belt on!!!
The policeman could not believe that I walked away alive....it really
freaked him out in a good way. I told him that God had a huge purpose in
my life, and was not going to let me die yet!!! It gave me one more
excuse to visit my favorite chiropractor.
24:20
I call this eighth accident the "Moses Deliverance." Instead
of a burning bush, I saw a burning rod!!!* This particular incident took
place shortly after Harold had passed away. My father who knew I was
facing a mountain of debt , sent me
$4000, with the understanding that I was to pay off my Toyota Camry.
We had both agreed it was time to purchase a new car, and he wanted me
to be able to negotiate a good deal with a paid off car, instead of being
upside down.

24:21 *"There the angel of the Lord appeared to him in flames
of fire from within a bush. Moses saw that though the bush
was on fire it did not burn up." Exodus 3:2
24:22
The morning the check arrived, I immediately went to the
bank, and paid off the car. As I was approaching my home, I looked up
at the electric lines and noticed a large tree limb that was totally red,
but not on fire. It was laying perpendicular on the electric lines. The
shape of the limb was that of a rod. It had no leaves, and it was long and
straight. I remember simply saying ...."Oh, my God!!!"
24:23
Within a matter of seconds two of the power lines shooting
massive amounts of electricity and fire had been burned and cut loose, from
the tree limb. One line immediately hit the top of my Camry, and the other
line was on the windshield. I was still in the street , not yet in my driveway.
I was so scared from the amount of fire shooting out of the power lines, I
had no time to think logically. I was freaked out, and all I could think of
doing was to escape the fire. I left the car running, opened up the door and
ran screaming into my driveway. My neighbor was outside, and I ran over to
him, not even being able to talk. He witnessed the entire incident.
24:24
The electric company was immediately called, so was fire
department, and rescue squad. The head man from the electric company
showed up within a matter of
minutes......he just happened to be in the area!!! He got out of his truck,
and started yelling at me........"YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE GOTTEN OUT
OF THAT
CAR................YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE GOTTEN OUT OF THAT
CAR...........YOU SHOULD NOT BE ALIVE!!!" He and my neighbor could
not believe that I walked out of that car without being electrocuted.
24:25
hours.

This accident took the electric out in part of my town for over 10

When the fire department came, the car was still running, and people
were in awe
that it did not blow up. Everyone was forced to read my "Jesus Answers
Prayer!!!' decal on the back window. When the fire was put out, and the
car was turned off, and the lines were no longer shooting fire, I recall a
fireman going through my glove box, and pulling out my small bible. He
simply held it, and stared at it for several minutes, because he knew he
had just witnessed a miracle of God.
24:26
I knew it was a miracle, and everyone else did as well. I now
had a new reputation in town, instead of the woman at the well,* or the
woman caught in adultery, I was now termed as the "fireproof woman."
Needless to say, this car was also totaled, and I received over $7000 to
put towards a new car!!! I then had to call my dad and tell him what
happened. The conversation started something like this......"Dad, you are
not going to believe what happened today after I went to the bank to
pay off the car!!!"
24:27 *"A woman from Samaria came to draw water. Jesus
said to her, 'Give me a drink.'(For his disciples had gone away
into the city to buy food.) The Samaritan woman said to him,
'How is it that you, a Jew, ask for a drink from me, a woman of
Samaria?' (For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans). Jesus,
answered her, 'If you knew the gift of God, and who it is that is
saying to you 'Give me a drink,' you would have asked him, and
he would have given you living water." The woman said to him,
'Sir, you have nothing to draw water with, and the well is deep.
Where do you get that living water? Are you greater than our
father Jacob? He gave us the well and drank from it himself,
as did his sons and his livestock.' Jesus said to her, 'Everyone
who drinks of this water will be thirsty again, but whoever
drinks of the water that I will give him will never be thirsty
again. The water that I will give him will become in him a
spring of water welling up to eternal life.' The woman said to
him, 'Sir, give me this water,

so that I will not be thirsty or have to come here to draw
water." John 4: 7-15
24:28
My neighbor later confided in me that he believes that I took
what could have happened to his son, because his son was in his truck
getting ready to pull out, when this happened to me. After years of
living next to me, this man became a believer in the miraculous and
thanked me that it was not his son that the lines fell on. In much prayer
and reflection over this one incident, I believe it was a prophetic
statement, that God did indeed pull me out of the flames , for the
deliverance of others.
24:29
I am happy to say that this is the last accident that I have
been in, and it also happened in Michigan. It is number nine!!! I was on
my way to an evening church service on a icy winter day at about 5:30.
It was still light out, but the roads were very slick. I was on the main
drag directly on Lake Michigan, which is only a two lane thoroughfare. I
was driving very carefully because of the ice, and I was on the right
hand side of the road traveling toward the east. All I remember is
seeing a car coming directly towards me, that had skid on the ice and
was out of control. I cried out and said, "God, I am going to die!!!"
24:30
The next thing I knew, I was walking out of my wrecked car,
unscathed, running to the girl's car that had hit me. I was screaming,
and she was pinned between the wheel of her car. Her legs were injured.
Other people had stopped and had witnessed the accident. The police,
and ambulance were called. I was laying hands on the girls legs praying
that God would heal her.
24:31
Once again , the Lord had sent legions of angels to guide and
protect me, and I was spared from death one more time. The young girl
in the accident was hospitalized. I spoke with her and her mother, and
they knew it was a miracle that we lived through this head on collision.

The girl told me that she did not want to drive home that day, but her
mom insisted that she do so. She sensed there was going to be an
accident. I was able to tell her about Jesus, and how he saved us from
dying. We both went to the junk yard and witnessed the demise of our
vehicles, and the miracle of us walking out. Both of our cars were
totaled, mine was only 4 months old and brand new!!
24:32
Due to the fact that satan has tried very hard to take me out
in car accidents, I literally pray in tongues the entire time I am in the
car now. I often have people look at me strangely ...like I am a weirdo
talking to myself. However, I do not care what people think about me, I
know the power of prayer......and I also know the evil strategies of the
enemy!!!
CHAPTER 25

"I AM POURING OUT MY SPIRIT!!!"

©

25:1 *"And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I
will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and
your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall
see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams." Acts
2:17
"On the last and greatest day of the Feast, Jesus stood and
said in a loud voice, 'If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me
and drink. Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said,
streams of living water will flow from within him." John 7:3738
25:2
The thing that I miss the most about the state of Michigan, is
Lake Michigan!!! I also miss the country atmosphere. People in Omaha,
are getting tired of me saying that there is no water in the state of
Nebraska. However, I am prophesying to the state of Michigan,
Nebraska, and the entire United States that God is getting ready to
move in a very dramatic CLEANSING way, and He is going to pour out
His Spirit in ways that people have never seen!!!*

25:3 *"I will open rivers of desolate heights and fountains in
the midst of the valleys; I will make the wilderness a pool of
water, and the dry land springs of water." Isaiah 41:18
25:4
I took a trip to Michigan early this Spring. It was still too cold
to go in the water, but I needed to get away from Omaha. I drove to the
usual beach that I enjoyed viewing the water. However it started
raining, and for some reason I was led to drive about 20 miles east down
the coast. Once I reached another favorite beach, it was clear and not
raining. As I drove along the coastline, I observed many people lined up
out of their cars, staring at the lake, and taking pictures. I also parked
my car, and got out to see what they were looking at.
25:5
It was the coolest thing I have ever seen. It was a WATER
SPOUT, and it looked like God Himself was pouring water from heaven
out of a tea pot onto the lake!!! I started to cry, and felt foolish , so I
got back into my car. I said, "Lord, what are you saying.....I am weeping,
and I know you are saying something to everyone here!!!" He responded,
and said, "I AM POURING OUT MY SPIRIT!!!" I knew He was, because
the presence of the Holy Spirit always makes me weep!!! The majority of
people were very touched by this sign from God. It made the newspaper
that day, and everyone was talking about the beauty and majesty of
God's handwriting in the sky!!!
25:6
The Lord is saying to America, "IT IS NOT TOO LATE.....IT
IS NOT TOO LATE!!! He has allowed the FINANCIAL COLLAPSE to get
the attention of everybody.* (The day the stock market collapsed on
September 29, 2008, the Dow Jones Industrial Average had dropped
777. 68 points. The number 7 represents His number of perfection. The
number 7 was represented 3 times, representing the Father, The Son,
and The Holy Spirit. The number 6 represents man, or imperfection. The
number 8 represents new beginnings, regeneration, and resurrection!!!)

25:7
He is crying out for America to repent, and be delivered and
cleansed by His mighty hand.* NO MAN OR WOMAN IS GOING TO
FIX WHAT IS GOING ON RIGHT NOW, BECAUSE IT IS A
SPIRITUAL PROBLEM, AND IT CAN'T BE FIXED
IN THE NATURAL.....IT CAN ONLY BE FIXED IN THE SPIRIT. HE
WANTS TO
HEAL, RESTORE, AND REVIVE THIS LAND WITH A MIGHTY AND
QUICK CLEANSING SWEEP OF HIS HOLY SPIRIT, THAT WILL
BRING INCREDIBLE SALVATION, DELIVERANCE, HEALING, AND
RESTORATION.
25:8 *"This is what the Sovereign Lord says about Edom-----We
have heard a message from the
Lord: an envoy was sent to the nations to say, "Rise, and let us
go against her for battle---"See, I will make you small among
the nations; you will be utterly despised. The PRIDE of your
HEART has DECEIVED you, and who live in the clefts of the
rocks and make your home on the heights, and who say to
Yourself, "Who can bring me down to the ground? (911?)
Though you soar like the eagle (our national symbol) and make
your nest among the stars (the world?) from there I WILL BRING
YOU DOWN DECLARES THE
LORD."
Obadiah 1:4
25:9
He has given me an analogy of America. America is like the
hemorrhaging woman with many issues.* America is bleeding, SHE is
hemorrhaging, SHE has spent all of her money going here and there
believing that a doctor will fix her. In crude terms, America is on a
nonstop monthly period........dripping smelly, disgusting blood everywhere
she goes. America is sick, and needs a doctor. IS THERE A DOCTOR IN
THE HOUSE???
25:10 *"A large crowd followed and pressed around him. And
a woman was there who had been subject to BLEEDING for

twelve years. She had suffered a great deal under the care of
many doctors and had spent all she had, yet instead of
getting better she grew worse. When she heard about Jesus,
she came up behind him in the crowd and touched his cloak
because she thought,
"If I touch his clothes, I will be healed." Immediately her
bleeding stopped and she felt in her body that she was freed
from her suffering. At once Jesus realized that power had gone
out from him. He turned around in the crowd and asked, "Who
touched my clothes?" "You see the people crowding against
you" his disciples answered, "and yet you can ask, "Who
touched me?" But Jesus kept looking around to see who had
done it. Then the woman, knowing what had happened to her,
came and fell at his feet and trembling with fear, told him the
whole truth. He said to her, "Daughter, your faith has healed
you. Go in peace and be freed from your suffering."
Mark 5:25-34
25:11
THE GOOD NEWS IS ......IT IS NOT TOO LATE FOR AMERICA TO
TAKE
HOLD OF THE HEM OF JESUS'S GARMENT AND BE HEALED! JESUS
IS THE ULTIMATE JEWISH DOCTOR, AND there is HEALING IN
HIS WINGS!!! The garment that the woman took hold of was Jesus's
prayer shawl, and the hem , or
tassels of that prayer shawl is referred to in the Jewish culture as the
"WINGS".*
THE WOMAN WITH MANY ISSUES WAS GLORIOUSLY HEALED
AND
DELIVERED!!!
25:12 *"Surely the day is coming, it will burn like a furnace.
All the arrogant and every evildoer will be stubble, and that
day that is coming will set them on fire, " says the Lord
Almighty. Not a root or a branch will be left to them. But for
you who revere my name, the sun of righteousness will rise
with healing in its WINGS. And you will go out and leap like

calves released from the stall. Then you will trample down
the wicked; they will be ashes under the soles of your feet on
the day when I do these things "says the Lord Almighty.
Malachi 4: 1-3
25:13
Jesus is standing like a mother eagle with HIS WINGS wide
open for all to come for salvation, healing, and deliverance.* No one will
be turned away, however it is your choice. He has provided everything
for you at Calvary, and has given you a free will to decide which way you
are going to go. Turning back to Jesus, admitting our many sins, and
repenting from our sins, will be necessary for the success of America
and its individuals. Jesus hates the spirit of religion........He is longing for
an eternal love relationship with everyone that will accept Him as lord
and savior.
25:14 *"He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest
in the shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the Lord, "He is my
refuge and my fortress, my god , in whom I trust. "Surely he
will save you from the fowler's snare and from the deadly
pestilence. He will cover you with his feathers and under his
WINGS you will find refuge; his faithfulness will be your shield
and rampart. You will not fear the terror of night, nor the
arrow that flies by day, nor the pestilence that stalks in the
darkness, nor the plague that destroys at midday. A thousand
may fall at your side, ten thousand at your right hand, but it
will not come near you. You will only observe with your eyes
and see the punishment of the wicked. If you make the Most
High your dwelling----even the Lord, who is my refuge----then no
harm will befall you, no disaster will come near your tent. For
he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all
your ways; they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will
not strike your foot against a stone. You will tread upon the
lion and the cobra; you will trample the great lion and the
serpent. "Because he loves me, " says the Lord, "I will rescue
him; I will protect him, for he acknowledges my name. He will
call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with him in

trouble, I will deliver him and honor him. With long life will I
satisfy him and show him my salvation." Psalm 91
25:15
Along the lines of "trying to fix spiritual problems in the
natural," the Lord gave someone else this dream, and gave my friend and
I the exact same interpretation. This dream had to do with a situation
going on in a church. The dream went as follows. There were many
leaders of this church, mostly men. They were seen holding large rocks
and boulders in their hands, trying to kill a very large snake that had
been let loose in the church. As they threw their rocks , they keep
missing, and they could not kill the snake. The snake was seen going into
a large pile of sand, and hiding for a while. Later on the snake
reappeared with hundreds of new snakes running all over the church.
25:16
This is the interpretation of that dream. The snake
represents the devil and demonic activity. The rocks and boulders
represent the men trying to fix the problem in the natural, and not
attacking the problem in the spirit with massive prayer and intercession.
The root of the problem, was the devil and his demons , not being
exposed and dealt with. The demons were being "swept under the
carpeting. Everything appeared to be okay, but nothing could have been
further from the truth, and problems were being covered up with
money. Because of this ......the snake reappeared after hiding its ugly
head in the sand......with hundreds of other snakes and demons to
destroy this body of believers. This was a prophetic dream given and
interpreted to warn and protect this particular body of believers. The
bible speaks of satan as the serpent and as a snake. Unfortunately,
satan is active in many churches, and parades around in disguise, and is
not being dealt with.*
25:17 *"Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and
scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing
shall by any means hurt you." Luke 10:19 "And the great
dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and

Satan, which deceives the whole world: he was cast out into
the earth, and his angels were cast out with him." Revelation
12:9 "And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, having
the key to the Abyss and holding in his hand a great chain. He
seized the dragon, that ancient serpent, who is the devil, or
Satan, and bound him for a thousand years. He threw him into
the Abyss, and locked and sealed it over him, to keep him from
deceiving the nations anymore until the thousand years were
ended. After that, he must be set free from a short time."
Revelation 20: 1-3 So the Lord God said to the serpent,
"Because you have done this, "Cursed are you above all the
livestock and all the wild animals! You will crawl on your belly
and you will eat dust all the days of your life. And I will put
enmity between you and the woman, and between your
offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and you will strike
his heel." Genesis 3:14-15

CHAPTER 26

"THE TABLE HAS BEEN SET"

©

26:1
"Then I heard what sounded like a great multitude,
like the roar of rushing waters and like loud peals of thunder,
shouting: 'Hallelujah! For our Lord God Almighty reigns. Let us
rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For the wedding of the
Lamb has come, and his bride has made herself ready. Fine
linen, bright and clean, was given her to wear.' (Fine linen
stands for the righteous acts of the saints.) Then the angel said
to me, 'Write: 'Blessed are those who are invited to the wedding
supper of the Lamb!' And he added, 'These are the true words of
God." Revelation 19:6-9
26:2
Hopefully you have had your seat belts on for this spiritual
journey, because we are coming in for the landing!!! I just had the vision of
what happened in New York Harbor where the plane crashed, and did not sink
(Miracle on the Hudson 1/15/09). Everyone was miraculously saved, and
walked out unharmed. GOD ALLOWED THEM TO WALK ON WATER!!! That
is a great analogy of what the Lord wants to do in all of our lives. He wants to
take what satan meant for harm , and turn it around for His Glory!!!
26:3
As I stated in the introduction, the reason I let it all hang out
in this book, was so that you could ultimately get free, and real with
God. I also felt led to write about the different spiritual lessons that I
had to learn the hard way. None of what I have been THROUGH has
been easy. However, it has transformed me into a different person, and
I am not sorry that everything happened, because it happened for your
and my deliverance!!!
26:4
One of the most common and rampant demons is the spirit of
adultery. It is influencing and tearing up many marriages worldwide.
When I was under the influence of the spirit of adultery, it would tell
me that what I was doing was okay, because nobody else was getting
harmed, and I was taking care of my husband financially.
26:5
Once I had come clean with Harold about the affair, I had the
nerve to ask God the following question. I said to the Lord, "I want to

know why ADULTERY is such a big deal to YOU???" As the Lord usually
does, He quickly replied with this answer. "THE REASON THAT
ADULTERY IS SUCH A BIG DEAL TO ME, IS BECAUSE I VIEW THE
CHURCH THE SAME WAY, I VIEW THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A
MAN AND WIFE. THE MAN AND A WIFE ARE IN COVENANT WITH
EACH OTHER WHEN THEY GET MARRIED. WHEN PEOPLE ACCEPT
MY SON CHRIST AS THEIR LORD AND SAVIOR, THEY ARE NOW IN
COVENANT, OR IN MARRIAGE WITH ME. THIS IS WHY I TERM
THE CHURCH AS "THE BRIDE OF CHRIST." THEY ARE MARRIED TO
THE FATHER, THE SON, AND THE HOLY SPIRIT. WHEN A PERSON
GOES OUT AND COMMITS ADULTERY, WHAT THEY ARE SAYING IN
THE SPIRITUAL REALM IS...."SCREW YOU GOD"*
26:6 *"Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church
and gave Himself up for her, so that He might sanctify her,
having cleansed her by the washing of water with the Word.
That He might present the church to Himself in glorious
splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such things (that she
might be holy and faultless). Ephesians 5:25-27
26:7 I then had a very clear understanding , why the "Big A" was such A BIG
DEAL!!! ADULTERY IS SPIRITUAL SUICIDE. IT IS BLASPHEMY
TOWARDS GOD IN THE SPIRITUAL REALM. I personally believe that satan
knows this, and this is why he uses so many demons to tempt people in this
area. He uses the spirits of lust, temptation, rebellion, witchcraft,
rationalization, pride, selfishness, insecurity, perversion , contortion,
deception, and many others to aid in his ploy. He knows the consequences, and
it helps accomplish his main goals.....to kill, steal, and destroy.
26:8
To God, sin is sin. However, there are different levels of
punishment here on earth for different sins. Adultery always brings a
Pandora's box of demons with it. I have not know one person that has
ever escaped from the clutches of the spirit of adultery, without
consequences. Just as I was many years ago........America is committing
adultery. *She is in bed with many different lovers. She is spitting in
the eye of God almighty. She is committing spiritual suicide, and the

results of that adultery are making the National headlines daily. They
are keeping the media in business!!!
26:9 *"My people have committed two sins: They have
forsaken me, the spring of living water, and have dug their
own cisterns, broken cisterns that cannot hold water."
Jeremiah 2:13
26:10
If you have not noticed, it seems that the HAND OF
PROTECTION that was once upon this nation.....has been lifted. If the
leaders of our nation, aid in the forced division of the land of Israel, 911 will
look like a walk in the park. The Lord said to me, "IF THEY SPLIT MY
LAND, I WILL SPLIT THEIR LAND" Sound like an earthquake???
26:11
Sin , arrogant pride, and rebellion against God has
consequences, and they are very serious in nature. There will be more
disease, natural disasters, financial collapses, earthquakes, and mass
devastation , if this country does not get delivered from the demonic
influences that has her so drunk , stoned , insatiable, horny and
BLIND!!*
26:12 *"All a man's ways seen innocent to him, but MOTIVES
are weighed by the Lord." Proverbs 16:2 "Righteousness exalts
a nation, but sin is a disgrace to any people." Proverbs 14:34
"When the righteous thrive, the people rejoice; when the
wicked rule, the people groan." Proverbs 29:2 "Woe unto them
that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own
sight!" Isaiah 5:21
The Spirit also clearly says that in the
later times some will abandon the faith and follow deceiving
spirits taught by demons. 1 Timothy 4:1
26:13 The adultery includes perversion of all kinds. It includes the love
of money, over the love of God. It includes the murder (abortions) of over
ONE BILLION children performed worldwide in the last 34 years. It
includes the spirits of addiction , witchcraft, and bondage, each
possessing many millions of people in the form of drugs, both illegal drugs
AND LEGAL DRUGS. The spirit of gluttony is also possessing millions of
people, yet there are millions of people undernourished, and starving to

death in other countries. It also includes the spirits of hate, prejudice,
death, greed, retaliation, murder, poverty, envy, jealousy, and strife
possessing and oppressing this nation. 26:14 The spirits associated with
false religions have also brought in millions of demons to this nation.
RELIGION IS A DEMON, AND IT IS BEING USED TO DECEIVE
THE MASSES INTO HELL. Jesus is looking for a love walk with you, a
relationship with you, not formality, ritual and bondage of all types.
26:15
Just as in the dream about the snake in the church....... AMERICA IS
THROWING ROCKS AND BOULDERS AT THE SNAKE....TRYING TO KILL
THE SNAKE. America can continue to throw money at the problems, however
the problems will not go away, because they are of a demonic nature!!! America
needs to turn back to prayer, fasting, and a love relationship with Jesus
Christ. She needs to repent and admit that she is a messed up WHORE and
needs a savior. If she does this, and turns to the one and only true God,
Jesus Christ...... she will be saved, healed, delivered, and restored.
26:16
I have told you all of my garbage and all of the demonic things
that I have been involved with in my life. Nobody can accuse me of being
a good two shoes, or a bible thumping nerd. If I did wear T-shirts, which
I don't, it could read "YOU NAME IT, I'VE DONE IT!!!" Everything the
Lord is having me write, is true, and it is coming through a vessel that he
has pulled out of hell, and cleaned up, to be a voice for Him in this
generation. I say nothing in judgment, because I have been a rotten
sinner that has been redeemed by an awesome, creative, loving God.
The Lord is coming for a bride without a spot or wrinkle. He has a lot of
cleaning up to do, because his church is dirty and messed up. They are
filled with many demons. I am standing in the gap as an intercessor and
a person that does not want anyone to go to hell. I am asking for the
forgiveness of any person that I have hurt or that I have offended in
the past. I am pretty sure that I have made amends with everyone, but
just in case, I am still asking for their forgiveness.
26:17
I am also standing in the gap as an intercessor, and asking
Jesus to heal all people from anyone that has been hurt in church or by"

religious " people. The bars, night clubs, jails, workplaces, churches,
cults, and streets are filled with people who have been stabbed by
someone that has been possessed or oppressed with the spirits of
religion, and false religions and other demons. I ask for your sake, that
you forgive the people behind the demonic acts, and be released from
the poison that infected your system from this demonic ploy.
26:18
One story that comes to mind is something that happened to
me when I was living on the streets of downtown Indianapolis, Indiana. I
was homeless, and I was hungry. I knocked on the door of a beautiful
Victorian home in the heart of the city. I was not asking for a place to
stay, but I needed something to eat, because I had not eaten for
several days. A lady came to the door, looked at me, and I asked her for
something to eat. Her response to me was......"Go away! We are having
bible study!!!" I did not know it then, but I do know it now.....that was a
spirit of religion speaking through that woman.*
26:19 *"Then He will say to those at His left hand, Be gone from
Me, you cursed , into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and
his angels! For I was hungry and you gave Me no food, I was
thirsty and you gave Me nothing to drink. I was a stranger and
you did not welcome Me and entertain Me, I was naked and you
did not clothe Me, I was sick and in prison and you did not
visit Me with help and ministering care. Then they also (in their
turn) will answer, Lord , when did we see You hungry or thirst
or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not minster
to You? And He will reply to them, Solemnly I declare to you, in
so far as you failed to do it for the least ( in the estimation of
men) of these, you failed to do it for Me. Then they will go away
into eternal punishment, but those who are just and upright
and in right standing with God into eternal life." Matthew
25:41-46
26:20
The spirit of religion is why we are at war in the Middle East.
This is a demonic conflict, and the demons that are influencing the
radicals of the Islamic faith, have convinced its followers that they are
doing the right thing. Moreover, it is rooted in a demonic hate for the

Jewish people, SIMPLY BECAUSE JESUS IS JEWISH!!! Satan knows
that the life of Christ began in Jerusalem, Israel, and He will soon be
coming again and His feet will land on the mount of Olives. It all began
there, and it will all end there. That is why the devil has always hated the
Jewish people and their land.
26:21
Hitler was demon possessed, and he used the occult and
millions of demons to attempt to exterminate the Jewish race. SATAN
HATES JESUS, AND ANYONE ASSOCIATED WITH HIM. HE HATES
THE JEWISH PEOPLE. THE JEWS ARE THE APPLE OF GOD'S EYE,
AND GOD WILL SUPERNATURALLY PROTECT HIS CHOSEN PEOPLE.
The only answer is that the people get free from demonic bondage, and
get filled with the Holy Spirit. Jesus, is the only one that can set people
free, and regenerate their spirits and bring new life. He can turn around
the most radical people, and deliver them from every demonic entity.
This is his desire for the world, for He does not want anyone to be
enslaved by the devil and his demons.
26:21 God is a clean freak!!! He is capable of cleaning up the biggest
messes, and leaving a very fresh aroma. He showed me the condition of
my wedding dress (an analogy of the upcoming wedding supper of the
lamb) when I was still playing games. It is graphic, but right on. On this
white wedding dress were stains from my last sexual encounter. There
was a small hole in the dress from the last joint that I smoked, and a
seed popped out and burnt the dress. The dress reeked of smoke. It
was covered with blood from the people that I was to reach, but did not
want to be obedient and write this book. It had green stains on it from
the envy and jealousy that I had for certain people. It was soiled and it
was torn. Unfortunately, that dress represents much of the church and
the rest of the world. It is not a pretty picture.
26:22
I will never say that I have arrived, but God has been
delivering me one spirit at a time. It has been a process, and continues
to be a process. The good news is He wants to do the same cleaning job
in your life. There is not a case that is "too dirty" or "too many demons"

that the blood of Christ can't handle. He is in the process of exposing
all sin in this world. He is doing it from top to bottom. All you have to do
is read the headlines to know that is the truth. EVERYTHING THAT IS
HIDDEN SHALL BE REVEALED!!!*
26:23 *"So do not be afraid of them. There is nothing
concealed that will not be disclosed, or hidden that will not be
made known." Matthew 10:26 "Therefore judge nothing before
the appointed time; wait till the Lord comes. He will bring to
light what is hidden in darkness and will expose the motives of
men's hearts. At that time each will receive his praise from
God." 1 Corinthians 4:5
26:24
The days of hiding behind your title, position, badge, collar,
robe, education, intellect, denomination, bank account, fancy home, good
looks, cool car, are over!!! No matter how you try to hide from God, and
wear a plastic mask, HE CAN SEE THROUGH EVERYTHING!!! HE IS
SAYING TO THE WORLD RIGHT NOW, THAT HE IS THE TITLE AND
HE IS THE POSITION. HE IS THE ALL AND ALL. HE IS THE ALPHA
AND THE OMEGA.*
26:25 "The name of the Lord is a strong tower, the
righteous run to it and are safe." Proverbs 18:10
26:26

Everyone is all freaked out about health care and reform. THE LORD

JESUS CHRIST IS THE BEST JEWISH DOCTOR IN THE UNIVERSE.
HE HOLDS THE KEY TO UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE IN THE SCARS
OF HIS HANDS. THERE IS NO DISEASE, NO INFIRMITY THAT HE
CAN'T HEAL.
26:27
I am prophesying what is getting ready to happen in the area
of healing and deliverance. I will be even more specific, that the Lord is
getting ready to do an atomic explosion in the spiritual realm here in
Omaha, Nebraska. He is going to pour out His Spirit in very unusual
ways, that will blow people's minds. He is getting ready to totally heal
and deliver His body. The people who do not know Him, will come into his
kingdom because of the signs and wonders ....they will be in awe.* The

city of Omaha, Nebraska will have a dramatic reversal of negative
statics. The revival that is getting ready to flood this city and it will
close down the city for a period of time. Businesses will stop doing
business, because God is showing off!!! The spiritual explosion will
catapult a world wide revival, and the Glory of the Lord will be seen in
areas of healing, salvation, massive finances to help others, and many
awesome transformations.
26:28 *"Look at the nations and watch------and be utterly
amazed. For I am going to do something in your days that you
would not believe, even if you were told." Habakkuk 1:3-5
26:29 *"Where there is no revelation, the people cast off restraint;
but blessed is he who keeps the law." Proverbs 29:18
26:30 The "N" in the Nebraska flag represents the word NURTURE!!!
The red represents the blood of Christ and the white represents
purity!!! The recent decision that was made in this state concerning
abortion will bring judgment upon this region. As I have been polishing
the manuscript during the week of CHRISTmas December 2009,
Nebraska has been hit with a very serious winter storm. It also happens
to be that Washington, D.C. has been hit with over 22 "of snow, causing
great havoc during the celebration of the birth of our Lord Jesus
Christ.*
26:31 *"O Lord, the hope of Israel, all who forsake you shall
be put to shame; those who turn away from you shall be
written in the earth, for they have forsaken the Lord, the
fountain of living water." Jeremiah 17:13
26:32 This is not global warming, like satan, and his many demons would
like you to think. This is JUDGMENT FROM GOD ALMIGHTY. THE RED
IN OUR FLAG IS TO REPRESENT THE BLOOD OF CHRIST.......NOT
THE BLOOD OF THE CHILDREN THAT WE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR KILLING IN FEDERALLY FUNDED ABORTIONS.*

26:33 *"Woe to those who call evil good and good evil, who put
darkness for light and light for darkness, who put bitter for
sweet and sweet for bitter!" Isaiah 5:20
26:34 *"Food gained by fraud tastes sweet to a man, but he
ends up with a mouth full of gravel." Proverbs 20:17 "If a ruler
listens to lies, all his officials become wicked." Proverbs 29:11
"The king's heart is in the hand of the Lord; he directs it like a
watercourse wherever he pleases." Proverbs 21:1 "He who trusts
in himself is a fool, but he who walks in wisdom is kept safe."
Proverbs 28:26 "See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as
FOOLS, but as WISE, redeeming the time, because the days are
EVIL." Ephesians 5:15-16
26:35
God is going to use the foolish things of the world to confound
the wise. The reason that He does things like this......is because He
deserves all the credit , and all the glory!!!*
26:36 *"So where does this leave the philosophers, the
scholars, and the world's brilliant debaters? God has made
the wisdom of this world look foolish. Since God in his
wisdom saw to it that the world would never know him
through human wisdom, he has used our foolish preaching to
save those who believe." 1 Corinthians 1 :20-21
26:37
He is crying out for you to get into the ARC before it is too
late!!! He is sending a boat, and you need to decide to get in!!!* He sent
his son to die a horrible death, go to hades for three days, and rise from
the dead, so that you would not have to spend eternity in hell. The Lord
is going to show the world the real Arc of Noah very soon. It will be
visible for all to see.
26:38 *"As were the days of Noah, so will be the coming of the
Son of Man. For just as in those days before the flood they
were eating and drinking,(men) marring and (woman) being
given in marriage, until the (very) day when Noah went into

the ark. And they did not know or understand until the flood
came and swept them all away----so will be the coming of the
Son of Man." Matthew 24:37-39 "At that time two men will be
in the field; one will be taken and one will be left. Two woman
will be grinding at the hand mill; one will be taken and one
will be left. Watch therefore (give strict attention, be cautious
and active), for you do not know in what kind of a day
(whether a near or remote one) your Lord is coming. But
understand this: had the householder known in what (part of
the night, whether in a night or a morning) watch the thief
was coming, he would have watched and would not have
allowed his house to be undermined and broken into. You also
must be ready therefore, for the Son of Man is coming at an
hour when you do not expect Him. Who then is the faithful,
thoughtful, and wise servant, whom his master has put in
charge of his household to give to the others the food and
supplies at the proper time? Blessed (happy, fortunate, and to
be envied) is that servant whom, when his master comes, he
will find so doing. I solemnly declare to you, he will set him
over all his possessions. But if that servant is wicked and says
to himself, My master is delayed and is going to be gone a long
time, and begins to beat his fellow servants and to eat and
drink with the drunken, the master of that servant will come
on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour of
which he is not aware, and will punish him( cut him up by
scourging) and put him with the pretenders (hypocrites); there
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth." Matthew 40-51
"When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels
with him, he will sit on his throne in heavenly glory. All the
nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate the
people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep
from the goats. He will put the sheep on the right and the
goats on the left." Matthew 25:31
26:39
He is going to paint beautiful pictures in the sky for his
children to see and glorify His name. He wants you sitting at the
marriage supper of the Lamb. He wants your name in the Book of Life.

He has got your number, and He knows the numbers of hairs on your
head!!! There is no time to waste. Tomorrow is promised to nobody.
Instead of worrying about your 401-k , or your FICA SCORE......what are
you doing to set yourself for eternity. * ETERNITY IS MUCH LONGER
THAN THE MERE 70-80 YEARS HERE ON EARTH. DO YOU HAVE FIRE
INSURANCE??? THE AGENTS NAME IS JESUS CHRIST, AND HE
SHED HIS BLOOD SO THAT YOU WOULD NOT HAVE TO BURN!

26:40
*"There was a rich man who was dressed in purple
and fine linen and lived in luxury every day. At his gate was
laid a beggar named Lazarus, covered with sores and longing
to eat what fell from the rich man's table. Even the dogs came
and licked his sores. The time came when the beggar died and
the angels carried him to Abraham's side. The rich man also
died and was buried. In HELL, where he was in torment, he
looked up and saw Abraham far away, with Lazarus by his
side. So he called to him, "Father Abraham, have pity on me
and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool
my tongue, because I am in agony in this FIRE." "But Abraham
replied, "Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your
good things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now he is
comforted here and you are in agony. And besides all this,
between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, so that
those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone
cross over from there to us." "He answered, "Then I beg you ,

father, send Lazarus to my father's house, for I have five
brothers. Let him warn them, so that they will not also come to
this place in torment." Abraham replied, "They have Moses and
the Prophets; let them listen to them." "No, father Abraham,"
he said, "but if someone from the dead goes to them, they will
repent." He said to him, "If they do not listen to Moses and the
Prophets, they will not be convinced even if someone rises from
the dead." Luke 16:19-31 "The leech has two daughters, "Give!
Give! They cry. There are three things that are never satisfied,
four that never say "Enough!" the grave, the barren womb, land
which is never satisfied with water, and FIRE WHICH NEVER
SAYS, "ENOUGH!" Proverbs 30:15-16
26:41
In closing, I want you to raise your right hand. Starting with
your thumb , say J, E, S, U, S counting on each finger!! God gave His
Children 5 fingers on each hand that perfectly spells the name of HIS
SON JESUS. It was the hand of God that came in the form of Jesus to
save you and redeem you. He has made you and knew you before you
were in your mothers womb. No matter how badly you have sinned,
DADDY GOD IS CALLING YOU TO THE DINNER TABLE. THE MEAL
IS READY, AND THE FAMILY IS WAITING. DON'T PUT OFF THE
FOLLOWING PRAYER FOR ANOTHER MOMENT, AND COME HOME
BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!!!
26:42
*"I will proclaim the decree of the Lord: He said to me,
"You are my Son today I have become your Father. Ask of me,
and I will make the nations your inheritance, the ends of the
earth your possession. You will rule them with an iron scepter,
you will dash them to pieces like pottery. Therefore, you kings,
be wise; be warned, you rulers of the earth. Serve the Lord with
fear and rejoice with trembling. KISS THE SON, lest he be
angry and you be destroyed in your way, for his wrath can
flare up in a moment. BLESSED ARE ALL WHO TAKE REFUGE
IN HIM. Psalms 2: 7-12
"Taste and see that the Lord is good; BLESSED is the man who
takes refuge in Him." Psalms 34:8

And the Spirit and the bride say, COME. And let him that hears
say, COME. And let him this is a THIRST COME. And whoever
will, let him take the water of life freely." Revelation 22:17
For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a
loud cry of summons, with the shout of an archangel,
and with the blast of the trumpet of God. And those
who have departed this life in Christ will rise first.
Then we, the living ones who remain (on the earth),
shall simultaneously be caught up along with (the
resurrected dead) in the clouds to meet the Lord in
the air; and so always (through the eternity of the
eternities) we shall be with the Lord! Therefore,
comfort and encourage one another with these
words." 1 Thessalonians 4:16-18
"But as it is written: "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
nor have entered into the heart of man the things
which God has prepared for those who love him." 1
Corinthians 2:9
Love GOD and His Son JESUS,

Michelle
This prayer was given to Derek Prince, and was published in the book by
the Hammonds, "Pigs in the Parlor." Read this from the depths of your
heart and repeat the following prayer out loud wherever you are:
"Lord Jesus Christ, I believe you died on the cross for my sins and rose
from the dead. You redeemed me by your blood and I belong to you, and I
want to live for you. I confess all my sins......... known and unknown......I
am sorry for them all. I renounce them all. I forgive all others as I want you
to forgive me. Forgive me now and cleanse me with your blood. I thank
you for the blood of Jesus Christ which cleanses me now as my deliverer.
You know my special needs.... the thing that binds, that torments, that
defiles; that evil spirit, that unclean spirit. I claim the promise of your word,

'Whosoever that calls on the name of the Lord shall be delivered.' I call
upon you now. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, deliver me and set
me free. Satan, I renounce you and all your works. I lose myself in the
name of Jesus, and I command you to leave me right now, in Jesus' name.
AMEN!!!"
I would recommend checking out this ministry! Start breaking curses over yourself and
others in the
MIGHTY NAME OF JESUS!
www.omegaministries.org

ADDENDUM 2017
As I openly stated in the forward of this book, I am not a bible scholar
and am learning new things every day. I also stated 8 year ago when I
wrote the manuscript in 2009 that many people who read this would be
much well versed in the bible than I was. My job at the time was to tell my
story and what Jesus had taught me personally and walked me through. I
have been walking by faith for many years. I did what I was told to do,
despite my ignorance, fear, apprehension, and no money at that time in my
life.
I need to openly repent to anyone I unknowingly misled in the original
manuscript and stated that "there was nothing on this earth that you
could do and still be alive that the blood of Jesus Christ could not
forgive."
That statement is incorrect.....there is ONE SIN that can not be
forgiven.......it is called THE BLASPHEMY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. I
believe it has to do with TAKING THE MARK OF THE
BEAST......which is the ULTIMATE BLASPHEMY OF THE HOLY SPRIT.
If you take the chip, "The Mark" or an implant you loose your soul
forever.

"Taking the Mark", will be sold to the public as the trendy thing to do. It
will be easily implimented because of the theft and loss of cash and credit
cards and the public will once again be told it is for their safety and
security......INSECURITY that is! This technology already exists and is in
use in various places including Spain. Once inmplanted in either the
forehead or right hand, the chip or Mark will then slowly program you
and change your DNA to receive the programing of the Beast System run
by Lucifer Himself.
The following scriptures spell this exact senario we are seeing being
rolled out exactly like God told us thousands of years ago through His
prophets and seers.

Revelation 13:16-18Amplified Bible (AMP)
16 Also he compels all, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and
the free men and the slaves, to be given a mark on their right hand or on
their forehead [signifying allegiance to the beast], 17 and that no one will
be able to buy or sell, except the one who has the mark, either the name
of the beast or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let the person
who has enough insight calculate the number of the beast, for it is the
[imperfect] number of a man; [a]and his number is [b]six hundred and sixtysix. (666)

Revelation 14:9-12Amplified Bible (AMP)
Doom for Worshipers of the Beast
9 Then another angel, a third one, followed them, saying with a loud
voice, “Whoever worships the beast and his image and receives the mark
[of the beast] on his his forehead or on hand, 10 he too will [have to]
drink of the wine of the wrath of God, [a]mixed undiluted into the cup
of His anger; and he will be tormented with fire and brimstone (flaming
sulfur) in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence of the
Lamb (Christ). 11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and
ever; and they have no rest day and night—those who worship the beast
and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name.” 12 Here is

[encouragement for] the steadfast endurance of the saints (God’s
people), those who habitually keep God’s commandments and their faith
in Jesus.

Revelation Chapters 19-20
The Fourfold Hallelujah
19 After these [a]things I heard something like the great and mighty
shout of a vast multitude in heaven, [b]exclaiming,
“Hallelujah! Salvation and glory (splendor, majesty) and power (dominion,
might) belong to our God; 2 because His judgments are true and righteous.
He has judged [convicted and pronounced sentence on] the great
prostitute (idolatress) who was corrupting and ruining and poisoning the
earth with her adultery (idolatry), and He has imposed the penalty for
the blood of His bond-servants [c]on her.” 3 And a second time they
said, “Hallelujah! Her smoke shall ascend forever and ever.”4 Then the
twenty-four elders and the four living creatures also fell down and
worshiped God who sits on the throne, saying, “Amen. Hallelujah (praise
the Lord)!” 5 Then from the throne there came a voice, saying, “Praise
our God, all you bond-servants of His, you who fear Him, the small
(common) and the great (distinguished).” Marriage of the Lamb
6 Then I heard something like the shout of a vast multitude, and like
the boom of many pounding waves, and like the roar of mighty peals of
thunder, saying,
“Hallelujah! For the Lord our God, the Almighty, [the Omnipotent, the
Ruler of all] reigns. 7 “Let us rejoice and shout for joy! Let us give Him
glory and honor, for the marriage of the Lamb has come [at last] and
His bride (the redeemed) has prepared herself.” 8 She has been
permitted to dress in fine linen, dazzling white and clean— for the fine
linen signifies the righteous acts of the saints [the ethical conduct,
personal integrity, moral courage, and godly character of believers].
9 Then the angel said to me, “Write, ‘[d]Blessed are those who are
invited to the marriage supper of the [e]Lamb.’” And he said to me
[further], “These are the true and exact words of God.” 10 Then I
fell down at his feet to worship him, but he [stopped me and] said to

me, “You must not do that; I am a fellow servant with you and your
brothers and sisters who have and hold the testimony of Jesus.
Worship God [alone]. For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy [His life and teaching are the heart of prophecy].”

The Coming of Christ the Conqueror
11 And I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse, and He who
was riding it is called Faithful and True (trustworthy, loyal,
incorruptible, steady), and in righteousness He judges and wages war [on
the rebellious nations]. 12 His eyes are a flame of fire, and on His head
are many royal crowns; and He has a name inscribed [on Him] which no
one knows or understands except Himself. 13 He is dressed in a robe
dipped in [f]blood, and His name is called The Word of God. 14 And the
armies of heaven, dressed in fine linen, [dazzling] white and clean,
followed Him on white horses. 15 From His mouth comes a sharp sword
(His word) with which He may strike down the nations, and He will
[g]rule them with a rod of iron; and He will tread the wine press of the
fierce wrath of God, the Almighty [in judgment of the rebellious world].
16 And on His robe and on His thigh He has a name inscribed, “KING OF
KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.”

Doom of the Beast and False Prophet
17 Then I saw a single angel standing in the sun, and with a loud voice
he shouted to all the birds that fly in midheaven, saying, “Come, gather
together for the great supper of God, 18 so that you may feast on the
flesh of kings, the flesh of commanders, the flesh of powerful and
mighty men, the flesh of horses and of those who sit on them, and the
flesh of all humanity, both free men and slaves, both small and great [in
a complete conquest of evil].”
19 Then I saw the beast and the kings and political leaders of the earth
with their armies gathered to make war against Him who is mounted on
the [white] horse and against His army. 20 And the beast (Antichrist)
was seized and were killed with the sword which came from the mouth of
Him who sat on the horse, and all the birds fed ravenously and gorged
themselves with their flesh.

Satan Bound
20 And then I saw an angel descending from heaven, holding the key of
the abyss (the bottomless pit) and a great chain was in his hand.2 And
he overpowered and laid hold of the dragon, that old serpent [of
primeval times], who is the devil and Satan, and bound him [securely] for
a thousand years (a millennium); 3 and the angel hurled him into the
abyss, and closed it and sealed it above him [preventing his escape or
rescue], so that he would no longer deceive and seduce the nations, until
the thousand years were at an end. After these things he must be
liberated for a short time.

The Millennial Reign
4 And then I saw thrones, and sitting on them were those to whom
judgment [that is, the authority to act as judges] was given. And I saw
the souls of those who had been beheaded because of their testimony of
Jesus and because of the word of God, and those who had refused to
worship the beast or his image, and had not accepted his mark on their
forehead and on their hand; and they came to life and reigned with
Christ for a thousand years. 5 The rest of the dead [the non-believers]
did not come to life again until the thousand years were completed. This
is the first resurrection. 6 Blessed (happy, prosperous, to be admired)
and holy is the person who takes part in the first resurrection; over
these the second death [which is eternal separation from God, the lake
of fire] has no power or authority, but they will be priests of God and of
Christ and they will reign with Him a thousand years.

The Final Rebellion
7 And when the thousand years are completed, Satan will be released
from his prison (the abyss), 8 and will come out to deceive and mislead
the [j]nations which are in the four corners of the earth—[including] Gog
and Magog—to gather them together for the war; their number is like the
sand of the seashore. 9 And they swarmed up over the broad plain of the
earth and surrounded the camp of the saints (God’s people) and the beloved
city [[k]Jerusalem]; but fire came down from heaven and consumed them.

10 And the devil who had deceived them was hurled into the lake of fire
and burning brimstone (sulfur), where the beast (Antichrist) and false
prophet are also; and they will be tormented day and night, forever and
ever. The

Final Judgment

11 And I saw a great white throne and Him who was seated upon it, from
whose presence earth and heaven fled away, and no place was found for
them [for this heaven and earth are passing away]. 12 And I saw the
dead, the great and the small, standing before the throne, and books
were opened. Then another book was opened, which is the Book of Life;
and the dead were judged according to what they had done as written in
the books [that is, everything done while on earth]. 13 And the sea gave
up the dead who were in it, and death and Hades (the realm of the dead)
surrendered the dead who were in them; and they were judged and
sentenced, every one according to their deeds. 14 Then death and Hades
[the realm of the dead] were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the
second death, the lake of fire [the eternal separation from God].15 And
if [l]anyone’s name was not found [m]written in the Book of Life, he was
hurled into the lake of fire.

Please feel free to check out these websites......they are my
favorites......I hope they are a BLESSING to you!
1. www.sidroth.org
2. Go to YouTube – Put in the search engine “ Kim and Alberto Rivera
Mix. This is the most anointed music I have ever heard!
3. www.stevequayle.com

Steve Quayle - Giants - Dead Scientists - Gold Metals ...
This is the official homepage for Steve Quayle, controversial shortwave talk
radio personality. It features his books, videos and products.

4. www.z3news.com

Z3 News | End-Time News Before It Happens

5. www.believeacts2blog.wordpress.com
Dreams, Visions and Revelations for These End Times (Acts Chapter 2:17-18)

6. www.tribulation-now.org

Tribulation Now covers Aliens, Demons, UFOs, NWO, abductions, dreams, visions in Jesus Name.

 www.vvmint.org

Victorious Vision Ministries International Published Book HURRY. An End Times
warning that is an absolute must read. Bette was transformed to the depths of hell and many who say
Lord, Lord will be there ...

www.skywatchtv.com

www.reigningone.org

(click on "prophetic word" section)

Reigning Miracle Ministry

www.trunews.com

TRUNEWS with Rick Wiles The Real News, Uncensored.

www.infowars.com

Alex Jones' Infowars: There's a war on for your mind!

I WOULD ALSO RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING BOOKS:
1. The Holy Bible (try the Amplified version)
2. Pigs In The Parlor by Frank and Ida Mae Hammond
3. Redeemed from Hell! by Bette Stevens (paper back book available on
the web at amazon.com, books.google.com, and xulonpress.com. or her
website www.vvmint.org)
4. Revolution in Hell ( Removing Scales and Shattering the Darkness.......sequel
to Redeemed from Hell) by Bette Stevens (available on her website:
5. Heaven Is For Real by Todd Burpo
6. 23 Minutes In Hell by Bill Wiese
7. To Hell and Back by Maurice Rawlings
8. Any books authored by Lester Sumrall
If you are interested in purchasing a printed version of “Everything Comes out In
The Wash!" please click here.

